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Abstract
Since its public introduction, Java has grown into one of the most widely used programming languages. Its popularity can be attributed to the wide variety of features
that it provides, including platform independence. In order to achieve platform independence, Java applications are represented by a set of binary, platform independent
Java class files. Within the class files, the functionality of each Java method is expressed using a sequence of Java bytecodes. This thesis examines the set of Java
bytecodes defined by the Java Virtual Machine Specification, and describes two techniques that have been developed for manipulating the set.
When the current set of Java bytecodes was analyzed, it was discovered that over
one third of the bytecodes were specialized, redundant bytecodes. In many cases,
these provided functionality that was easily replicated using one other bytecode. In
a small number of other cases, a short sequence of bytecodes was used in order to
achieve identical functionality. The Java class files for a set of standard benchmarks
were transformed so that uses of specialized bytecodes were removed. Performance
testing revealed that this transformation increased average execution time by approximately 2.0 percent when 67 specialized bytecodes were replaced with their equivalent
general-purpose forms. The impact this transformation had on class file size and the
correctness of the class files was also examined.
A second transformation, which has come to be known as multicode substitution,
was also developed. It employed profiling in order to determine which sequences of
bytecodes executed with greatest frequency. A new Java bytecode, known as a multicode, was introduced for each frequently executed bytecode sequence. Performing
this transformation reduced the total number of bytecodes executed by the application, improving Java interpreter performance by reducing the number of transfers
of control from one bytecode to the next. Furthermore, performing this transformation presented additional optimization opportunities within the implementation
of the multicode. Such optimizations could not be exploited previously because of
the presence of the intervening transfers of control. When performance testing was
iii

conducted using industry standard benchmarks, performing multicode substitution
reduced application runtime by as much as 30 percent.
Keywords: Java Virtual Machine, Java Bytecode, Instruction Set Design, Optimization, Multicode Substitution, Despecialization
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Chapter 1
Introduction
When Moore’s law [82] was originally published in 1965, it stated “The complexity for
minimum component costs has increased at a rate of roughly a factor of two per year.
Certainly over the short term this rate can be expected to continue, if not to increase.
Over the longer term, the rate of increase is a bit more uncertain, although there is
no reason to believe it will not remain nearly constant for at least 10 years.” In 1975,
Moore revised his estimate to a doubling in complexity every two years [83]. Moore
contends that he never said “every 18 months”. However, his law is commonly quoted
as such, and continued to accurately reflect the rate of micro-processor development
until 2002 [87].
While increasing processor complexity at this rate has lead to incredible gains in
processing power over the past four decades, developers’ and users’ appetite for this
power has kept pace. Each improvement in technology has been met with demands
for more features, the ability to solve larger problems and the ability for everything
to happen faster, quickly utilizing all of the performance gains that were achieved.
The Java programming language is packed with features that ease application
development. It provides a syntax familiar to developers that have worked with
earlier languages such as C and C++ while providing many additional features. These
include an extensive object oriented library, safety checks that catch runtime errors
in a graceful manner, a security model that allows users to safely execute code from
unknown sources, and object-code level platform independence.
While these features have reduced the burden of application development, they
have increased the burden on the computer. Object oriented programs often consist
of many small methods. Because Java provides polymorphism, the precise method to
invoke must often be determined at runtime, increasing the number of operations that
must be performed and inhibiting optimization. Runtime safety checks ensure that
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programs do not inadvertently or maliciously perform unintended memory accesses
that may damage other processes running on the system. However, performing these
checks is costly as they include verifying each application as it is loaded and checking
each object reference and array element as it is used. Finally, achieving platform
independence involves using a virtual machine which adds a new level of abstraction
and overhead that separates the application from the hardware that is executing it.
One approach to improving the performance in Java is to take a “wait until the
next generation of micro-processors becomes available” approach. However, it is
unlikely that developers’ and users’ desire for new features will subside any time soon.
Consequently, it is also desirable to develop optimization strategies that minimize the
cost associated with providing these features. Many optimization techniques have
been developed that target the overhead introduced by a specific feature. A brief
survey of some of these techniques is included in Chapter 3. However, additional
overheads can be removed, resulting in improved application performance.
This thesis focuses on two techniques for modifying the set of instructions used
to represent Java applications, which have come to be known as despecialization and
multicodes. Each of these techniques is described briefly in the following paragraphs.
• Despecialization: Some of the bytecodes defined by the Java Virtual Machine
Specification are redundant, providing functionality that is easily replicated using a small number of other bytecodes. Despecialization examines the impact
of removing these redundant bytecodes from the instruction set. The performance of Java applications and the size of Java class files are considered. The
despecialization study goes on to examine the frequency of execution of the
specialized bytecodes currently defined by the Java Virtual Machine Specification. These frequencies are compared with the execution frequency of other
bytecodes that the virtual machine’s designers elected not to implement as specialized bytecodes.
• Multicodes: Profiling was utilized in order to determine which sequences of
bytecodes executed with great frequency. Multicode substitution is an optimization technique that reduces the amount of overhead imposed by the Java
Virtual Machine by optimizing such sequences. Once they are identified, each
frequently executed sequence of several Java bytecodes is replaced by one new
opcode. These opcodes are referred to as multicodes because they provide identical functionality to a bytecode sequence. This improves the performance of the
virtual machine by reducing the total number of instructions that are executed.
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Studies were conducted that considered each of these techniques individually. In
addition, a study examined the impact of performing both despecialization and multicode substitution on the same application. While the notion of despecialization
is presented initially in this thesis, its development occurred as a result of efforts
to improve the performance of multicode substitution. Despecialization’s impact on
multicode substitution is discussed in Chapter 8. However, examining despecialization as an independent transformation is also interesting. Minimizing the Java
Virtual Machine instruction set opens up additional bytecodes that can be used for
new optimization strategies or the efficient implementation of new language features.
Alternatively, minimizing the instruction set without using the freed locations for a
new purpose shrinks the virtual machine, minimizing the amount of code that must be
developed and maintained. Finally, performing despecialization showed unexpected
performance results. In particular, it was found that replacing uses of specialized
bytecodes with equivalent general purpose bytecodes had only a minor impact on
application performance and size. This was contrary to the anticipated result of a
large performance loss and a large increase in class file size.
In contrast to despecialization, multicode optimization introduces new specialized
bytecodes. This is performed in an automated manner, tailoring the instruction set
for a specific application or set of applications. Using the customized instruction
set offers substantial performance gains for some applications when compared to the
performance achieved using the standard set of Java bytecodes. While the technique
is applied to Java within this thesis, the general concepts related to removing redundancy, automatically identifying new virtual machine instructions and generating an
optimal instruction set can be applied to any instruction set.
The remainder of this document is structured in the following manner. An
overview of Java is presented in Chapter 2. This is followed by a survey of other
optimization strategies that have been developed for Java and a discussion of closely
related work in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents a first study on despecialization. An
extended study on despecialization is presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 examines
the appropriateness of the specialized bytecodes currently defined by the Java Virtual
Machine Specification and suggests a new set of specialized bytecodes to replace the
current specialized bytecodes. The notion of multicodes is introduced in Chapter 7.
Chapter 8 combines the despecialization work and multicode work performed in the
preceding chapters. An efficient algorithm for identifying bytecode sequences that are
good candidates for replacement with multicodes is discussed in Chapter 9. This is
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followed by a discussion of interesting areas of future research in Chapter 10. Finally,
Chapter 11 summarizes and presents conclusions.
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Chapter 2
An Overview of Java
This chapter provides an overview of Java. It begins with a description of the events
that lead to its development in Section 2.1. An overview of the core data structures
used in order to execute a Java application is presented in Section 2.2. Section 2.3
provides an overview of the Java Virtual Machine instruction set. This is followed
by Section 2.4, which discusses techniques that are used to implement Java Virtual
Machines. A comparison of three common Java Virtual Machine implementations is
presented in Section 2.5. Section 2.6 examines the implementation of a simple Java
interpreter. The chapter concludes with a summary in Section 2.7.

2.1

A Brief History of Java

Java was released to the world in 1995, but its development began half a decade earlier.
It all started after a Sun employee, Patrick Naughton, who was being recruited to
leave the computer giant for greener pastures at NeXT Computer Inc., was asked to
“write up what you think Sun is doing wrong” before you leave. Naughton generated
a list that was emailed to hundreds of people within the company. It was subsequently
described by others as “brutally right” and “everything I say to myself in the morning
but have been afraid to admit” [18].
Naughton’s email generated discussion. John Gage, Sun’s science office director,
asked a group of senior engineers “what is it you really want to do?” The discussion
lasted most of the night but it was productive, creating a list of core principles for a
new project. The group concluded that Sun needed to concentrate on consumers –
it had to create a new generation of computers that were small and easy for normal
people to use.
Armed with a description of the new project, Naughton, with Gage’s support,
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pitched the idea to Wayne Rosing, president of Sun Laboratories Inc. His pitch
included several demands:
• The project would be conducted off site and remain a secret.
• Sun would provide a million dollars to finance the first year of development
work.
• The development team would not be concerned with creating a product that
was compatible with existing Sun hardware and software.
Rosing subsequently took the idea to Scott McNealy, Chairman and CEO for Sun
Microsystems Inc. Within days, other leaders within the company including Bill Joy
and Andy Bechtolshiem indicated their support for the project. The project was
approved, giving Patrick Naughton, James Gosling and Mike Sheridan the freedom
to explore new projects under the codename “Green”.
The team recognized that they were not in a position to compete with Microsoft
directly. Instead, they decided to attempt to bypass Microsoft and the mass market
desktop computing battle it had decisively won by designing a software system that
could run anywhere, including devices that most people didn’t think of as computers.
This was at the opposite end of the spectrum from Sun’s current offerings which were
heavily concentrated in powerful workstations and servers.
Additional insight came to the team in early 1991 during a retreat at ski resort
near Lake Tahoe. Gosling observed that computer chips were almost everywhere, even
in the door knobs to their hotel rooms. Yet, while computer chips were ubiquitous,
at least three remote controls were required in order to control a TV, VCR and
associated sound system. Gosling insisted that “With a little computer science, all of
these things could be made to work together.” Consequently the goal of the Green
team became building a device that could control everyday consumer appliances.
A business plan was developed and given the title “Behind the Green Door”. It
include the mission statement: “To develop and license an operating environment for
consumer devices that enables services and information to be persuasively presented
via the emerging digital infrastructure.” Gosling had key insights into how software
would execute on these devices. He concluded that C++ and other existing languages
would not be adequate for what he envisioned. While C++ was a good choice in an
environment where speed was everything, Gosling believed that reliability was more
important than speed for software running on consumer electronics. This led him to
conclude that he was going to need a new programming language.
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Addressing this need led to the development of Oak, the language which would
evolve into Java in the coming years. The language would allow for the creation of
a colorful, 3D world with attractive graphics. A handheld device was developed to
run the software, which included a touch sensitive color screen, stereo speakers and
a processor from a Sparc workstation among numerous other features [2].
By the end of the summer of 1992 the green team had a working prototype.
McNealy was ecstatic. The device allowed the user to explore a virtual house in
3D without the need for a keyboard or a mouse. Everything was easy with their
prototype – programming the VCR was as easy as dragging a movie from the virtual
TV guide onto the the virtual VCR.
The prototype device was not the Green team’s only success. In order to get
the device to market, Oak was to become a fully featured, industrial strength object
oriented programming language. The language would operate across networks in
a “very distributed manner”, providing objects that would be able to traverse the
network and execute on any device. Furthermore, Oak would include the security
and authentication components needed to accomplish this goal in a safe manner.
Diagrams of what Oak could do would show it connecting everything from computers
to cars to banks to phones – it was to become the language of all digital devices.
Over the next year things began to fall apart. Discussions were held with several
companies about using Oak to build interfaces for devices such as cell phones and
industrial automation systems. However, deals were never reached. Attempts were
also made to reach a deal to deploy Oak into the interactive TV and set-top video
game machine markets. These attempts to deploy the technology failed as well.
A new business plan was drawn up in early 1994. However it was met with little
enthusiasm from Sun executives, and led to the project being scrapped. Later that
year, Bill Joy and Eric Schmidt wrote another new plan for Oak. Its goal was to
develop the technology for use on the Internet, which was growing rapidly due to
the success of the Mosaic browser released by Marc Andreessen and Eric Bina a year
earlier. The plan called for giving away Oak in order to create a franchise. Gosling
worked on improving the Oak code while Naughton developed a “killer app” that
would showcase Oak’s features.
At the end of 1994, a prototype was posted to a secret location on the net. A select
group of individuals were invited to download it. Three months later the prototype
made it to Netscape co-founder Marc Andreessen. The technology excited Andreessen
who is quoted in the San Jose Mercury News as saying “What these guys are doing
is undeniably, absolutely new. It’s great stuff.”
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A marketing decision was made to rename Oak to Java in early 1995. Naughton’s
“killer app”, a web browser that included a Java interpreter, became known as HotJava. The Java interpreter made browsing the web more interactive. Until that time
the web had been a collection of static text and images. Now, pages could include
an applet that did anything from display an animation, to play a game, to show you
how your new truck might look with a different set of options. Because Java offered
platform independence, website creators didn’t need to worry about supporting every
operating system and hardware combination their visitors might try to use. Similarly,
people browsing the web didn’t need to be concerned about their favorite website supporting their particular type of computer or the fact that the applet might comprise
the security of their system.
The first public release of Java occurred in March 1995. Over the coming months
the frequency with which it was downloaded increased at a rapid pace as did the emails
about the technology. The Oak technology originally conceived of half a decade earlier
was becoming popular at last.
On May 25, 1995, Sun executives joined Netscape’s Marc Andreessen on stage
during a keynote address at SunWorld to announce that a deal had been struck to
allow Netscape to integrate Java technology into its browser. The agreement, reached
at four o’clock that morning, ensured that Java would be available in what was by
far the most popular web browser at the time [31].
Since that time the uses of Java have grown immensely. While it was originally
launched for the development of Internet applets, it is no longer confined to that task.
It has grown into one of the most popular general purpose programming languages,
being used for everything from the development of tiny Internet applets to creation
of large scale scientific applications.
Much of Java’s popularity can be attributed to the features that the language
provides. Many of the same features that made it appropriate for use in consumer
electronics and on the web have made it a desirable language for the development
of a broad collection of application types. Chief among these features are a familiar
syntax, object oriented programming constructs, automatic memory management,
safety and security, and platform independence.

2.2

Overview of a Java Interpreter

A Java interpreter is a piece of software that executes the Java class files that represent
a Java application. It includes many components, including a memory manager that
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performs garbage collection, a class file loader, and an execution engine. While all
components of the interpreter are necessary in order to run a Java application, the
execution engine is the component that is of most relevance to the studies conducted
as part of this thesis.
There are four core data structures that are maintained as part of the execution
engine for the interpreter. Two additional variables are needed in order to maintain
the current location within these data structures. Each of these is described in the
following paragraphs. They are also presented graphically in Figure 2.1.
Code: This array of bytes contains the opcodes and operands that represent the functionality of a method. An index into the array, denoted pc,
is also maintained which represents the current location with the array.
Several implementations are possible including representing the program
counter as integer and dereferencing the array through the use of square
brackets. Alternatively, the program counter can be represented as a byte
pointer, allowing the current byte from the code stream to be acquired by
dereferencing the pointer. The examples used in the remainder of this document will make use of an integer representation for the program counter
in order to make the examples more clear.
Stack: The operand stack is used to hold temporary values that will
be used in a subsequent computation within the same method. It is commonly represented as an array of 4-byte slots. When category two values –
values of type long or type double which occupy 8 bytes – are placed on the
stack they occupy two adjacent slots. A stack pointer is also maintained
which points to the element within the array which currently represents
the top of the stack. Like the program counter, the stack pointer can be
represented as an integer or as a pointer type. The examples presented
in this chapter will make use of an integer representation of the stack
pointer.
Local Variables: Like the stack, the local variables are typically represented as an array of 4-byte slots where category two values are represented
using two adjacent slots. No separate pointer is needed for the local variables since the local variable being accessed is always specified explicitly
as an operand or known definitively from the opcode being executed.
Constant Pool: The constant pool is also represented as an array of
slots. In addition to containing some elements which occupy two slots, it
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Figure 2.1: Core Virtual Machine Data Structures
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also has the ability to contain several element types that divide a single
slot into two halves, where each half represents the index of another entry
in the constant pool. A relatively small number of instructions access
the constant pool, but it is an absolutely critical component of the virtual
machine. Examples of such instructions include the field access bytecodes,
the invoke* bytecodes and the ldc, ldc w and ldc2 w bytecodes.

2.3

The Java Instruction Set

The Java Virtual Machine instruction set includes a total of 201 distinct bytecodes,
each of which performs a specific task. These bytecodes are used to represent the
functionality of a Java application within a class file. The java compiler, javac,
generates the class files and the bytecodes that they contain.
In many ways, Java bytecodes are similar to assembly language instructions. Each
bytecode performs a relatively small amount of work, with a typical Java language
statement being translated into several bytecodes. The bytecodes defined by the Java
Virtual Machine Specification can be categorized into broad families. These families
are discussed in the following sections.

2.3.1

Loads and Stores

Load and store bytecodes are used to move values between the operand stack and
the local variable array. Load bytecodes copy a value from the local variable array,
pushing it onto the stack. Store bytecodes pop the top value from the operand stack
and store it into a slot in the local variable array. Of the 201 bytecodes defined by
astore
astore 0
astore 1
astore 2
astore 3
aload
aload 0
aload 1
aload 2
aload 3

dstore
dstore 0
dstore 1
dstore 2
dstore 3
dload
dload 0
dload 1
dload 2
dload 3

fstore
fstore 0
fstore 1
fstore 2
fstore 3
fload
fload 0
fload 1
fload 2
fload 3

istore
istore 0
istore 1
istore 2
istore 3
iload
iload 0
iload 1
iload 2
iload 3

Table 2.1: Load and Store Bytecodes

lstore
lstore 0
lstore 1
lstore 2
lstore 3
lload
lload 0
lload 1
lload 2
lload 3
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Abbreviation
a
d
f
i
l
b
c
s

Data Type
object
double
float
integer
long
byte
char
short

Table 2.2: Primitive Data Types and Their Abbreviations
the Java Virtual Machine, a total of 50 are load and store bytecodes. These are listed
in Table 2.1.
A specific data type is associated with each load and store bytecode. Consequently,
a different bytecode is utilized to access a value of type int than to access a value of
type float. Each of the five primitive data types supported by the virtual machine
has a one letter abbreviation associated with it. These abbreviations are listed in
Table 2.2. The first character in each load and store bytecode is one of these five
characters, allowing the type of the value being accessed to be determined from the
bytecode’s name.
Load and store bytecodes always operate on values at the top of the operand
stack. However, they have the ability to access arbitrary positions within the local
variable array. The position within the local variable array can be specified in one
of two ways. For each data type, there is one load bytecode and one store bytecode
that is able to access an arbitrary local variable. These bytecodes are of the form
<t>load or <t>store where <t> is one of the first five characters listed in Table
2.21 . The variable accessed is specified by an operand which immediately follows the
opcode in the code stream. For example, the complete bytecode to load local variable
4 onto the stack when it is an integer is iload 0x04. The bytecode that would store
the value currently on the top of the stack into local variable 7 as a double precision
float is dstore 0x07.
Figure 2.2 is a graphical representation of the iload 0x04 and dload 0x07 bytecodes. Each box in the diagram represents one byte in the code stream for a method.
The program counter value associated with each byte is shown below the corresponding box. In this case, the offsets are expressed as an offset from i to denote that
1

The three remaining lines in the table indicate abbreviations used in other opcode names.
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...

iload

0x04

dstore

0x07

...

i−1

i

i+1

i+2

i+3

i+5

Figure 2.2: A Code Stream Containing a Load Bytecode and a Store Bytecode
the bytecodes occur at an arbitrary location within the code stream. This notation
will be used to represent code streams graphically throughout the remainder of this
document.
Four additional load and four additional store bytecodes are also provided for each
data type. Each of these bytecodes is only able to access one specific element within
the local variable array. Consequently, these bytecodes do not require an operand
because the slot which is accessed is fully determined by the opcode alone. The
names of these opcodes specify the position that is accessed as the last character
in the opcode name. These bytecodes follow the naming pattern <t>load <n> or
<t>store <n> where <t> is one of the characters listed in Table 2.2 and <n> is
an integer between 0 and 3. For example, the bytecode that would load local variable
0 onto the stack as an object reference is aload 0 while the bytecode istore 3 is
used to pop an integer from the operand stack and store it into local variable 3.

2.3.2

Constant Loading

Constant loading bytecodes are used to place literal values onto the top of the operand
stack. The Java Virtual Machine Specification devotes 20 bytecodes to this purpose.
They are listed in Table 2.3. Like the load and store bytecodes, different bytecodes
are used in order to work with values of different types.
The Java Virtual Machine Specification provides bytecodes that use three different
techniques in order to place a constant value onto the operand stack. The simplest
aconst
fconst
fconst
fconst
sipush

null
0
1
2

dconst
dconst
lconst
lconst
ldc

0
1
0
1

iconst
iconst
iconst
iconst
ldc w

m1
0
1
2

iconst 3
iconst 4
iconst 5
bipush
ldc2 w

Table 2.3: Constant Loading Bytecodes
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aaload
caload
faload
laload

aastore
castore
fastore
lastore

baload
daload
iaload
saload

bastore
dastore
iastore
sastore

Table 2.4: Array Access Bytecodes
bytecodes each generate a specific constant value that is dictated by the opcode
alone. Consequently, such bytecodes do not require any operands. Examples of these
bytecodes include iconst 5 which places the integer constant 5 on the operand stack
and fconst 1 which places the floating point constant 1.0 on the operand stack.
The second technique for placing a constant value onto the operand stack is only
provided for integer values. The constant value is specified using one or two operand
bytes in the code stream which are copied to the operand stack when the bytecode
executes. This allows a range of constant values to be generated using a single instruction. For example, the bytecode bipush 0x20 places the integer 32 on the operand
stack while the integer -2 can be pushed onto the operand stack using bipush 0xfe.
Constant values that cannot be handled using one of the preceding two techniques
are loaded from the constant pool. Three instructions exist for this purpose, ldc,
ldc w and ldc2 w, each handling different data types, or values that reside at different
locations within the constant pool. The index at which the constant value exists
within the constant pool is specified as an operand to these instructions, allowing the
same instruction to be used to load a large number of distinct constant values.

2.3.3

Array Access

Elements within an array are also accessed using typed bytecodes. They represent 16
of the 201 bytecodes defined by the Java Virtual Machine Specification. In this case,
the opcode names follow the pattern <t>aload and <t>astore as shown in Table
2.4. The symbol <t> is used to represent the types list previous in Table 2.2. In
addition, the characters b, c and s represent the data types byte, char and short
respectively. Each of these bytecodes function by popping an array and an integer
specifying the index of the element of interest from the stack. As a result, these
bytecodes do not require operands.
Consider the process of loading the element at index 2 from an array of floats that
is pointed to by local variable 3. This is accomplished using three bytecodes which
are shown in Figure 2.3. The first bytecode to execute will be aload 3 which will
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...
i−1

aload 3 iconst 2 faload

...

i+1

i+3

i

i+2

Figure 2.3: A Code Stream Showing An Array Element Access
dup
dup x1
dup x2
dup2 dup2 x1 dup2 x2
pop
pop2
swap
Table 2.5: Stack Manipulation Bytecodes
copy a pointer to the array onto the operand stack. The second bytecode utilized will
be iconst 2. It will put the constant integer 2 onto the operand stack, specifying
what index will be accessed. Finally, a faload bytecode will be used in order to pop
the array pointer and index from the operand stack and replace them with a copy of
the value stored at index 2 of the array.

2.3.4

Stack Manipulation

Most Java bytecodes are only permitted to access elements that are at the top of
the operand stack. Occasionally, this restriction presents difficulties. Consequently,
there are several bytecodes that are able to reorder stack values or duplicate values
“trapped” under other operands on the stack. One such bytecode is swap, which
reverses the order of the top two elements on the operand stack. Other bytecodes are
capable of duplicating one or two elements that are located somewhere on the stack.
The dup bytecode is the simplest of these, replicating the top element on the stack.
Other variants of dup replicate elements from deeper within the stack. Each of the 9
stack manipulation bytecodes are listed in Table 2.5.

2.3.5

Arithmetic Operations

Of the 201 bytecodes defined by the Java Virtual Machine Specification, 36 are devoted to arithmetic operations. These bytecodes are listed in Table 2.6. All bytecodes
that perform arithmetic operations are typed. Their names begin with one of the
characters listed in Table 2.2, which indicates the type of data that the operation
is performed on. The values used as input to these arithmetic operations are read
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iadd
isub
imul
idiv
irem
ineg
ishr
iushr
ior

ladd
lsub
lmul
ldiv
lrem
lneg
ishl
lushr
lor

fadd
fsub
fmul
fdiv
frem
fneg
lshr
iand
ixor

dadd
dsub
dmul
ddiv
drem
dneg
lshl
land
lxor

Table 2.6: Arithmetic Operation Bytecodes
i2l
i2f
i2d

l2i f2i d2i
l2f f2l d2l
l2d f2d d2f

i2b
i2c
i2s

Table 2.7: Numeric Casting Bytecodes
from the operand stack. The result of the computation is pushed onto the operand
stack. For example, the bytecode dmul pops two double precision floating point numbers from the stack, multiplies them together and then pushes their product onto the
stack as a double precision floating point number.

2.3.6

Casting

Values are converted between numeric data types using casting bytecodes. These
bytecodes follow the general form <s>2<t> where <s> and <t> are each a type
abbreviation from Table 2.2. In addition, when the input type denoted by <s> is
integer, the output type, <t>, can also be byte (b), char (c) or short (s).
When a casting bytecode executes, a value of the input data type is popped from
the operand stack. Then the value is converted into the output type and pushed back
onto the operand stack. Performing these casting operations may result in a loss of
data when the input value is too large to be expressed in the output data type or the
output data type is unable to represent the input value precisely. Examples of casting
bytecodes include f2l, which converts a floating point number into a long integer,
and i2s, which converts a 32-bit integer into a 16-bit integer. All of the 15 casting
bytecodes defined by the Java Virtual Machine Specification are listed in Table 2.7.
The Java Virtual Machine instruction set also includes two bytecodes for casting
values with class types. The instanceof bytecode determines if an object reference
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Condition
Equal
Unequal
Greater Than
Greater Than or Equal
Less Than
Less Than or Equal

Abbreviation
eq
ne
gt
ge
lt
le

Table 2.8: Branch Condition Abbreviations
can be treated as an instance of a specific class. The checkcast bytecode performs
a similar check. However, unlike instanceof, which pushes a result value onto the
operand stack to indicate the result of the comparison, checkcast throws an exception
when the test fails.

2.3.7

Branching

Branching bytecodes are used to change the flow of control within the method. The
goto and goto w bytecodes are unconditional branches which jump to a new location
within the method independent of the values on the operand stack. Other conditional
branch bytecodes consider one or more values on the operand stack. These bytecodes
branch if the condition specified by the bytecode is true. If the condition is false,
execution continues at the bytecode immediately after the branch bytecode.
Branch bytecodes can be used to change the flow of control within the method
based on the values of integer or object reference operands at the top of the stack.
Branch bytecodes that compare an integer at the top of the operand stack with 0
follow the format if<cond> where <cond> is a two letter abbreviation that indicates
the condition being tested. The conditions that can be tested and their abbreviations
are listed in Table 2.8.
Two integer values stored on the stack can be tested using bytecodes of the form
if icmp<cond>. These bytecodes allow an integer to be compared against an arbitrary value. In addition, object references can also be compared using bytecodes of
the form if acmp<cond>. When object references are compared the only conditions
that are supported are eq and ne. An object reference located at the top of the
operand stack can be tested against null using the bytecodes ifnull and ifnonnull
which branch if the object reference is null or non-null respectively.
Two additional branch bytecodes are provided which branch based on the value of
an integer. These bytecodes, denoted by lookupswitch and tableswitch, allow for
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ifeq
ifne
iflt
ifge
ifgt
ifle
lookupswitch

if icmpeq
if icmpne
if icmplt
if icmpge
if icmpgt
if icmple
tableswitch

if acmpeq
if acmpne
ifnull
ifnonnull
goto
goto w

Table 2.9: Branching Bytecodes
lcmp fcmpl fcmpg dcmpl

dcmpg

Table 2.10: Comparison Bytecodes
the efficient implementation of switch / case constructs. Each allows a large number
of branch targets to be specified, where the specific target is determine by the value
popped from the operand stack. Each bytecode also supports the notion of a default
target which is used in the event that the value at the top of the operand stack does
not match any of the values explicitly specified. All 20 branch bytecodes are listed in
Table 2.9.

2.3.8

Float, Double and Long Comparison

Values of type float, double and long are compared using comparison bytecodes.
These bytecodes pop two values of the same type from the operand stack, compare
their value and then push an integer onto the operand stack describing the result of
the comparison. The integer value −1 is used to denote the case where the value at
the top of the stack is greater than the second value on the stack. The integer 0 is
used to represent equality between the values and the integer 1 is used to represent
the outcome of a comparison where the value at the top of the stack is less than the
second value. Once the comparison is performed, a branch bytecode can be used to
change the flow of control within the method. Examples of comparison bytecodes
include fcmpl, which compares two floating point values, and lcmp, which compares
two long integers. Each of the five comparison bytecodes is listed in Table 2.10.

2.3.9

Method Invocation

Methods are invoked using one of four bytecodes: invokevirtual, invokeinterface,
invokespecial and invokestatic. When these bytecodes are executed, control is
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transfered to the start of a new method. The method that is invoked is specified
using operand bytes that follow the invoke* opcode in the code stream. These
opcodes form an index into the constant pool that provides the fully qualified name
and signature for the target method.

2.3.10

Field Access

Four bytecodes are used to access fields stored within Java objects. The getfield and
putfield bytecodes are used to read and write instance fields respectively. Similarly,
getstatic and putstatic are used to access static fields. Two operand bytes follow
each of these opcodes in the code stream. The operand bytes form an offset into the
constant pool which describes the field that will be accessed.

2.3.11

Object Allocation

Java provides four bytecodes that can allocate new objects. The new bytecode is
used in order to allocate memory for a single instance of a class. The type of the
object is specified by two operand bytes that form an index into the constant pool
which specifies the type of the object that is created. Three additional bytecodes,
anewarray, newarray and multianewarray provide the functionality necessary to
allocate objects of array types.

2.3.12

Method Completion

The final bytecode executed by a method is responsible for returning control to the
calling scope. When the method does not return a value, this task is accomplished
using a return bytecode. Five additional bytecodes are also present in the virtual machine instruction set. These bytecodes, which follow the naming convention
<t>return, pop a value from the operand stack in the called scope before the method
completes. This value is pushed onto the stack in the calling scope before execution
proceeds to the next bytecode, allowing the method to return a value.

2.3.13

Miscellaneous

Ten of the 201 bytecodes defined by the Java Virtual Machine Specification provide
functionality that does not fit well into the previous categories. These bytecodes
include those that perform synchronization, handle exceptions and increment the
value of an integer local variable without loading it onto the operand stack, among
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nop
arraylength
iinc
freturn
jsr
athrow
wide
ireturn
jsr w monitorenter areturn lreturn
ret
monitorexit
dreturn return
Table 2.11: Miscellaneous Bytecodes
Execute startup code
Transfer control to the first opcode in the main method
Repeat
Fetch the next opcode from the code array
Decode the opcode in order to determine what codelet should be
executed and branch to it
Execute the codelet for the instruction
Advance to the next instruction
Until the Java application completes
Shutdown the Java Virtual Machine
Figure 2.4: General Model of a Java Interpreter
others. All of the bytecodes that reside in this category are listed in Table 2.11. These
bytecodes will be discussed in greater detail as necessary throughout the remainder
of this document.

2.4

Executing a Java Application

The general model of execution for a Java interpreter is presented in Figure 2.4. It
shows that application execution includes a small amount of startup and shutdown
work. These activities surround the main loop for the interpreter.
A codelet is a set of statements within the Java interpreter which implement
the task performed by a Java bytecode. Within the interpreter loop, bytecodes are
continually fetched from the code stream, decoded in order to determine the location
of the codelet which provides the functionality for the bytecode and then that codelet
is executed. This process repeats until the Java application terminates.
Unfortunately, most of the operations represented in the main execution loop are
overhead imposed by the Java Virtual Machine. These overheads are not present
under the traditional model of compilation and execution where a program is com-
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piled into machine language instructions that are executed directly by the central
processing unit. In an interpreter, the loop structure, fetch and decode operations
are all implemented in software, each represented by a sequence of machine language
instructions that must also be executed using the central processing unit. Only the
single line shown in italics in figure 2.4 represents work performed directly toward
progressing the user’s application. Consequently, interpreted implementations generally show far poorer performance than code executed using a traditional model of
compilation and execution. Some studies have shown this performance gap to be as
large as an order of magnitude [62].
The following sections describe techniques that can be used to construct a Java
interpreter. Each section includes a figure that shows the implementation of a portion
of the interpreter’s main execution loop in C-like pseudo code. The code shown uses
stack to refer to the array of slots which represents the operand stack. The symbol
sp is the index of the top element on the stack. The array of slots used to store
the local variables for the method is denoted by local vars. The bytecodes that
implement the method are stored in the array named code with pc indicating the
index of the next instruction to execute.

2.4.1

Implementing an Interpreter with a Switch Statement

Many implementation options are possible for a Java interpreter. In the simplest
case, a while loop is used with a standard switch/case statement. This structure is
shown in Figure 2.5. It offers poor performance for a number of reasons. First, the
use of a while loop requires that a condition be tested for every iteration of the loop.
Fortunately, if the condition is structured using only constant values, most optimizing
compilers will recognize the fact that the condition is always true, avoiding the need
to test the condition each time through the loop.
The use of a standard switch/case statement also results in poor performance. In
Figure 2.5, arrows are used to show the branches performed when the aload 0 case
is executed. Notice that there is a branch from the break statement at the end of the
codelet for aload 0, which transfers control to the bottom of the loop. However, no
work is performed between the switch/case statement and the bottom of the loop. As
a result, a second unconditional branch is immediately performed to return control
to the top of the loop.
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Figure 2.5: A Simple Interpreter Engine

2.4.2

A Better Switch Based Interpreter

When the algorithm presented in Figure 2.4 is executed, two unconditional branches
are performed for each bytecode executed. This can be reduced to one unconditional
branch for each bytecode executed by replacing the while loop with an infinite loop
constructed using a goto statement. One branch is eliminated by replacing the break
statement at the end of each codelet with a goto statement. This goto statement
transfers control to the top of the loop directly, making it unnecessary to branch to
the bottom of the loop. Furthermore, performing this transformation eliminates the
conditional that is tested in order to determine if the while loop should continue to
execute. While an optimizing compiler should be able to eliminate the test if the
conditional is constructed using only constant values, performing this transformation
guarantees that the check will be removed without relying on the optimizer.
Figure 2.6 shows the execution engine once these transformations have been per-
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Figure 2.6: Interpreter Engine Constructed Using Goto Statements
formed. The arcs are used to illustrate the branches performed in order to execute
the aload 0 bytecode.

2.4.3

Indirect Threading

It is still possible to reduce the number of branches performed. This is accomplished
by using a technique referred to as threading. The general idea behind threading
techniques is to remove the need to branch back to the top of the loop between each
bytecode. Instead, the the flow of control transfers directly from the codelet for one
bytecode to the codelet for the next bytecode, eliminating the need to branch back
to the decode operation operation at the top of the loop.
Indirect threading [41] accomplishes this task using a special array and goto statements. Each element in the array is initialized to the address of a codelet. One element is present in the array for each bytecode defined by the Java Virtual Machine
Specification. Once the array is initialized, a bytecode can be decoded by loading the
address of its codelet from the array and branching to it using a goto statement.
Indirect threading completely eliminates the need for the switch statement. Instead, a small amount of extra code is added at the end of each of the codelets.
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Figure 2.7: A Code Stream Containing Integer Load and Addition Bytecodes
Consider the bytecode sequence iload 0 iload 1 iadd iload 2 shown in Figure
2.7. The branches performed when this sequence is executed are shown in Figure 2.8.
Branches in this diagram have been numbered from 1 through 4, representing the
order in which they occur. Notice that a total of only four branches are required in
order to execute this sequence of bytecodes. Using a loop and switch statement optimized with goto statements would have required 8 branches in order to accomplish
the same task. Twelve branches would have been necessary in order to accomplish
this task using the naive implementation that utilized a while loop, presented initially.

2.4.4

Direct Threading

Moving from indirect threading to direct threading reduces the amount of work that
must be performed at the end of each codelet in order to reach the implementation
of the next bytecode in the code stream. However, this is accomplished at the cost of
increasing the overall size of the code stream. Direct threading [19] is accomplished
by replacing the bytecodes that make up the code stream with the addresses of their
codelets. Such a substitution increases the size of the opcodes from one byte to four
bytes on most platforms. The number of bytes used to store the operand bytes is
normally increased to the next multiple of four as well. Consequently, transferring
control to the codelet representing the next bytecode requires dereferencing only
one array compared to the two dereferences performed when indirect threading is
employed. This is illustrated in Figure 2.9 which shows the branches performed in
order to execute the bytecode sequence iload 0 iload 1 iadd iload 2.
Direct threading also presents additional optimization opportunities beyond the
reduction in array dereferencing operations. It is well suited to opcode transformations which replace constant pool offsets with pointers directly to the method or field
in question because the number of operand bytes is increased to the next multiple of
four. It is also possible to use selective inlining in conjunction with direct threading in
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Figure 2.8: Interpreter Engine Constructed Using Indirect Threading
order to reduce the total number of transfers of control performed in order to execute
the application. This technique is discussed in Section 3.1.3.

2.4.5

Just-In-Time (JIT) Compilation

The first Java virtual machines developed executed bytecodes using an interpreter. In
the simplest form, this involves a fetch-decode-execute loop which repeatedly fetches
and executes bytecodes. Unfortunately a great deal of time is spent executing the
machine language instructions that make up this loop and the fetch / decode operations instead of executing the bodies of the instructions that represent the users
application. A just-in-time (JIT) compiler can be used to overcome this problem.
A JIT compiler translates Java bytecodes to machine language instructions at
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Figure 2.9: Interpreter Engine Constructed Using Direct Threading
runtime [69, 11]. Once the machine language instructions are generated, they are
executed instead of the Java bytecodes. Some virtual machines make use of both
a JIT compiler and an interpreter. The interpreter is used to execute the application initially. When the interpreter is executing, profiling is also being performed in
order to determine which methods are contributing to the majority of the application’s execution. Once such a method is identified, it is compiled at runtime. This
general strategy is used to avoid spending time compiling methods that are rarely
executed while gaining the performance benefit associated with JIT compilation for
those methods that execute with greatest frequency.
Other virtual machines take a different approach. A virtual machine can be implemented using a JIT compiler alone. When this strategy is employed, every method
is compiled using a JIT compiler before it is executed. Compared to an interpreter
that uses both an interpreter and a JIT compiler, this has the advantage of always
executing the user’s application as machine code, avoiding the cost of the interpreter
loop. However, such a strategy also results in time being spent compiling methods
that are executed infrequently.
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The following section examines the implementation choices made by some commonly used virtual machines.

2.5

Java Virtual Machine Implementations

.
By making the Java Virtual Machine specification public, Sun made it possible
for anyone to develop their own virtual machine. Many implementations have been
created. These include Sun’s VM [107], IBM’s Jikes RVM [64, 13], Kaffe [89], Blackdown [5], AegisVM [49], Apache Harmony [108], JamVM [74], The Jupiter Project
[10, 44], Kissme [71] and the Sable VM [50, 7], among others. The first three of these
were used in this thesis, and are briefly described in the following sections.

2.5.1

Sun’s Java Virtual Machine

Sun’s Java Virtual Machine [107] is one of the best performing Java Virtual Machines.
In its default configuration, it is classified as a mixed mode virtual machine. This
refers to the fact that the virtual machine makes use of both an interpreter and a
just-in-time compiler in order to execute the Java application.
When the application is executed, the interpreter is used initially, providing minimal startup overhead. However, the interpreter offers poor performance compared to
code generated using a just-in-time compiler. Consequently, information is collected
as the application runs in order to identify those portions of the application that
execute with greatest frequency. Once such methods are identified, they are compiled
using the just-in-time compiler which generates high quality machine language code.
The compilation process is time consuming. However, if the method that is compiled
continues to execute frequently, the total execution time for the application will be
reduced. This reduction occurs because the time required to execute the method once
it is compiled is much smaller than the time required to execute the method using
the interpreter.

2.5.2

The IBM Jikes Research Virtual Machine

IBM’s Jikes Research Virtual Machine [64, 13] is a high performance virtual machine
that implements most of the Java Virtual Machine Specification. An interesting
property of the Jikes RVM is the fact that it is implemented in Java itself. This
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virtual machine makes exclusive use of a just-in-time compiler. It does not include
an interpreter.
The virtual machine avoids compiling methods that are never executed by using
a technique known as Lazy Method Compilation [65]. This technique involves using a
pointer to indicate the location of the method’s compiled code. Before the method is
compiled, this pointer refers to a stub which is responsible for compiling the method.
When the stub executes, it updates the pointer so that it refers to the newly compiled
code and then executes it. Consequently it is not necessary to perform a check in
order to determine if a method has been compiled before it is invoked.
In order to achieve good performance, the Jikes RVM makes use of both a baseline
compiler and an optimizing compiler. The baseline compiler is used initially because
it executes quickly. However, it performs few optimizations, generating machine code
that does not offer the best performance. Profiling is performed as the application
executes. Once profiling indicates that a method is frequently executed, the optimizing compiler is used to recompile it. The optimizing compiler takes longer to execute
than the baseline compiler. However, it generates highly optimized machine code
that offers superior performance. Consequently, if past performance predicts future
behaviour then recompiling the method using the optimizing compiler increases the
performance of the user’s application considerably.

2.5.3

The Kaffe Virtual Machine

The Kaffe Virtual Machine [89] implements much of the Java Virtual Machine Specification. It is classified as a “clean room” implementation of Java because it has been
developed completely independently of the Sun Java Virtual Machine.
Three different configurations are supported within the Kaffe Virtual Machine.
These include an interpreter configuration and two just-in-time compiler configurations. Each configuration is “pure” in that in either makes exclusive use of an
interpreter or a just-in-time compiler rather than a combination of these techniques.
The studies presented later in this document which utilized the Kaffe virtual
machine consider it in its interpreter configuration. The interpreter performs few
optimizations and employs a simple switch / case bytecode execution engine similar
to the execution engine described in Section 2.4.1, making it relatively easy to modify.
Unfortunately this design choice also means that the virtual machine offers poor
performance compared to the IBM and Sun virtual machines discussed previously.
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execute (JMethod * method, Slot * callingStack, int callingTop)
{
Slot * stack = new slot (method.maxStack())
Slot * locals = new Slot (method.maxLocals())
int nps = method.numParamSlots();
for (int i = 0; i < nps; i++)
{
locals[i] = callingStack[callingTop-nps+1+i];
}
ConstantPool *cp = method.constantPool();
u1* code = method.code();
SlotPos pc = 0;
SlotPos npc = 0;
FDE_LOOP:
pc = npc;
npc += InstructionSize[code[pc]];
switch (code[pc]) {
...
case op_iload_1:
top++;
stack[top] = locals[1];
goto FDE_LOOP:
...
case op_iconst_1:
top++;
stack[top] = 1;
goto FDE_LOOP:
...
}
}
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Figure 2.10: Implementation of a Simple Virtual Machine

2.6

Implementing a Simple Java Interpreter

This section examines the implementation of a simple Java interpreter. It shows how
the virtual machine’s core data structures interact with the interpreter’s execution
loop. The implementation is shown in low level C-like pseudo code. Some type casts
that would be necessary in a C language implementation have been omitted in order
to improve the clarity of the figure.
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The first line in Figure 2.10 shows the declaration of the function that contains
the execution loop. Three parameters must be provided to this function. The first
parameter, method, is a pointer to a structure (or class) which contains information
about a method. This includes its name, the class it resides in, its signature, and
the bytecodes that implement its functionality, among other important values. The
second parameter, callingStack, is a pointer to the operand stack in the scope
that just invoked a new method. It is necessary to have a pointer to the stack in the
calling scope in order to access the Java method’s parameters. The final parameter to
the function, callingTop, is an integer that indicates which index in callingStack
represents the top of the operand stack at the time the method was invoked.
Lines 3 and 4 allocate the data structures that represent the call frame for the
method being invoked. The first data structure allocated is the operand stack. The
maximum number of elements that will reside on the stack is determined during
compilation. As a result, the interpreter only needs to read this value from the method
structure. Similarly, it is not difficult to allocate the correct amount of memory for
the method’s local variables because the number of local variables that will be used
is also stored within the method structure.
The method’s parameters are passed on lines 6 through 10. This is accomplished
by copying them from the operand stack in the calling scope into the local variables
for the method being invoked. When the method being invoked is a static method
with no parameters, no values are copied.
Line 12 acquires a pointer to the constant pool for the method. This pointer
is needed because some bytecodes read values from the constant pool during their
execution.
A pointer to the method’s code stream is acquired on Line 13. Lines 14 and
15 initialize the program counter, denoted by pc, and the next instruction program
counter, denoted by npc, to 0. Using two indices into the code array reduces the cost
of advancing the program counter to the index of the next instruction.
Lines 18 and 19 update the values of pc and npc. Once the update is performed, pc
points at the instruction which is about the execute and npc points at the instruction
that will execute after it, unless the flow of control within the method is changed by
a branch bytecode.
Line 20 performs the decode operation in the interpreter’s main execution loop
using a switch statement. When the switch statement executes, the flow of control
will branch to the case which implements the bytecode indicated by code[pc].
The codelets for two bytecodes are shown on lines 21 through 31. Both of the
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codelets shown in this example are small, as are the codelets for many of the bytecodes
defined by the Java Virtual Machine Specification. Each codelet terminates with a
goto statement which transfers the flow of control back to the top of the interpreter’s
execution loop.

2.7

Summary

This chapter has presented background information related to the Java Programming
Language and Java Virtual Machines. It began by describing the historical events
which lead to the creation of Java. This was followed by a description of a Java Virtual
Machine, including different techniques that can be employed to implement a Java
interpreter, a discussion of the core data structures within a Java Virtual Machine
and an overview of the Java bytecodes that represent a Java application. This was
followed by a list of several Java Virtual Machine implementations. Additional details
were provided about the implementations considered in the studies presented later in
this thesis. The chapter concluded with a detailed look at the code for a simple Java
interpreter.
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Chapter 3
Related Work
Much of the work presented in this thesis is related to instruction set design. Despecialization examines the impact of minimizing the size of the virtual machine
instruction set by examining both application run time and class file size. In contrast, multicodes consider what performance gains can be achieved by introducing
new instructions which provide identical functionality to a sequence of existing bytecodes. Section 3.1 looks at a number of studies that are related to instruction set
design.
Multicodes are an optimization strategy that improves the performance of Java
interpreters. Many other optimization techniques have been developed that improve
the performance of Java applications. Most of these strategies identify a source of
overhead that results from a requirement of the Java Language Specification or the
Java Virtual Machine Specification. Once the source of overhead is identified, creative
techniques are used to minimize the performance impact of the requirement. These
optimization strategies are discussed in Section 3.2.
Profiling is also an important part of the studies presented in this thesis. The despecialization study presented in Chapter 5 would not have been possible to conduct
without the ability to record information about Java applications as they execute.
Multicodes also rely on profiling. Unlike the profiling used in order to perform despecialization, which examined each bytecode independently, multicodes must consider
the context in which each bytecode is executed. Related profiling work is presented
in Section 3.3.
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3.1

Instruction Set Design

The author is not aware of any studies that consider minimizing the Java Virtual
Machine Instruction set by removing redundant instructions. However, there are a
number of studies that consider augmenting the instruction set using a technique
similar to multicodes. These studies are considered in the following sections.

3.1.1

Bytecode Idioms

Bytecode idioms are used within JIT compilers in order to aid in the rapid conversion
of Java bytecodes to efficient machine language code. The general notion is to have a
table of bytecode sequences that are handled as special cases, with optimal code for
the sequence having been pre-computed. Consequently, optimal machine code can be
generated without the need to perform optimizations during JIT compilation.
More than 80 bytecode idioms are checked by the IBM Java JIT compiler during
code generation. The patterns selected focus on stack manipulation bytecodes in an
attempt to reduce the overall height of the stack [102]. This reduces the number of
registers that must be used in order to represent elements on the stack, allowing more
local variables to be represented in registers, resulting in better performing machine
code for the rest of the block. Examples of some of these idioms are shown in Table
3.1 along with the Java language statements that they represent.

3.1.2

Super Operators / Semantically Enriched Code

The concept of a super operator was presented by Proebsting in 1995 [93]. His work
examined an interpreter for ANSI C which made use of an assembly language function
prologue and bytecode instructions for the function bodies. The super operators were
selected by performing a static analysis of intermediate representation trees for the
application or applications under consideration.
Proebsting’s work was subsequently applied to Java by Casey, Gregg, Ertl and
Bytecode Idiom
dup getfield iload iadd putfield
dup2 iaload iload iadd iastore
dupx1 putfield
aload iload iinc iaload

Java Language Statement
obj.field += local var;
array[i] += local var;
if (obj.field == local var) ...
... = array[i++] ...

Table 3.1: Bytecode Idiom Examples
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Nisbet. Their work made use of an automatic interpreter generation tool named
vmgen. It has been used to generate interpreters which included super instructions
for both Forth and Java [47]. In their study, three virtual machines were generated.
Each virtual machine considered super instructions of a single length. The super
instructions were identified based on profiling data collected from two applications.
Few additional details are provided about the technique used to identify the bytecode
sequences replaced with super operators except for an indication that they did not
explore building a virtual machine with a set of super operators of variable length.
The super instruction lengths considered were 2, 3 and 4 bytecodes.
Casey et. al. also published a second work involving super operators [33]. In this
study a static analysis of Java class files was employed in order to select bytecode
sequences to be represented by super operators. This choice was made based on the
fact that previous work on Forth showed that this selection strategy was effective [55].
However, it has been shown that the static and dynamic distributions of bytecodes
for Java applications are not correlated in many applications [43].
The notion of Semantically Enriched Code (sEc) was developed by researchers
at Hewlett-Packard Laboratories [116]. The general idea was to identify those basic
blocks that execute with greatest frequency and introduce a mechanism for handling
them with a single instruction. This was accomplished by annotating the class file
with sEc-hook information that indicates the method descriptor, offset and number
of instructions that should be replaced with a new sEc bytecode. A new class loader
was introduced to identify the presence of this annotation and handle the basic block
as a special case. Alternatively, the virtual machine could be modified ahead of time
along with the code attributes of the Java class file, replacing the basic block with a
new opcode. The performance results presented in the sEc study consider only the
static replacement of two basic blocks in a single benchmark.
Each of these areas of previous work shares some commonality with the multicode work presented in Chapter 7. However, the multicode work is distinct in that it
considers the creation of new opcodes that completely replace the previously existing
sequences. This is distinct from the work conducted by Casey et. al. who replaced
only the first opcode in the sequence, leaving the remaining opcodes in place. Multicodes are also distinct from Casey et. al.’s work in that sequences of as many as
50 bytecodes are considered for replacement compared to sequences of 4 bytecodes or
less in Casey et. al.’s work.
Multicodes are distinguished from the sEc work by the fact that arbitrary bytecode sequences are considered. In the sEc implementation, a sequence of bytecodes
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is replaced with a new opcode if and only if the sequence is a complete basic block.
This restricts the number of replacements that can be conducted because bytecode
sequences that occur frequently within many basic blocks (without forming a complete basic block themselves) are completely disregarded. The performance results
generated for multicodes are also more extensive, considering the determination of 50
multicodes for each of 6 benchmarks.

3.1.3

Selective Inlining

Selective inlining [90] is a runtime optimization which improves the performance of
Java interpreters that make use of direct threading [19] by reducing the number of
bytecode dispatches performed. Direct threading is key to selective inlining because
interpreters that use this bytecode dispatch technique are able to increase the number
of codelets that the interpreter can elect to execute to an arbitrarily large number.
Other interpretation techniques bound the number of codelets at 256 because opcodes
are represented using a single byte.
In many ways, selective inlining can be viewed as a form of just in time compilation performed on a basic block level instead a method level. As the application
executes, profiling is used in order to determine which basic blocks are executed with
greatest frequency. Once a candidate basic block is identified, a new codelet is added
to the interpreter. This codelet is formed by performing a simple merger of the implementations of the bytecodes that make up the basic block. The threaded code
is then updated to make use of the new codelet. This update is performed in place
because it is known that the selectively inlined threaded code stream will be shorter
than the original threaded code.
There are many distinctions between selective inlining and multicode substitution. Multicode substitution is performed ahead of time using arbitrary bytecode
sequences while selective inlining is performed at runtime using only those sequences
that represent a complete basic block. Selective inlining is also dependent on the use
of direct threading because many basic blocks may be inlined. Multicode substitution
does not rely on a specific bytecode dispatch technique because it only converts those
sequences of bytecodes that have been shown to execute with great frequency into
multicodes.
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3.2

Other Optimization Strategies

Java provides many features related to safety and security. These features, along
with platform independence, object oriented programming structures and dynamic
class loading have a large negative impact on application performance. A variety of
strategies have been developed to help mitigate the performance cost associated with
these features. Many of these strategies are discussed in the subsections below.

3.2.1

Array Bounds Check Removal

The Java Language Specification dictates that a check must be performed to ensure
that every access to an array element is within the bounds of the array. These
checks increase the expense of accessing an array element considerably. In some
applications, the requirement to perform array bounds checking has been shown to
increase application runtime by a factor of two [20] while other studies indicate that
these checks increase runtime by a factor of as much as five [85]. Consequently,
research has been performed which attempts to minimize the number of array bounds
check operations.
Array bounds checks can safely be omitted when it is known conclusively that
the element being accessed is within the bounds of an array. A simple example of
such a case is a for loop where the loop control variable is bounded by a value that
is known to be smaller than the size of the array. In this situation, all array bounds
checks within the loop can be eliminated safely. A variety of different array bounds
removal techniques have been developed [75, 76, 22, 84, 122, 121, 35]. Each of these
techniques has its own strengths and weaknesses.

3.2.2

Providing Extra Data to the VM

Many optimization strategies work with Java class files which contain only the information included in them by standard versions of javac. However, some optimizations
are eased considerably by including additional information. The Java class file format
provides a mechanism for providing this information in a manner compatible with all
virtual machines through the use of attributes.
Attributes are pieces of information within a Java class file. They can be associated with the class itself or they can be associated with a specific method or field.
The Java Virtual Machine Specification includes the definition of several standard
attributes such as the code attribute which contains the bytecodes representing a
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method. However, the Java Virtual Machine Specification also permits a class file to
contain custom attributes. Furthermore, attributes are structured in a manner that
ensures that all virtual machines can parse custom attributes correctly, even if they
do not recognize the information stored within them.
Each attribute begins with an indication of its name. This is followed by a fourbyte value specifying the attribute’s total size. The data stored in the attribute is
present immediately after its size. As a result, if a virtual machine encounters a nonstandard attribute that it does not recognize, the attribute can be ignored by simply
skipping the attribute and continuing to parse the Java class file.
Using additional attributes in this manner can aid in numerous types of optimizations including the removal of unnecessary array bounds checks and null pointer
checks [91], and method inlining [109]. Other work has also been conducted which
provided information to the JIT compiler to improve low level operations such as
instruction scheduling and register allocation [16, 63]. Further studies have also considered communicating profile data to the optimization system through attributes
[70]. The goal of this strategy is to provide information about what methods will execute with greatest frequency so that targeted optimizations can be performed before
any profile data is collected for the current run of the application.
Regardless of the type of optimization being performed, care must be taken to
ensure that the attribute does not contain information derived from additional class
files. If this constraint is not met, invalid information may be used at run time because
different versions of the class file were utilized at compile time and run time. Since the
data contained within non-standard attributes is not validated by the verifier, such
errors will not be detected until an unexpected behaviour occurs unless the extensions
to the virtual machine that read the attribute data validate it before use.

3.2.3

Devirtualization of Method Calls

Java is an object oriented language which provides polymorphism by allowing derived
classes to override methods originally defined in the parent class. Consequently,
many of the methods invoked in Java applications are virtual, requiring that the
actual method invoked be determined at runtime based on the dynamic type of the
receiver object. Performing virtual method dispatch is more expensive than nonvirtual dispatch. This cost occurs because the precise method to invoke must be
determined at runtime.
Numerous implementations of virtual method dispatch are possible [59]. However,
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regardless of the technique selected, virtual method dispatch still requires additional
work compared to non-virtual method dispatch. Furthermore, because the exact
method being invoked is not known until runtime, virtual method dispatch makes
other optimizations such as method inlining much more challenging.
Method devirtualization can be used to help overcome the cost of virtual methods.
Numerous devirtualization techniques have been developed for languages other than
Java. However, many of them are not applicable because they rely on whole program
analysis at compile time. Because Java permits class files to be loaded dynamically,
it is possible that some class files will not be made available until runtime, making
such techniques inappropriate.
Several new techniques have been developed to permit method devirtualization in
Java. One option is to assume that the entire set of classes that will be utilized by
the application is available at compile time. Another option is to perform a test each
time the call site is reached in order to determine if inlined code can be executed or
virtual method dispatch must be performed [30]. Techniques have also been proposed
which perform devirtualization and method inlining under the assumption that no
additional classes will be loaded. However, if a class is loaded that invalidates that
assumption, code patching is used in order to introduce the necessary virtual method
dispatch [66]. A similar technique is also employed by the Java HotSpot compiler [4].
Other techniques that can be used include on-stack replacement [58] and pre-existence
[39].

3.2.4

Minimizing Synchronization Operations

The Java programming language provides the ability to start multiple threads of
execution within an application. Synchronization operations are necessary in order
to ensure that accesses to data structures which are shared across these threads of
execution are performed safely. Consequently, the Java library makes extensive use
of synchronization operations.
Unfortunately synchronization operations are costly. One optimization strategy
has been to reduce the cost of synchronization operations directly by performing each
locking or unlocking operation as efficiently as possible [17]. Other researchers have
developed techniques to remove synchronization operations that are proved to be
unnecessary [34, 97, 101]. It has been shown that reducing the number of synchronization operations performed by the application can improve application runtime by
as much as 36 percent [23].
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3.2.5

Bytecode Optimization

Tools have been developed which improve the performance of Java applications by
performing ahead of time optimization on the Java bytecode stream. Soot is a tool
that performs traditional optimizations such as constant folding, copy propagation
and dead code elimination [115, 114] on Java class files. It works by translating the
bytecode stream from Java bytecodes into three different intermediate representations. Most of the optimizations are conducted on a representation known as Jimple
which is a form of three address code. Using this strategy allows traditional optimization algorithms to be employed. Unfortunately the conversion process from
Jimple back to Java bytecodes is imperfect, reducing the impact of the optimizations
performed.
Cream is another Java class file optimizer that performs traditional optimizations
such as dead code elimination and loop invariant code removal [36]. In addition,
Cream uses side-effect analysis in order to optimize field accesses and method invocations. Performance improvements of as much as 25 percent are reported. However,
other applications incurred a performance loss due to the “optimizations” performed.
Unlike the other tools presented in this section, JAX is primarily concerned with
manipulating Java class files in order to reduce their size rather than improving their
runtime performance [110]. The transformations performed include renaming classes,
methods and fields, removing redundant methods and fields, transforming the class
hierarchy and devirtualizing and inlining method calls. Reductions in class file size
of between 14 percent and 90 percent were observed. The average performance gain
achieved was 4.7 percent.

3.2.6

Native Methods

The Java Native Interface (JNI) provides a mechanism for calling code developed in
programming languages other than Java from within a Java application [72]. Performing this task can serve several purposes including accessing features of the underlying
platform that are not readily accessible through the virtual machine, developing portions of the application in a language that is more appropriate for the problem being
solved and optimizing performance critical methods by developing them in a language
that offers better performance. Unfortunately these benefits come at the expense of
portability. At a minimum, any code that is called by the Java Native Interface
normally has to be recompiled on any new target architecture.
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3.3

Profiling

Much of the work presented in this thesis makes use of data collected by profiling Java
applications. Section 3.3.1 describes some mechanisms that are available for collecting
profile data for Java applications. Other studies that collected and evaluated profile
data from Java applications are discussed in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1

Gathering the Profile Data

All of the profile data used during the studies presented in this thesis was collected
by modifying an existing Java Virtual Machine. These modifications introduced the
data structures necessary to store the collected profile data and the hooks necessary
to detect events of interest when they occurred. The choice to profile the applications
in this way was made because implementing multicodes already necessitated making
modifications to the Java Virtual Machine. As a result, the structure of the Java
Virtual Machine and the location of the required data was already known. Collecting the profile data in this manner also offered maximum flexibility, providing raw,
unfiltered access to the internal workings of the virtual machine as the application
ran. However, other options for profiling Java applications do exist. These options
are briefly discussed in the following subsections.
The JVM Tool Interface
The Java Virtual Machine Tool Interface (JVMTI) [106] is a new addition to version
1.5.0 of the Java platform. It replaces the Java Virtual Machine Profiling Interface
(JVMPI), removing many of the limitations imposed by the older interface [86]. This
interface is intended for the development of tools that monitor or record the state of
the Java Virtual Machine as it executes applications. It also provides the functionality
necessary to develop debugging, thread analysis and coverage analysis tools.
The JVMTI provides a two-way interface. An application that uses the JVMTI
to examine the virtual machine, referred to as an agent, can query the status of the
virtual machine directly using functions. An agent can also be notified when certain
changes within the virtual machine occur through events. Agent applications can be
developed in C, C++ or any language which supports C calling conventions.
This interface is related to the material presented in this thesis in that it provides
the capability to collect a large amount of information about the bytecodes executed
by the application. In particular, it can be employed in such a manner so as to record
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each bytecode executed as was accomplished in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7. In addition,
the interface can be used to record the operand values provided to those bytecodes
as was accomplished in Chapter 6. However, this interface does not provide the
capability to modify the instruction set for the virtual machine which is functionality
critical to the implementation of multicodes, discussed in Chapter 7.
The JVM Profiler Interface
In conjunction with the JVM Debug Interface [105], the JVM Profiler Interface [104]
provides functionality that is similar to that of the newer JVM Tool Interface. The
JVMPI was introduced in version 1.1 of the Java Software Development Kit as an
experimental profiling interface. It retained that status when it was ported to the
HotSpot virtual machine in version 1.3.0.
Like the JVMTI, the JVMPI provides sufficient functionality to perform the profiling activities described in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. However, the JVMPI does not
provide functionality for adding new bytecodes. Consequently, it can only be used to
aid in the profiling required in order to identify of multicodes. It is not possible to
use the JVMPI to implement multicodes without making other modifications to the
virtual machine.
Profiling Tools
The Sable Research Group at McGill University has developed a profiling tool known
as *J which gathers information about Java applications as they execute [46]. This
tool, which makes use of the JVMPI to collect its data, includes a trace generator
which records the application’s behaviour. It also consists of a trace analyzer which
analyzes the trace data to generate dynamic metrics and store them in a database.
Examples of the metrics that can be reported include the number of bytecodes touched
during the execution of an application and the average number of distinct receiver
objects per call site among many others.
It isn’t clear if *J is capable of recording statistics related to how many times each
opcode is executed or the information necessary to identify the sequences of bytecodes
executed in its as-distributed form. However, it was designed with extensibility in
mind, suggesting that adding this functionality would not be overly difficult if it is
not already supported.
Many additional high level profiling tools are available. These tools concentrate
on collecting profile data that will help identify performance bottlenecks within the
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application. Once the bottleneck is identified, optimizations can be performed on
portions of the code that will have the greatest impact. The profile data collected
typically includes some combination of information about memory allocation and
garbage collection, threading and deadlock, and CPU performance. These tools do
not record the bytecodes executed because it is not necessary in order to identify
the performance issues they are designed to solve. Examples of some of these tools
include JProbe [6], Optimizeit Enterprise Suite [24] and JInsight [88]. A list of several
additional tools is available at Java Performance Tuning [98].

3.3.2

Other Profiling Studies

A number of other studies have been conducted which profile the characteristics of
Java applications. Some of these studies are conducted at the bytecode level while
others examine higher level behaviors.
High Level Profiling
High level metrics describe some aspect of the behaviour of an application. While
the results are inherently a result of the bytecodes that are executed, the measures
typically do not involve examining every bytecode executed.
Metrics collected may be static, based on the files that make up the application,
or dynamic, based on data collected as the application runs. Many static metrics
are examined in Fenton and Pfleeger’s book [48]. Static metrics have also been the
subject of numerous conference papers [32, 111, 21] and journal articles [77, 26].
Dynamic metrics are collected as the application runs. They consider behaviors
that cannot be determined from the application source code alone. One example
of a dynamic metric is the level of runtime coupling between classes [80, 81]. This
measure is used in software engineering circles in order to assess the complexity of understanding, enhancing and correcting an application. Dufour, Driesen, Hendren and
Verbrugge describe several other dynamic metrics for Java [45]. These metrics cover
five different behaviors of a Java application which include its size, data structure,
memory use, concurrency and polymorphism.
Bytecode Level Profiling
Previous studies have been conducted that examine the bytecode profile of Java applications. The simplest of these studies perform static profiling. This involves examining the Java class files that make up the application directly, without actually
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executing the application. The advantage of conducting this kind of study is that it
is fast and relatively easy to perform. Antonioli and Pilz [14] published the result of
their static study of Java bytecodes in 1998. It reported the distribution of the bytecodes executed and provided an analysis of the proportion of the class file occupied
with code compared to other types of information.
The drawback of the study published by Antonioli and Pilz is that it performs
a static analysis of the class files that make up the applications. Previous research
has shown that many static and dynamic measurements are strongly correlated for
machine language code [38]. However, it has been found that this is not the case for
Java applications [43]. Performing a static analysis fails to consider that some classes
are never loaded by the virtual machine. Even within the classes that are loaded, it
is possible that few bytecodes are ever executed. Consequently, subsequent studies in
the area of bytecode profiling examined the dynamic behaviour of Java applications.
The first study which considered dynamic bytecode execution frequencies for Java
was conducted by Bowers and Kaeli in 1998 [25]. Profile data was collected by
executing the benchmarks in the SPEC JVM98 benchmark suite on a modified version
of Sun’s Java Development Kit. The profile data collected included every bytecode
executed, the number of items on the stack when the bytecode was executed and
whether each branch bytecode resulted in the branch being taken.
Waldron published his first study which analyzed the dynamic bytecode profile of
Java applications in 1999 [117]. This study considered five benchmarks which were
profiled by executing them using a modified version of the Kaffe virtual machine. The
results presented those bytecodes executed with greatest frequency, those bytecodes
that were never executed and a distribution of the bytecodes executed by functional
category.
A second study was published by Waldron, Daly, Gray and Horgan in 2000 [118].
It extended Waldron’s previous study by examining the bytecodes executed within
the Java library separately from those executed within the Java applications. The
study found that 67 percent of the methods invoked resided within the Java library.
Furthermore, 74 percent of the bytecodes executed by the application were from those
library methods.
These two initial studies lead to three further studies published by Waldron in
conjunction with other authors in 2001 and 2002 [37, 60, 53]. The first of these
studies considered the benchmarks from the Java Grande Forum benchmark suite
and 5 different Java source code to Java bytecode compilers. The statistics recorded
included the execution frequency of each bytecode and statistics related to the number
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of method parameters, local variables and items on the operand stack. An extended
version of this study was published in Concurrency and Computation: Practice and
Experience in 2003 [54]. The second study also considered the benchmarks in the Java
Grande Forum Benchmark Suite. It extended the first study by presenting techniques
for analyzing the data collected from dynamic profiling of Java applications. Finally,
the third study presented similar information for the benchmarks in the SPEC JVM98
Benchmark Suite.
Additional studies have been performed by other researchers examining the bytecodes executed as Java applications execute. A study characterizing the bytecodes
and Ultra-SPARC machine code executed for the SPEC JVM98 Benchmark suite was
published by Radhakrishnan, Rubio and John in 1999 [95]. In 2001, Radhakrishnan
et. al. published an additional study which extended their previous work [96]. Herder
and Dujmovic also presented dynamic bytecode profile results in 2001 through the
release of a technical report [57].

3.4

Summary

This section has presented work relating to many different aspects of Java profiling
and optimization. Section 3.1 outlined other studies that consider modifying the
Java virtual machine instruction set in order to improve the performance of Java
applications. Many other optimization strategies have been developed which address
different types of inefficiencies present in the Java Virtual Machine. A collection
of these optimization techniques were presented in Section 3.2. Finally, Section 3.3
presented the efforts of other researchers to understand the behaviour of Java applications through profiling. Tools that can be used to profile Java applications were
examined in addition to the results of previous profiling studies.
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Chapter 4
Despecialization
The Java Virtual Machine Specification [73] defines the functionality of 201 distinct
bytecodes. Previous studies described in Chapter 3 have divided the bytecodes into
groups based on differing criteria. As part of this study, the bytecodes were divided
into two distinct categories:
Specialized Bytecode: A bytecode that provides functionality that is
easily replicated using other bytecodes defined by the Java Virtual Machine Specification. In some cases, it is possible to provide the identical
functionality using exactly one other Java bytecode. In other cases, it is
necessary to use a short sequence of Java bytecodes in order to replicate
the task performed by the specialized bytecode.
General Purpose Bytecode: A bytecode that provides functionality
that is difficult to mimic using a small number of other bytecodes.
An important consequence of this definition is the fact that specialized bytecodes are
not a necessary part of the Java Virtual Machine Specification since their functionality
can be replicated using other general purpose bytecodes. As a result, this study
examines the impact removing the specialized bytecodes has on application runtime,
class file size and the correctness of the Java Virtual Machine.

4.1

Despecialization Categories

A total of 76 specialized bytecodes were identified during this study. These can be
logically separated into 7 distinct categories. Each of the categories is described in a
separate subsection below. Table 4.5, located on page 59, presents a complete list of
all 76 bytecodes.
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aload
dload
fload
iload
lload

0
0
0
0
0

Specialized
aload 1 aload
dload 1 dload
fload 1 fload
iload 1 iload
lload 1 lload

2
2
2
2
2

aload
dload
fload
iload
lload

3
3
3
3
3

General Purpose
aload
dload
fload
iload
lload

Table 4.1: Specialized Load Bytecodes

4.1.1

Load Despecializations

Some Java bytecodes are used to access many different types of data. Examples of
such bytecodes include getfield and putfield which are used to access non-static
fields of any type. Other bytecodes are only used to access data with a specific data
type. All of the local variable load bytecodes fall into this second group. Consequently,
a different load bytecode is used on integers than is used on floating point values.
Load bytecodes exist for the five primitive types supported by the Java Virtual
Machine: object reference, double, float, integer and long. Within instruction
names, these types are abbreviated with the letters a, d, f, i and l respectively. One
of the load bytecodes for each of these types is general purpose. In addition, the Java
Virtual Machine Specification includes the definition of 4 specialized load bytecodes
for each data type, defining a total of 20 specialized load bytecodes. Each of the
specialized load bytecodes is listed explicitly in Table 4.1 along with its corresponding
general purpose form.
The general purpose load bytecode provided for each data type makes use of a
single operand byte. This extra byte specifies what local variable will be loaded onto
the stack. In contrast, the specialized load bytecodes do not require an operand byte.
Each specialized bytecode is only capable of accessing a specific “hard-coded” local
variable slot. The slot accessed is indicated in the bytecode name by the integer
between 0 and 3 that immediately follows the underscore in the bytecode name.
Specialized load bytecodes can be despecialized by using the type-appropriate
general purpose load bytecode. Normally the general purpose load bytecodes would
only be used to access local variable slots 4 and greater. However, there is nothing in
the Java Virtual Machine Specification that restricts the general purpose load bytecodes from accessing slots 0 through 3. Consequently, each specialized load bytecode
is despecialized by replacing it with the type-appropriate general purpose bytecode
including an operand byte specifying the correct local variable slot.
Figure 4.1 shows an example consisting of four bytecodes. This example loads the
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(b) After Load Despecialization

Figure 4.1: An Example of Load Despecialization
values of two local variables onto the operand stack, adds them together and then
stores them back into a different local variable. Such a bytecode sequence would be
generated when a Java language statement of the form a = b + c is compiled.
Each box in the diagram represents one byte within the code stream. The top
portion of the figure shows the bytes that make up the code stream before the specialized load bytecode has been replaced with its equivalent general purpose form. The
lower half of the diagram shows the same block of code after it has been despecialized.
Notice that despecialization increased the number of bytes used to represent the block
of code because it is now necessary to explicitly specify the index from which each
local variable is loaded using an operand.
Performing this despecialization provides semantically equivalent functionality.
However, because the position that must be loaded is now specified using an operand
byte, additional work must be performed at runtime each and every time that bytecode is executed. In addition, the size of the code stream is increased by one byte for
each load bytecode that is despecialized. The impacts that these changes have on application performance were measured. They are reported in Section 4.2. In addition,
the overall impact despecialization had on class file size was also measured. These
results are described in Section 4.3. Finally, the impact making these substitutions
has on the correctness of Java class files is described in Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.2: An Example of Store Despecialization
Specialized
Bytecode
astore <n>
dstore <n>
fstore <n>
istore <n>
lstore <n>

General Purpose
Bytecode
astore
dstore
fstore
istore
lstore

Table 4.2: Specialized Store Bytecodes and their General Purpose Forms

4.1.2

Store Despecializations

The Java Virtual Machine Specification also makes use of data type specific store
bytecodes for writing to local variables. As is the case for load bytecodes, there is
one general purpose store bytecode specified to handle each primitive type. There are
also four specialized bytecodes defined for each data type. These store a value into
one of the first four local variable slots. Despecializing store bytecodes is performed
by replacing the specialized bytecode with the data type appropriate general purpose
bytecode including the appropriate operand byte.
Figure 4.2 continues the example started in Figure 4.1. The upper portion of
the figure shows the bytecodes used to represent a statement of the form a = b +
c after load despecialization but before store despecialization. The lower portion of
the figure shows the block of code once both the load and store bytecodes have been
despecialized.
Table 4.2 shows each of the specialized bytecodes and its corresponding general
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purpose bytecodes. The notation, <n>, is used to represent an arbitrary small integer, allowing all four of the specialized bytecodes to be represented using a single
symbol. While not used in Table 4.2, the symbol <t> will be used to represent
any of the primitive types supported by the Java Virtual Machine. As a result, the
symbol <t>store <n> is used to represent an arbitrary specialized store bytecode.
Similarly, the symbol <t>load <n> will be used to denote an arbitrary specialized
load bytecode.

4.1.3

Integer Constant Despecializations

The Java Virtual Machine Specification includes 7 bytecodes used for placing small
integer constants onto the operand stack. These cover the values -1, 0 and 1 through
5. They are generated using the iconst <n> series of bytecodes.
Other facilities are available for placing integer constants onto the stack. These
include the bipush bytecode which is capable of generating any integer constant in
the range -128 to 127 and the sipush bytecode which can be used to generate any
integer constant from -32768 to 32767. While bipush is not normally used to generate
constants from -1 to 5, nothing in the Java Virtual Machine Specification precludes it
from being used for this purpose. Similarly, sipush is not normally used to generate
constants from -128 to 127. However, the Java Virtual Machine Specification does
not specifically restrict it from being used for this purpose.
An additional option is to make use of the appropriate ldc or ldc w bytecode
to load the required value from the constant pool, rather than using bipush or
sipush, which encodes the constant using only operands within the code stream
for the method. Employing this solution results in an additional value being stored
in the constant pool which is loaded through an offset specified as an operand to ldc
or ldc w. While integer constants from -32768 to 32767 do not normally reside in the
constant pool, the Java Virtual Machine Specification does not forbid this.
In this work, integer constants are despecialized by replacing them with appropriate bipush bytecodes. This choice was made because it is guaranteed to have
the least impact on overall class file size. Analyzing the behaviour of each of the
options also suggests that this selection should have the least impact on application
runtime. If sipush was used instead, it would be necessary to decode two operand
bytes rather than one, resulting in both slower application runtime and larger class
file sizes. Making use of ldc or ldc w would require one or two operand bytes to be
decoded. Following that, a value would need to be copied from the constant pool to
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Figure 4.3: An Example of Integer Constant Despecialization
the operand stack. These operations are at least as expensive as the cost of copying
the single operand byte that represents the constant directly from the code stream.
Figure 4.3a shows a block of code that assigns two constant integer values to
two local variables before integer constant despecialization is performed. The constant values are generated using the specialized iconst <n> bytecodes. Figure 4.3b
shows the code stream when the specialized iconst <n> bytecodes are replaced with
bipush. The alternative despecializations that could have been utilized are presented
in Figure 4.3c and Figure 4.3d. These figures show the bytecode stream when the
specialized integer constant loading bytecodes are replaced with sipush and ldc or
ldc w respectively. Note that Figure 4.3d assumes that the integer constant value 0
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is present in the constant pool at index 255 and that the integer constant value 4 is
present in the constant pool at index 256.

4.1.4

Non-Integer Constant Despecialization

The Java Virtual Machine Specification defines eight additional bytecodes that are
used to load constant values of non-integer types onto the operand stack. These include three bytecodes that handle float constants, two bytecodes that handle double
constants, two bytecodes that handle long constants and a single bytecode that generates the null object reference. It is possible to despecialize seven of these bytecodes.
The eighth, aconst null, cannot be despecialized because there is no way to represent the null object reference as an element in the constant pool within the constraints
currently imposed by the Java Virtual Machine Specification.
Despecializing non-integer numeric constants is performed by adding the appropriate value to the constant pool. Then the appropriate ldc, ldc w or ldc2 w bytecode is
used to load the value onto the stack. This increases class file size in two ways. First,
the size of the constant pool expands by 4 bytes for every unique constant value that
is despecialized within the class. In addition, float constant values add a minimum
of one byte of overhead for each static use of a constant value. This byte is required
to represent the operand required for the ldc bytecode. If the constant pool contains
more than 255 elements then each static use of a constant value of type float will
add two bytes to the size of the class because ldc w, which represents offsets into the
constant pool of up to 65535 using 2 bytes, must be used. Similarly, each double or
long constant adds 2 bytes to the size of the class file for each static occurrence of a
constant value because a two-byte offset into the constant pool must be provided for
the ldc2 w bytecode.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the transformation performed in order to despecialize noninteger constants. It shows the process of storing the constant value 1.0 into a float
local variable and into a double precision float local variable using specialized bytecodes in Figure 4.4a. The equivalent despecialized code is shown in Figure 4.4b. Note
that the despecialized code assumes that the floating point value 1.0 resides in constant pool at index 32 and that double precision floating point value 1.0 resides in
the constant pool at index 30.
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Figure 4.4: An Example of Non-Integer Constant Despecialization

4.1.5

Branch Despecialization

Two different series of integer comparison conditional branch bytecodes are included
as part of the Java Virtual Machine Specification. One set is used to compare an
integer value to zero. The branches in this set are named ifeq, ifne, ifle, iflt,
ifgt, and ifge. The last two letters indicate what relationship is being tested. For
example, ifeq indicates that the branch is testing for equality between the integers.
The symbol <cond> will be used to represent any one of the two letter abbreviations
that appear at the end of the bytecode names. Consequently, an arbitrary branch
bytecode in this set will be referred to as if<cond>.
The second set of integer comparison bytecodes provided by the Java Virtual
Machine Specification is used to compare two arbitrary integer values. Both of the
required values are popped from the stack, tested using the appropriate relational
operator and then a branch is performed if the condition being tested is true. The
bytecodes in this set follow the naming pattern if icmp<cond>.
Given these two sets of branch bytecodes, it is possible to despecialize the first
set by expressing their functionality using the second set. This is accomplished by
explicitly placing the zero value being tested on the stack. Initially this value is
generated with an iconst 0 bytecode. When both integer constant despecialization
and branch despecialization are performed, the branches are despecialized first so
that all iconst 0 bytecodes generated during that branch despecialization process
are subsequently despecialized into bipush bytecodes.
Figure 4.5a shows the block of code representing a statement of the form if (a
< 0) ... before any despecialization has been performed. It is shown again once
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Figure 4.5: An Example of Branch Despecialization
branch despecializations have been performed in 4.5b. Finally, Figure 4.5c shows the
statement after both integer constant despecialization and branch despecialization
have been performed.
Performing this despecialization increases the size of the class file by one byte for
each static despecialization performed, with further size increases occurring if integer
constant despecialization is also performed. This despecialization also introduces an
extra element onto the operand stack. As a result, all methods in a class file that
had branch despecialization performed on them had their max stack value increased
by one in order to ensure that there was sufficient space on the runtime stack for the
additional zero value. Note that it is not necessary to increase the max stack value
by one for each static occurrence of a branch bytecode despecialized in this manner
because the extra zero value added to the stack by iconst 0 is consumed immediately
by the if icmp<cond> bytecode, making it impossible for this transformation to
increase the maximum stack height reached within the method by more than one.
A second type of branch despecialization was also considered. It reduced the number of if icmp<cond> bytecodes from the six defined by the Java Virtual Machine
Specification to four. The need for two conditions can be eliminated by swapping the
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Specialized
Bytecode
ifeq
ifne
ifle
iflt
ifgt
ifge
if icmplt
if icmple

General Purpose
Bytecode
iconst 0 if icmpeq
iconst 0 if icmpne
iconst 0 if icmple
iconst 0 if icmplt
iconst 0 if icmpgt
iconst 0 if icmpge
swap if icmpgt
swap if icmpge

Table 4.3: Specialized Branch Bytecodes and their General Purpose Forms
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Figure 4.6: A Second Branch Despecialization Example
order of the values being compared on the stack and testing the opposite condition.
For example, the comparison if (a < b) ... is equivalent to the comparison if (b
> a) .... The first comparison is expressed using a total of three bytecodes. Two
bytecodes are used to load the values of a and b onto the operand stack. A third
bytecode performs the comparison, jumping to a new location within the method if
the outcome of the comparison is true.
Expressing the comparison using the greater than relational operator can also be
accomplished using three bytecodes by performing the loads in the opposite order.
However, in general a value may be placed on the stack many bytecodes before the
relationship is tested which makes changing the order in which the values are placed on
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the stack challenging in some cases. As a result, the less than relationship is replaced
with a greater than relationship by switching the order of the values once they are
already present on the operand stack. This is accomplished using a swap bytecode.
Once the order of the values has been swapped, the greater than relationship can be
used in order to achieve the same result as the original less than relationship. This
is illustrated in Figure 4.6 which shows the sequence of bytecodes before and after
branch despecialization is performed. A similar transformation can be employed in
order to express uses of the less than or equal relationship in terms of the greater
than or equal relationship.

4.1.6

Widening Despecializations

Widening despecializations increase the number of bytes that are used to represent an
integer value. For example, bipush is normally used to generate most constant values
between -128 and 127. The value that is placed on the stack is dictated by a single
operand byte that immediately follows the opcode. The sipush opcode makes use of
two operand bytes in order to facilitate generating any constant value between -32768
and 32767. As a result, replacing occurrences of bipush with sipush is classified as a
widening despecialization because the number of bytes used to represent the constant
has increased, or been widened, from one byte to two bytes.
Despecializing occurrences of sipush by replacing them with either ldc or ldc w
is also an example of a widening despecialization. In this case, the number of operand
bytes that appear in the code stream is not increased. In fact, if the constant pool
contains less than 256 elements, allowing an ldc bytecode to be used for despecialization, the number of operand bytes in the code stream actually decreases by one.
However, the constant value in the constant pool is expressed using four bytes regardless of its magnitude. As a result, replacing sipush with either ldc or ldc w is a
widening despecialization because the number of bytes used to express the constant
value that is being loaded has increased from two bytes to four bytes.
It is also possible to despecialize all occurrences of the ldc bytecode. The ldc w
bytecode is used in its place. This is a widening despecialization because ldc uses
a single operand byte in order to specify an offset into the constant pool between 1
and 2551 . The ldc w bytecode uses two operand bytes in order to specify its offset
into the constant pool. As a result, it can be used to access all of the slots normally
1

The Java Virtual Machine Specification requires that constant pool entry 0 remain unused with
the intent that this location store a pointer to virtual machine implementation specific data. As a
result, ldc will never refer to position zero in the constant pool.
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accessed with ldc. This is a widening despecialization because the number of bytes
used to store the offset into the constant pool has increased from one byte to two
bytes.
The final two bytecodes that are despecialized through widening are jsr and goto.
Each of these bytecodes requires two operand bytes which specify the displacement
of the branch within the code stream. The bytecodes jsr w and goto w perform
corresponding tasks. However, they express the displacement using four bytes. Consequently this is a widening despecialization because the number of bytes used to
express the displacement increases from two bytes to four bytes.

4.1.7

Other Despecializations

Our final category of despecializations covers nine despecializations that have not yet
been implemented. The first three of these can be considered as a third form of branch
despecialization. This form of despecialization introduces a goto bytecode which
performs an unconditional branch. In addition, both the original branch bytecode and
its branch target are modified as shown in Figure 4.7. Making these modifications
allows those branch bytecodes that test for equality – if icmpeq, if acmpeq and
ifnull – to be despecialized by expressing their functionality in terms of inequality.
It is also possible to replace three typecast bytecodes, i2c, i2b and i2s, with
semantically equivalent sequences of two bytecodes. However it remains to be seen if
these typecast bytecode despecializations cause difficulties with the verification process that ensures the correctness and security of Java class files loaded by the virtual
machine. The typecast bytecodes and their semantically equivalent despecialized
forms are listed as part of Table 4.4.
The iinc bytecode permits the value of a local variable to be adjusted by a small
constant integer value in an efficient manner. In its basic form, it permits any of
the first 256 local variables that have integer type to be adjusted by a value between
-128 and 127 using a single bytecode. It also supports a wide format that allows
any local variable with integer type to be adjusted by a value between -32768 and
32767. When despecialization is performed each occurrence of iinc is replaced by
the bytecode sequence iload ldc w iadd istore. Note that ldc w is used in
this sequence under the assumption that the despecializations described previously
are also being performed. If this is not the case, any of the iconst <n>, bipush
or sipush bytecodes could be used as appropriate for the value being applied to the
local variable.
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Figure 4.7: Despecialization of Branches that Test for Equality
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Specialized
General Purpose
Bytecode
Bytecode
if icmpeq
if icmpne goto
if acmpeq
if acmpne goto
ifnull
ifnonnull goto
i2c
ldc w iand
i2b
ishl ishr
i2s
ishl ishr
iinc
iload ldc w iadd istore
tableswitch
lookupswitch
anewarray
multianewarray
Table 4.4: Other Specialized Bytecodes and their General Purpose Forms
The lookupswitch and tableswitch bytecodes are used for the efficient implementation of switch/case statements, providing a single bytecode that is responsible
for determining what case is to be executed and transferring control to the appropriate
code segment. The semantics of the tableswitch bytecode can be encompassed by
lookupswitch. While lookupswitch explicitly lists each of the possible values being
tested, tableswitch provides a more compact representation for handling consecutive
values, requiring approximately half as many bytes in the code stream. Consequently,
performing this despecialization can increase the size of the code stream considerably
because tableswitch requires 4 bytes for each value considered by the case statement while lookupswitch requires 8. As a result, it is possible that performing this
despecialization could increase the size of the code attribute beyond 65535 bytes, the
maximum size permitted by the Java Virtual Machine Specification.
The final specialized bytecode considered in this category is anewarray. This
bytecode is used to allocate a new array of object references. A separate bytecode,
multianewarray, is included as part of the Java Virtual Machine Specification. It is
capable of allocating an n-dimensional array of object references. The Java Virtual
Machine Specification does not preclude multianewarray from allocating an array
of 1 dimension. Consequently occurrences of anewarray can be despecialized by
replacing them with a multianewarray bytecode that allocates an array with only
one dimension.
Table 4.4 lists all of the despecializations discussed in this section. The corresponding general purpose bytecodes are included in the second column. A complete
list of all of the specialized bytecodes identified by this study and their equivalent
despecialized forms is located in Table 4.5.
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Specialized
Bytecode
<t>load <n>
<t>store <n>
dconst <n>
fconst <n>
lconst <n>
iconst <n>
if<cond>
if icmplt
if icmple
bipush
sipush
ldc
goto
jsr
if icmpeq
if acmpeq
ifnull
i2c
i2b
i2s
tableswitch
iinc
anewarray

General Purpose
Bytecode
<t>load
<t>store
ldc2 w
ldc / ldc w
ldc2 w
ldc / ldc w
iconst 0 if icmp<cond>
swap if icmpgt
swap if icmpge
sipush
ldc / ldc w
ldc w
goto w
jsr w
if icmpne goto
if acmpne goto
ifnonnull goto
ldc w iand
ishl ishr
ishl ishr
lookupswitch
iload ldc w iadd istore
multianewarray

Table 4.5: All Specialized Bytecodes and their General Forms

4.2

Despecialization Performance

The initial phase of despecialization performance testing examined the execution of
seven benchmarks on three virtual machines. The configuration of the test environment and details of the benchmarks tested are located in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2
respectively. Sections 4.2.3, 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 report the observed change in benchmark
performance for the Kaffe, IBM and Sun virtual machines respectively.

4.2.1

Test Environment

Performance testing was conducted using three different virtual machines. Each virtual machine was used to test a total of 10 conditions. The first condition used each
benchmark in its original, unmodified form, allowing a baseline execution time to
be established. Nine additional conditions were tested that perform different com-
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Condition
Baseline

Description
The original SPEC JVM98 and virtual machine library class files
are used.

Load

All of the load bytecodes are despecialized as described in Section
4.1.1.

Store

All of the store bytecodes are despecialized as described in Section
4.1.2.

Load Store

Both the load and store bytecodes are despecialized, reducing the
size of the set of bytecodes by 40.

Branch

The bytecodes identified in Section 4.1.5 are despecialized.

Constant

All bytecodes of the form <t>const bcn are replaced with their
general purpose counterparts as described in Sections 4.1.3 and
4.1.4.

Constant
Widening

All constants are despecialized so that they reside in the constant
pool. Loads are performed using ldc w or ldc2 w as appropriate.
Widening is also performed on jsr and goto.

Load Store
Constant
(LSC)

All load and store bytecodes are despecialized. Non integer constants are loaded from the constant pool with ldc, ldc w or ldc2 w
as appropriate. Integer constants are generated with bipush.

Load Store
Constant
Branching
(LSCB)

All loads and stores are despecialized. Branches are despecialized
before constants in order to ensure that any iconst 0 bytecodes
introduced during this process are subsequently despecialized.

Complete

All 67 despecializations described in Sections 4.1.1 through 4.1.6
are performed. Despecializations are performed in an order than
guarantees that later despecializations do not introduce bytecodes
removed by earlier despecializations.
Table 4.6: Despecialization Conditions Tested

binations of the despecializations described in Sections 4.1.1 through 4.1.6. These
conditions are described in Table 4.6.
The virtual machines tested represent three distinct models for executing Java
applications. The first virtual machine considered was Kaffe version 1.0.7 [89]. This
VM is a pure interpreter, fetching and executing each bytecode independently by
making use of a loop and a switch/case statement. The virtual machine does not
perform any aggressive optimizations.
The second virtual machine considered by this study was the IBM research vir-
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tual machine (RVM). Version 2.3.1 was tested in conjunction with Classpath version
0.07. This virtual machine does not include an interpreter. Instead, this virtual machine takes a compile everything approach, using a just in time compiler to generate
platform specific machine language code before each method is invoked. This virtual
machine also performs a number of aggressive optimizations by recompiling those
methods that account for the greatest proportion of application runtime.
The final virtual machine that was considered was Sun’s Java Development Kit
version j2sdk1.4.2 02. This virtual machine is classified as mixed mode, meaning
that it makes use of both an interpreter and a JIT compiler. The interpreter is used
initially. This allows the application to begin executing immediately without requiring
the user to wait for JIT compilation to be performed. As the application executes,
hot methods are identified which represent a large proportion of the application’s
execution time. The JIT compiler is applied to these methods, generating optimized
platform specific machine code. Using this technique prevents time from being wasted
by compiling code that is executed infrequently while still providing the performance
benefits of a JIT compiler for those portions of the application that execute with
greatest frequency.
These virtual machines were executed on a dual processor Intel Pentium III running Redhat Linux kernel 2.4.20-20.9smp. The machine had a clock rate of 600MHz
and 256 megabytes of main memory.

4.2.2

Benchmarks Tested

Performance testing was conducted using the benchmarks from the widely accepted
SPEC JVM98 Benchmark Suite. It includes 7 distinct applications that stress differing aspects of the virtual machine. The applications include:
201 compress: Performs a modified Lempel-Ziv method of data compression. This involves examining the data stream in order to find common
substrings that are replaced by a variable size code. The specific algorithm
used is described in [120].
202 jess: A expert system based on NASA’s CLIPS expert shell system
[9]. The benchmark solves a series of puzzles by applying a set of rules to
a set of facts in order to determine the result.
209 db: Performs a series of operations on a memory resident database.
The database is populated with one megabyte of names, addresses and
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phone numbers before the add, delete, find and sort operations are performed.
213 javac: Generates Java class files from Java source code using the
Java compiler from Sun’s Java Development Kit version 1.0.2.
222 mpegaudio: This application decompresses MPEG Layer-3 audio
files. A code obfuscater was used on the class files that make up the
application.
227 mtrt: Uses ray tracing to generate a scene depicting a dinosaur.
Two threads of execution run in parallel, each rendering the scene.
228 jack: This tool is an automatic compiler parser generator which
generates itself several times. The benchmark is an early version [79] of
the application now known as JavaCC [8].

4.2.3

Kaffe Performance

When this study was begun it was assumed that the Kaffe virtual machine would
show the greatest performance loss as a result of despecialization. This expectation
was based on the fact that the Kaffe interpreter does not perform any advanced optimizations. As a result, there was no possibility that the extra work introduced
by performing despecialization would subsequently be removed during an optimization process. It was expected that there would be a particularly large increase in
application runtime when widening and non-integer constant despecializations were
performed. For widening despecializations, this expectation was based on the fact
that the process of loading a value from the constant pool is considerably more involved than the process of decoding the arguments to a bipush or sipush bytecode.
Similarly, loading a value from the constant pool is much more expensive than placing
a non-integer constant value directly onto the operand stack, leading to this expectation for non-integer constant despecialization. It was also expected that branch
despecializations that result in an additional iconst 0 or swap bytecode being introduced would be harmful to application performance because an extra iteration of the
fetch-decode-execute process must be performed to handle the additional bytecode.
The results of testing the despecialization conditions outlined previously in Table
4.6 are summarized in Table 4.7. It shows the total change in performance across
all 7 benchmarks tested when compared to the baseline execution time. This value
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Test
Condition
Base
Load
Store
Load Store
Branch
Constant
Constant Widening
LSC
LSCB
Complete

Total Weighted
Performance
Average
Change (s) (Percent)
0.00
0.00
0.75
0.24
0.51
0.17
-0.43
-0.14
-3.86
-1.26
-0.13
-0.04
-1.04
-0.34
-0.70
-0.23
-4.46
-1.45
-7.27
-2.37

Table 4.7: Kaffe Performance
is also presented as a percentage of the baseline execution time. When the values
in this table are examined, it is found that performing complete despecialization
has the largest impact on application performance, slowing it by approximately 2.37
percent. Smaller performance losses were observed for six of the other despecialization
conditions tested. A small performance gain was observed for the remaining two
despecialization conditions. These gains may be the result of the fact that once
despecialization is performed, the number of distinct cases within the interpreter
loop is reduced. This improves instruction cache performance at the expensive of the
additional cost associated with executing the despecialized forms. It is also important
to notice that each of the performance gains is small, representing a change of less
than 0.25 percent of the baseline runtime.
The single largest performance loss occurred when 202 jess was executed. In
this case, the performance loss was approximately 4 percent of the baseline execution
time. While any performance loss is undesirable, an average loss of only 2.37 percent
and a maximum loss of approximately 4 percent are smaller than what was initially
anticipated. Figure 4.8 shows the observed performance for every combination of
benchmark and despecialization condition. Note that the scales used on the graphs
vary in order to show as much detail as possible.

4.2.4

RVM Performance

The second virtual machine considered in this study was IBM’s Research Virtual
Machine (RVM). It was expected that the performance losses observed for this vir-
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Figure 4.8: Despecialization Performance for the Kaffe Virtual Machine
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Test
Condition
Base
Load
Store
Load Store
Branch
Constant
Constant Widening
LSC
LSCB
Complete

Total Weighted
Performance
Average
Change (s) (Percent)
0.00
0.00
-0.26
-0.15
1.36
0.78
0.74
0.42
-2.38
-1.36
0.43
0.25
-0.98
-0.56
0.17
0.10
-2.04
-1.17
-3.89
-2.23

Table 4.8: RVM Performance
tual machine would be smaller than those observed for the Kaffe interpreter. This
assessment is based on the fact that many of the despecializations performed will not
impact the final machine code generated by the JIT compiler.
Consider the following example. When a specialized load bytecode is converted to
machine code the JIT compiler generates the machine language instructions necessary
to load the local variable specified by the opcode. When a general purpose load
bytecode is compiled, the same instructions are generated to copy the value from
the local variable storage to the stack. In this case, the position that is copied is
dictated by an operand in the code stream. However, this operand is a constant value
that cannot change during the execution of the application. Consequently, when
JIT compilation is performed, the operand specifying the local variable to load can
be used directly, generating machine code that is just as efficient as that generated
for the specialized bytecode. The only overhead introduced as a consequence of this
despecialization is the small amount of extra work that must be performed during JIT
compilation to decode the operand specifying the local variable and the extra time
related to loading the despecialized class file which is slightly larger than the original
class file. Each of the operations that have extra costs associated with them occur
once when the application is executed. In an interpreter, the overhead associated
with decoding extra operands are imposed every time the despecialized bytecodes are
executed, causing the overhead to impact the performance of the application many
times throughout its execution.
Table 4.8 shows a summary of the performance results observed when the IBM’s
RVM was tested. It is observed that performing Complete despecialization slows the
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Figure 4.9: Despecialization Performance for IBM’s Research Virtual Machine
performance of IBM’s RVM by approximately 2.23 percent. This indicates that while
only a slight difference, despecialization did have a greater impact on the Kaffe virtual
machine than on IBM’s RVM.
Figure 4.9 shows the performance of each of the benchmarks for each of the despecialization conditions considered during this study. It is observed that the bench-
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Test
Condition
Base
Load
Store
Load Store
Branch
Constant
Constant Widening
LSC
LSCB
Complete

Total Weighted
Performance
Average
Change (s) (Percent)
0.00
0.00
0.63
0.46
-0.43
-0.31
-0.02
-0.01
-1.14
-0.83
-1.11
-0.80
-0.83
-0.60
-0.44
-0.32
-2.02
-1.46
-1.99
-1.44

Table 4.9: Sun Performance
marks that suffered the greatest performance loss under Complete despecialization
was 227 mtrt which executed almost 12.7 percent more slowly. Examining this
figure further reveals that each of the despecialization conditions that included the
despecialization of branch bytecodes had a similar impact on the performance of the
227 mtrt benchmark, leading to the conclusion that 227 mtrt likely makes heavy
use of those bytecodes and that their despecialization may negatively impact the
effectiveness of the RVM’s optimizing compiler.

4.2.5

Sun Performance

The final virtual machine considered in this study was developed by Sun. It makes
use of both an interpreter and a JIT compiler. However code generated with the
JIT compiler accounts for most of the application’s execution. Consequently, it was
anticipated that this virtual machine would show similar performance results to those
observed for IBM’s research virtual machine.
When its performance was tested for complete despecialization the overall change
in performance that was observed was a loss of approximately 1.4 percent. The
benchmark that was most responsible for this difference was 228 jack which showed
a performance loss of over 5.0 percent when complete despecialization was performed.
Summary results across all of the benchmarks for each despecialization condition
considered are presented in Table 4.9. The results observed for each benchmark and
despecialization condition are shown graphically in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Despecialization Performance for Sun’s Virtual Machine
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4.2.6

Performance Summary

Comparing the results of the three benchmarks tested in this study reveals that the
Sun virtual machine was impacted the least by despecialization. The Kaffe virtual
machine showed the largest performance loss as a result of despecialization, leaving
IBM’s research virtual machine in the middle position. When the average performance across all of the benchmarks was considered, each of the virtual machines
showed showed a performance loss of less than 2.4 percent. Computing the average
performance across all of the virtual machines and benchmarks revealed an overall
increase in runtime of 2.0 percent. These changes in performance are minor. Using
67 bytecodes (one third of those defined by the Java Virtual Machine Specification)
to achieve this difference is wasteful when those bytecodes can be utilized for other
purposes.
The largest single change in benchmark performance occurred when 227 mtrt
was executed using IBM’s RVM under the complete despecialization condition. This
performance loss of almost 12.7 percent was considerably larger than the largest losses
observed for the other two virtual machines. Note that this change in performance
is the direct result of performing branch despecialization. The introduction of a new
optimization into the IBM virtual machine to handle the branching patterns that occur in the despecialized bytecode stream would likely result in a considerably smaller
maximum performance loss. Consequently, examining the maximum performance
losses also leads to the previous conclusion.

4.3

Despecialization and Class File Size

The use of specialized bytecodes impacts more than application runtime. Another
result that must be considered is the impact despecialization has on class file size.
Each of the despecializations discussed previously replaces a specialized bytecode with
one or more general purpose bytecodes. In all cases except for the despecialization of
bipush and sipush into ldc or ldc w, the general purpose bytecode or sequence is at
least one byte larger than the original specialized bytecode. This may be the result of
the fact that an operand value is now required in order to specify the position to be
accessed, the fact that the same operand value has been widened to occupy additional
bytes or the fact that additional opcodes reside in the code stream.
It is possible for some occurrences of bipush to be despecialized without increasing
class file size. This can occur when the value being generated already resides in the
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constant pool due to a previous despecialization of bipush and the value resides at
an index less than 256. When these constraints are met, replacing bipush with ldc
does not increase the size of the code stream because both bipush and ldc require
exactly two bytes: one for the opcode and one for the operand.
A similar situation can also occur for sipush. In this instance, it is actually
possible that performing despecialization will decrease the size of the class file. A one
byte decrease will occur when the value being loaded already exists in the constant
pool at an index less than 256. This occurs because despecializing sipush to ldc
reduces the number of operand bytes that are required in the code stream from 2
bytes to 1 byte. In other instances, despecializing sipush will have no impact on
class file size. This occurs when the value resides in the constant pool at an index
greater than 255. Consequently, sipush must be despecialized to ldc w which also
requires two operand bytes.
In rare cases, despecialization will not increase class file size when bytecodes other
than bipush and sipush are despecialized. This can occur when the despecializations
are only performed on bytecodes that occur ahead of a lookupswitch or tableswitch
bytecode that includes one or more pad bytes. When the despecialization is performed, the number of pad bytes is reduced in order to ensure that the alignment
rules for the lookupswitch or tableswitch are still maintained, resulting in no
change in class file size. However, in other cases, performing despecialization can
require the introduction of pad bytes that were not required previously, potentially
increasing the size of the class file by 3 bytes beyond the number of additional bytes
introduced at the location within the code stream that is being despecialized.
The impact despecialization had on class file size was measured. Complete despecialization was performed on all of the classes in the libraries provided by each of the
virtual machines. Complete despecialization was also performed on all of the class
files in the SPEC JVM98 Benchmark Suite except one. The file install.class was
omitted from consideration because it includes a large non-standard attribute that
can be used to install the benchmark suite. Including this file would have resulted in
smaller class file size increase values.
A summary of the class file size increase values is presented in Table 4.10. It shows
the change in class file size observed for the classes that make up the SPEC JVM98
Benchmarks and the class files that make up the class libraries associated with each
of the virtual machines. The first three columns of data report the average class
file size observed before and after despecialization was performed, and the percentage
change this difference represents. The final three columns of data examine the impact
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Category
SPEC Classes
Kaffe Library
RVM Library
Sun Library

Original
Average
2582
1825
2644
2700

Desp.
Average
2745
1929
2785
2870

Percent
Increase
6.3
5.7
5.3
6.3

Original
Maximum
35697
26172
283144
122426

Desp.
Maximum
38381
27743
311148
124213

Percent
Increase
7.5
6.0
9.9
1.5

Table 4.10: Despecialization’s Impact on Class File Size
despecialization had on the largest class file within each group. It shows that the
largest files were not necessarily the ones that showed the greatest increase in size
due to despecialization.

4.4

Class File Correctness

The despecialization rules outlined previously do not impact the computational power
of the Java Virtual Machine. Furthermore, the rules make no semantic changes to the
Java class files, with each despecialized form providing identical semantics compared
to its corresponding specialized bytecode. However, despecializations do generally
increase class file size. Consequently, size constraints imposed by the Java Virtual
Machine Specification may be violated during the despecialization process, making it
difficult to apply some despecialization rules.
One size constraint dictated by the Java Virtual Machine Specification is the
maximum size of a method’s code attribute. This constraint requires that no method
exceed 65535 bytes in size. Consequently, it is possible that performing despecialization may take a very large method and make it even larger, resulting in a method in
excess of the maximum size permitted. With some effort, such a method could automatically be split into two or more methods, resulting in two or more methods that
are all within the required size. In practice such a problem was never encountered
anywhere in any of the virtual machine’s libraries or within the class files that make
up the SPEC JVM98 Benchmark Suite. Before despecialization was performed the
longest method was 21104 bytes. This grew to 29697 bytes after complete despecialization was performed, still less than half of the maximum size permitted.
Some of the despecializations considered previously have the potential to increase
the number of elements in the constant pool. These include despecializing the bipush,
sipush and <t>const <n> bytecodes. The Java Virtual machine specification restricts the number of elements in the constant pool to 65535. Consequently, it is
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possible that performing despecialization may cause the number of elements in the
constant pool to grow beyond the maximum number permitted. Should this occur it
is necessary to go through the difficult process of splitting the class file into two or
more new class files. In practice it was not necessary to perform this procedure for
any of the class files in any of the libraries or the SPEC JVM98 Benchmark Suite.
Before despecialization was performed the largest number of elements in any constant pool was 4302. This grew to 4546 elements after complete despecialization was
performed. These values are far less than the 65535 elements permitted by the Java
Virtual Machine Specification.
Some limits are present within the Java Virtual Machine which are not explicitly
stated. For example, the maximum displacement of a conditional branch is 32768
bytes backward or 32767 bytes forward. This constraint is a consequence of the fact
that the conditional branches express their target as a displacement stored in two
bytes. Since despecialization generally increases class file size, it is possible that
performing despecialization could result in a conditional branch that needs to span
more than the maximum number of bytes permitted. However, such a branch could be
transformed into a conditional branch to a goto or goto w bytecode that subsequently
branches to the desired destination. This problem does not exist for unconditional
branches because goto w uses 4 operand bytes to specify the displacement, allowing
any location within the method to be reached from any other location. In practice it
was found that this constraint did not cause a problem. This is evident from the fact
that no class file had a code attribute in excess of 32767 bytes after despecialization.
Further analysis revealed that the longest branch encountered before despecialization spanned 9896 bytes. After despecialization was performed the longest branch
encountered spanned 12940 bytes.
The Java Virtual Machine Specification states that the maximum number of elements that may reside on the operand stack at any time is restricted to 65535. Some
branch despecializations increase the maximum number of elements that must reside
on the stack at any given point in time. For example, some of the branch despecializations discussed in Section 4.1.5 potentially increase the maximum number of
elements on the stack. This occurs because the zero value used during the comparison was not present on the stack before despecialization but is present on the stack
after despecialization. Consequently the maximum number of elements that may be
present on the stack has increased by one. There is not an easy way to work around
this constraint should it ever be violated. However this is not a serious concern as
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the maximum value encountered after despecialization in any of the class files in any
of the libraries or the SPEC JVM98 Benchmark Suite was a mere 43 elements.
Despecialization has no impact on the semantics of threading. All of the despecialization operations described previously are implemented as transformations that
modify the code attribute at exactly one point. Furthermore, none of the transformations ever write an intermediate value to a memory location such as a local variable
or a field that is visible outside of the current thread. This is a critical restriction
because it ensures that it is not possible that another thread may see an intermediate
value of a computation that is neither the value that existed before the computation
began or the value generated as a result. Failing to meet this constraint could result
in incorrect behaviour in some multi-threaded applications. However, when this constraint is met, any thread switch that occurs after the sequence of general purpose
bytecodes begins executing but before the result of the sequence has been stored to
a memory location that is visible to multiple threads will simply appear to all other
threads as if the specialized bytecode has not yet executed.
Synchronization is not impacted by despecialization. Because each transformation occurs at a single point within the code attribute, the general purpose bytecodes
generated during the transformation will reside within a monitor if any only if the
specialized bytecode resided within the monitor. Similarly, despecialization will not
impact code that performs its synchronization using other constructs such as programmer implemented semaphores, again because each transformation impacts only
one location within the Java class file.
It was necessary to make additional adjustments to the Java class file in order
to ensure that exceptions were handled correctly. Each Java exception handler is
represented by a set of four values within the Java class file. These include:
• start pc: Indicates the position of the first bytecode which is handled by the
exception handler
• end pc: Indicates the position of the first bytecode which is not handled by the
exception handler
• handler pc: Indicates the location within the code attribute where control is
transferred if an exception is caught
• catch type: An index into the constant pool to an entry that describes the
type of object being caught by this exception handler
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Because despecialization increases the size of the code attribute, it was necessary to
update the start pc and end pc values so as to guarantee that any of the general
purpose bytecodes generated for a specialized bytecode are within the range of each
exception handler if and only if the original specialized bytecode was within the range
of the exception handler. Furthermore, it was also necessary to update handler pc
in order to ensure that control is transferred to the correct location in the event that
an exception is caught.
Performing despecialization does not inhibit verification. It has already been
noted previously that, in practice, despecialization does not violate any of the size
constraints imposed by the Java Virtual Machine Specification. Consequently, verification is performed on the larger class files. Since the despecialized code attributes
are semantically equivalent to their original specialized forms, a despecialized code
attribute will pass verification if and only if the original specialized form passed verification. Similarly, a code attribute that failed verification before despecialization
will still fail verification after despecialization is performed.

4.5

Summary

This chapter has described the difference between general purpose bytecodes and
specialized bytecodes. A total of 76 specialized bytecodes were identified along with
their corresponding general purpose forms. Of these, 67 were implemented and tested
using three Java virtual machines. Performance results were presented for the SPEC
JVM98 Benchmark Suite. These results showed that an average increase of 2.0 percent was observed across all three virtual machines when complete despecialization
was performed on all of the benchmarks. An analysis was also performed on despecialization’s impact on class file size. It was found that despecialization had a
similarly small impact on class file size, increasing average class file size across all of
the library and application classes by between 5.3 and 6.3 percent depending on the
set of classes under consideration.
While there are minor performance and class file size penalties associated with
performing despecialization, a large benefit is achieved: the number of Java bytecodes
in use is reduced from 201 to 134. This opens up many opportunities for expanding
the bytecode language. New instructions could include:
• Supporting frequently occurring operations that require several bytecodes to
perform. The task of incrementing a field by a small integer is a particularly
good example, requiring six bytecodes to perform.
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• Efficient support of new language features such as complex numbers, quad precision floats, generics and multi methods.
Alternately, it may not be desirable to make use of all of the instructions that despecialization makes available. Reducing the Java Virtual Machine instruction set reduces its complexity, speeding implementation and debugging. A smaller instruction
set also benefits hardware implementations of Java, allowing for smaller implementations that make use of fewer transistors and consume less power. Given these benefits
in comparison to the performance losses noted previously, it is recommended that any
future revisions to the Java Virtual Machine Specification seriously consider omitting
most or all of the specialized bytecodes tested during this study. Furthermore, researchers generating new intermediate languages or virtual machines are strongly
advised to carefully consider both the costs and benefits associated with specialized
bytecodes before including them as part of their specification.
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Chapter 5
Profiling and Despecialization
Chapter 4 described despecialization – the process of replacing specialized bytecodes
with semantically equivalent general purpose bytecodes. This chapter presents additional despecialization work that builds on that material. In Chapter 4, the specialized
bytecodes were grouped based on the similarity of the despecialization process. This
chapter presents results achieved when the specialized bytecodes were ordered based
on their execution frequency. It further extends the work presented in the previous
chapter by considering additional benchmarks, platforms and virtual machines. Additional insight is also provided into why despecialization has only a minor impact on
application performance.

5.1

Profiling

All of the work presented in this chapter relies on profiling information being available.
The purpose of profiling the applications that were executed during performance
testing was to determine the frequency with which each bytecode was executed. The
work was conducted under the assumption that the frequency of execution of the
specialized bytecode should be a good predictor of the impact despecialization has
on the performance of the application. If the bytecode is rarely executed, performing
despecialization should have almost no impact on application performance. This
behaviour is expected because the difference in performance between the specialized
and general purpose bytecodes would have to be huge in order for a rarely executed
bytecode to have a large impact on application performance. Specialized bytecodes
that execute with greater frequency have a larger ability to impact the performance
of the application. Since the most frequently executed bytecodes can account for
several percent of the total bytecodes executed by an application, a relatively small
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difference in the performance of the specialized and general purpose forms can impact
overall application runtime performance.
Runtime profiling was used to determine how frequently each of the specialized
bytecodes was executed. This was accomplished by modifying an existing Java Virtual
Machine. The Kaffe virtual machine was selected for modification because:
• It was necessary to employ a Java Virtual Machine that only makes use of an
interpreter. It is not possible to profile the bytecodes executed by the application
when a JIT compiler is used because the JIT compiler replaces the bytecodes
with platform specific machine language instructions. As a result, the bytecodes
no longer exist after the JIT compilation process has been performed, making
it impossible to record them as they are executed.
• The Kaffe virtual machine has a relatively straightforward design. Consequently
it was reasonably easy to make the additions necessary to collect the desired
profile results.
• Selecting a virtual machine that was not used for performance testing ensured
that the profiling results were not biased in favour of one of the virtual machines
being tested.
• The efficiency of the virtual machine utilized during profiling has no impact on
the accuracy of the profile data collected.
The modifications to the Kaffe virtual machine caused it keep a record of every
complete bytecode executed, including both the opcode and all of the associated
operands. This was accomplished by making use of a C++ STL map structure. It
used a class that represented the complete bytecode as the key. The value for each
key was the number of times the instruction was executed. Much of this information
was recorded by adding additional statements at the top of the interpreter’s main
execution loop. Additional code was inserted into the bodies of some instructions in
order to collect additional data used in a later study. An exit handler was also added
so that the profile data collected during the execution of the application would be
written to disk when the application completed.
Of all the specialized bytecodes identified previously, 62 were selected for this
portion of the study. Those bytecodes were selected because they have the simplest
general purpose forms. Consequently, it was expected that the impact on application
runtime should generally be minor even when the specialized bytecodes are executed
with great frequency. The despecializations that were omitted compared to the study
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presented in Chapter 4 were the branch despecializations involving a swap bytecode
(if icmplt and if icmple), and the widening despecializations for bipush, sipush,
ldc, goto and jsr.

5.1.1

Benchmarks

A total of 20 benchmarks were considered in this study. These include the 7 benchmarks from the SPEC JVM98 suite described in Section 4.2.2. In addition, the Java
Grande Forum Benchmark Suite [3, 29, 28] (which contains 12 benchmarks) and the
SciMark 2.0 benchmark [92] were also considered. Each benchmark is briefly described
in the following paragraphs.
JGF Crypt: This benchmarks performs International Data Encryption
Algorithm (IDEA) encryption on an array of three million bytes. The
algorithm makes heavy use of bit and byte manipulation operations.
JGF Euler: A set of time-dependent Euler equations describing the flow
through an obstructed channel are solved by this benchmark. The problem
is modeled using a mesh of 64 by 256 elements. The solution is achieved
using a fourth order Runge-Kutta method with both second and fourth
order damping.
JGF FFT: This benchmark performs a one-dimensional forward transform
on 2097152 complex numbers. It makes extensive use of complex arithmetic, non-constant memory references and trigonometric functions.
JGF HeapSort: An array of 1000000 integers is sorted using a heap sort
algorithm.
JGF LUFact: This benchmark solves 500 by 500 linear system using LU
factorization and a triangular solve. This benchmark is considered to be
memory and floating point arithmetic intensive.
JGF MolDyn: A set of 2048 particles are modeled by this benchmark. They
are interacting under a Lennard-Jones potential in a cubic spatial volume
with periodic boundary conditions.
JGF MonteCarlo: This financial simulation uses the value of underlying
assets to price products using Monte Carlo techniques. A 2000 sample
time series is generated with the same mean and fluctuation as a series of
historical data.
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JGF RayTracer: A 150 by 150 pixel image depicting 64 spheres is rendered
using ray tracing techniques.
JGF Search: This benchmark solves a game of connect four using a game
board of 6 elements by 7 elements. An alpha-beta pruning technique is
used to generate the result. The benchmark is classified as being integer
and memory intensive.
JGF Series: The first 10000 Fourier coefficients of the function f (x) =
(x+1)x are computed over the interval from 0 to 2. This benchmark makes
heavy use of transcendental and trigonometric mathematical functions.
JGF SOR: This benchmark performs 100 iterations of a successive overrelaxation using a grid of 1000 by 1000 elements.
JGF SparseMatMult: Matrix multiplication is performed on sparse matrices stored in compressed row format. Each matrix is 50000 by 50000
elements in size.
SciMark 2.0: This benchmark performs several numerical operations,
reporting an overall performance result across all of the tests performed.

5.1.2

Profile Results

Profiling was performed for 18 of the 20 benchmarks considered during this portion of
the study. The 227 mtrt benchmark was omitted from the profiling phase because
its multi-threaded nature caused problems with consistency of the data structure used
to hold the profile data. It was also necessary to omit JGF MonteCarlo because none
of the machines available for profiling had sufficient memory to maintain both the
profile data and the application data at the same time.
When profiling was completed an ordered list of the 62 specialized bytecodes under
consideration was generated for each benchmark. After these lists were created, a
final listing was generated which described the overall frequency of execution of the
bytecodes across all benchmarks.
The runtime of the benchmarks considered in this study varies considerably. Some
benchmarks execute in a few seconds while others take several minutes to complete.
Benchmark runtime is primarily the result of the amount of input or magnitude of
problem being solved. Consequently, the runtime of the benchmarks can be increased
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by simply applying it to a larger problem. As a result, the overall list of specialized
bytecodes can be skewed to be similar to the list for any one benchmark by simply
increasing the problem size of that benchmark, unless steps are taken to ensure that
each benchmark contributes equally to the overall list.
This issue was addressed in the following manner. When the lists of specialized
bytecodes were generated for each benchmark, the frequency of execution was expressed as a percentage of the total number of bytecodes executed by the benchmark.
Using this representation eliminated the opportunity for the distribution to be modified by increasing the size of the problem solved by the benchmark because increasing
the problem size increases both the frequency with which each bytecode executed
and the total number of bytecodes executed by the application. Consequently, the
percentage value reported for each bytecode will not change as a result of increasing
the size of the problem being solved, successfully preventing one benchmark from
skewing the overall list of specialized bytecodes when the amount of work performed
is changed.
Once the normalized list of specialized bytecodes is generated for each benchmark,
the overall list of specialized bytecodes is generated. The frequency of each specialized bytecode is the sum of the normalized execution frequency for each benchmark,
divided by the total number of benchmarks considered in this study. Thus the value
presented as the frequency of execution in the overall list is not the percentage of the
total bytecodes executed by all of the benchmarks. Instead, it is the average percentage of the bytecodes executed across all benchmarks. The result of this profiling
effort is shown in Table 5.1.

5.2

Execution Environments

A total of 8 distinct hardware architecture, operating system and virtual machine
combinations were tested in this study. These include virtual machines developed by
both Sun and IBM, operating systems including SunOS, Linux and Windows running
on both Sun SPARC and Intel processors. Testing such a variety of platforms ensures
that any results observed will be useful across many of the platforms on which Java
applications are executed rather than presenting results that are an artifact of a
particular platform. The specific combinations tested are described more thoroughly
in Table 5.2.
It is worth noting that the virtual machines considered in this portion of the study
also cover three different techniques for executing Java applications despite being
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Average % of
all Bytecodes
0
0
0
0
2.417 × 10−9
2.232 × 10−7
1.351 × 10−5
3.230 × 10−5
0.0001277
0.0001552
0.0001887
0.0002241
0.0003853
0.0010187
0.0010764
0.0012379
0.0019289
0.0064367
0.0104680
0.0112436
0.0115202
0.0130424
0.0146329
0.0152973
0.0231625
0.0253010
0.0261042
0.0433619
0.0471513
0.0493193
0.0761466

Specialized
Bytecode
dstore 0
fstore 2
fstore 1
fstore 0
fconst 1
fload 0
astore 0
lstore 2
jsr
istore 0
fconst 2
lstore 0
fload 2
lload 2
lstore 1
lload 1
lload 0
lstore 3
lconst 0
lconst 1
fconst 0
lload 3
astore 1
dstore 1
dstore 3
iflt
fload 1
fstore 3
fload 3
dstore 2
astore 3

Despecialized
Form
dstore 0x00
fstore 0x02
fstore 0x01
fstore 0x00
ldc / ldc w
fload 0x00
astore 0x00
lstore 0x02
jsr w
istore 0x00
ldc / ldc w
lstore 0x00
fload 0x02
lload 0x02
lstore 0x01
lload 0x01
lload 0x00
lstore 0x03
ldc2 w
ldc2 w
ldc / ldc w
lload 0x03
astore 0x01
dstore 0x01
dstore 0x03
iconst 0 if icmplt
fload 0x01
fstore 0x03
fload 0x03
dstore 0x02
astore 0x03

Table 5.1: Average Execution Frequency for 62 Specialized Bytecodes Across All
Benchmarks
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Table 5.1 continued:
#
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Average % of
all Bytecodes
0.0829753
0.0881640
0.0939042
0.0995464
0.1182052
0.1500969
0.1678034
0.2201342
0.2612625
0.2635484
0.2791392
0.3201930
0.3398547
0.3423628
0.3888755
0.4025357
0.4329503
0.4754988
0.4843019
0.5132215
0.5317547
0.5485709
0.5701424
0.9017999
0.9191632
1.5085769
1.8052622
1.8682775
2.1845537
2.2194775
8.5827179

Specialized
Bytecode
iload 0
astore 2
iconst 5
iconst 4
iconst 3
iconst m1
dload 3
dconst 0
ifgt
dconst 1
istore 2
istore 1
ifle
ifeq
istore 3
iconst 2
ifne
dload 1
goto
dload 2
dload 0
iconst 0
ifge
aload 3
aload 2
iload 2
iconst 1
iload 3
iload 1
aload 1
aload 0

Despecialized
Form
iload 0x00
astore 0x02
bipush
bipush
bipush
bipush
dload 0x03
ldc2 w
iconst 0 if icmpgt
ldc2 w
istore 0x02
istore 0x01
iconst 0 if icmple
iconst 0 if icmpeq
istore 0x03
bipush
iconst 0 if icmpne
dload 0x01
goto w
dload 0x02
dload 0x00
bipush
iconst 0 if icmpge
aload 0x03
aload 0x02
iload 0x02
bipush
iload 0x03
iload 0x01
aload 0x01
aload 0x00
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provided by only two vendors. IBM’s Jikes RVM executed on the Pentium III and
Pentium 4 represent ‘compile only’ strategies that do not make use of an interpreter
at any time during execution. At the opposite end of the scale, Sun Java build
1.5.0 05-b05, interpreted mode executes the application using only an interpreter.
This is accomplished using the standard Sun virtual machine. However, the -X:int
command line argument is employed which disables the JIT compiler. The remaining
Sun virtual machines were executed in mixed mode, using both an interpreter and a
JIT compiler.

5.2.1

Performance Results

Performance results were generated by measuring the runtime of 20 distinct benchmarks on the platforms outlined in Table 5.2. A total of 5 distinct test conditions
were considered. The baseline condition executed the original unmodified benchmarks
using the original, unmodified Java class library in order to establish the expected
runtime. All other conditions were reported as a percentage of this runtime.
The remaining four test conditions despecialized an increasingly large number of
the bytecodes listed in Table 5.1. These included the despecialization of 16, 32, 48 and
62 specialized bytecodes respectively. Because the bytecodes are listed in increasing
order of frequency, it was expected that the first despecializations would have little if
any impact on application runtime while later despecializations might show a decrease
in performance.
Each benchmark was executed at least six times in order to minimize the the
possibility that factors beyond the author’s control would skew the results. Such
factors include the behaviour of background processes, the process scheduler, memory
manager and disk controller on the test machines. After the tests were performed,
the highest and lowest result were discarded and the average of the four remaining
results was presented.
Figure 5.1 shows the average performance impact despecialization had on each individual benchmark across all computing platforms. The y-axis indicates the relative
difference between execution of the unmodified benchmark and the performance of
each of the despecialization conditions. The x-axis provides a separate histogram for
each benchmark, showing the original runtime and the performance achieved after
despecializing 16, 32, 48 and 62 bytecodes, in the order shown in Table 5.1. Finally, the right most histogram shows the average performance observed across all of
the benchmarks and configurations tested. This overall result shows that specialized

Sun Java build 1.4.2 02-b03, mixed mode
Jikes RVM 2.3.1 GNU Classpath 0.07, Production
Sun Java build 1.4.2 04-b05, mixed mode
Jikes RVM 2.4.1 GNU Classpath 0.18, Production
Sun Java build 1.5.0 05-b05, mixed mode
Sun Java build 1.5.0 05-b05, interpreted mode
Solaris VM build Solaris JDK 1.2.2 10,
native threads, sunwjit
Sun Java build 1.4.2 06-b03, mixed mode

Virtual Machine(s)

Table 5.2: Configurations Tested

Processors / Memory Operating System
Clock
Intel PIII
2 @ 600MHz 256MB Redhat Linux kernel
2.4.20-20.9smp
Intel P4
2 @ 2.8GHz 1GB
Debian Linux kernel
2.6.7-1-686-smp
Intel
1 @ 1.7GHz 1GB
Windows XP Home
Pentium M
Service Pack 2
Sun Blade 100
1 @ 502MHz 128MB Sun OS 5.8
UltraSPARC-IIe
Generic 117350-29
Sun Fire 280R
2 @ 900MHz 2GB
Sun OS 5.8
UltraSPARC-III+
Generic 108528-27

Hardware
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Figure 5.1: Average Performance Results across All Test Configurations
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Figure 5.3: Performance Results for Sun’s Mixed Mode VM Executing on a Pentium M

Figure 5.2: Performance Results for Sun’s Interpreter Executing on a Pentium M
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Figure 5.5: Performance Results for IBM’s Jikes RVM Executing on a Pentium 4

Figure 5.4: Performance Results for Sun’s Mixed Mode VM Executing on a Pentium 4
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Figure 5.7: Performance Results for IBM’s Jikes RVM Executing on a Pentium III

Figure 5.6: Performance Results for Sun’s Mixed Mode VM Executing on a Pentium III
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Figure 5.9: Performance Results for Sun’s Mixed Mode VM Executing on a SunFire 280R

Figure 5.8: Performance Results for Sun’s Mixed Mode VM Executing on a SunBlade 100
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bytecodes have surprisingly little impact on Java execution performance. The average
was computed as the average of the benchmark-specific average results.
Many of the benchmarks tested during this study support differing input sizes.
This provides flexibility to the benchmark’s users, allowing computationally similar
problems to be tested in differing amounts of time. This was of particular use during this study because the performance of the platforms tested varied considerably.
Consequently, it was not possible to run the benchmarks using the same input size
on every platform.
The SPEC JVM98 benchmark suite supports three standard input sizes referred
to as size 1, which executes in the least amount of time, size 10, and size 100 which
takes the most time to complete. In all cases, both the profiling and execution were
conducted using input size 100. The Java Grande Forum benchmark suite uses the
letters A, B and C to denote the size of the input set considered by the benchmark
where A denotes the smallest input set and C denotes the largest input set. All
profiling work involving the Java Grande Forum benchmarks was conducted using
input size A. When the benchmarks were tested for performance differing input sizes
were used with the goal of having run times that were sufficiently large to minimize
the impact of a single interruption by a background process and the granularity of the
system timer while maintaining run times that were short enough to keep the amount
of time required for performance testing manageable. As a result some benchmarks
were executed using their smallest input size on a slower platform and executed with
larger input sizes on other platforms. The average results presented in Figure 5.1
show the results achieved for each benchmark independent of the input size selected
when it was executed.
Numerous additional performance results are presented in Figures 5.2 through 5.9.
These graphs make use of the same histogram structure, showing the performance of
each benchmark for each despecialization condition, followed by an overall average
result for all of the benchmarks for each despecialization condition. Examining these
graphs suggests that the results achieved for each benchmark can be classified into
one of the following three categories:
Category 1: This category includes those benchmarks that showed only
a negligible difference in performance when any number of despecializations were performed. In this case, a negligible difference in performance
is defined to be any change that is less than two percent of the benchmark’s baseline runtime. Including this two percent buffer allowed minor
variations in benchmark performance that occurred as a result of differ-
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ences in background processes, memory management, process scheduling
and disk performance to be ignored.
Category 2: All benchmarks that showed a general slowing trend (bars
in the histogram become higher) as the number of despecializations performed increases were included in this category. Any benchmark that met
this criteria was placed is this category including both those benchmarks
that showed a decrease in performance as each set of despecializations was
applied and those benchmarks that only showed a performance loss when
the later despecializations were performed.
Category 3: Any benchmark that did not meet the criteria for either
Category 1 or Category 2 was placed in this category. This category was
divided into 4 sub-categories as described in section 5.2.4.
Table 5.3 presents the performance results observed for each virtual machine
tested. The number of benchmarks residing in each of the categories described previously is reported. Summary results are included at the right side of the table
including a count of the total number of benchmarks in each category across all
benchmarks. The final column expresses these values as a percentage of all of the
benchmarks considered during testing. As the bottom row in the table indicates, it
was necessary to omit 6 benchmarks from consideration. These benchmarks included
5 benchmarks tested using IBM’s Jikes RVM on the Pentium 4 (JGF Series, JGF
Euler, JGF MolDyn, JGF RayTracer and 227 mtrt) and 1 benchmark tested using
IBM’s Jikes RVM on the Pentium III (JGF MonteCarlo). In five cases, these benchmarks were omitted from consideration because error messages were generated during
the execution of the benchmark which indicated that the result of the benchmark’s
computation was not valid. The final benchmark was excluded because it showed
widely varying run times even in its original unmodified form. As a result, timing results could not be used to measure the impact the impact despecialization had on the
benchmark’s runtime because variation in the run times within each test condition
was far larger than the anticipated change in performance across test conditions.

5.2.2

Category 1: Benchmarks that Show Little Difference
In Performance

Examining the data presented in Figures 5.2 through 5.9 reveals that the majority
of the benchmarks tested during this study fall into this category, showing little

P4 RVM
11
1
3
5

PIII Sun
15
4
1
0

14
4
2
0

P4 Sun

Pentium M
JIT
15
4
1
0

Table 5.3: Category Summary by Virtual Machine

SunFire SunBlade PIII RVM
280R
100
No Difference 15
11
15
Slowing Trend 4
6
3
Other
1
3
1
Omitted
0
0
1

Category

Pentium M
Intrp
2
14
4
0

98
40
16
6

Total

Total
(%)
61.25
25.00
10.00
3.75
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difference in performance due to despecialization. These results are contrary to what
was initially expected before work in this area was conducted, as it was assumed
that specialized bytecodes existed because they significantly improved application
performance.
When this unexpected behaviour was observed, the architecture of the Java Virtual Machine was examined. Considering its architecture revealed that there are at
least two reasons why this initially unanticipated behaviour occurred:
Optimization: Modern Java Virtual Machines perform a variety of advanced optimizations. This includes making use of a just in time compiler
which converts Java bytecodes to architecture specific machine language
instructions at runtime. It is the use of this optimization strategy which
contributes to the minimal impact despecialization has on application performance.
Many of the despecializations described previously are performed by replacing an instruction that does not require any operands with a general
purpose bytecode that explicitly specifies a value as an operand. This
operand was necessary when the specialized bytecode was employed because the necessary value was dictated by the definition of the specialized
instruction. When JIT compilation is performed, the general purpose
bytecode is converted to one or more machine language instructions. The
operand bytes are decoded during the compilation process and the values they represent are used directly. Consequently, it is not necessary
to decode the operand bytes again once JIT compilation has been performed. Similarly, the constant value dictate by the specialized bytecode
can also be used directly during the JIT compilation process. Consequently, the JIT compiler is able to generate identical machine code for
both the specialized bytecode and its equivalent general purpose form.
For example, the machine code generated for the specialized instruction
iload 0 is identical to the machine code generated for the general purpose
bytecode iload 0x00. As a result, no difference in execution performance
should be observed once JIT compilation has been performed.
Execution Frequency: Examining the frequency of execution of the
specialized bytecodes reveals the second reason that some specialized bytecodes have little impact on application performance. The profiling conducted for this study revealed that the specialized bytecodes dstore 0,
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fstore 0, fstore 1 and fstore 2 are never executed by any of the
benchmarks that were profiled. An additional 4 bytecodes each represent less than one in a million bytecodes executed. In comparison, if each
of the bytecodes defined by the Java Virtual Machine Specification was
executed with equal frequency it would be expected that each would represent one out of every 200 bytecodes. Consequently, unless the performance
difference between an infrequently executed specialized bytecode and its
equivalent general purpose form is very large, no change in application
performance will be observed.
While the JIT compiler is able to minimize the impact despecialization has on
application performance, the presence of the specialized bytecode can still slow application performance in the following ways:
Class Loading / Verification: A minor difference in performance may
exist for those operations that occur before and during the JIT compilation
process. For example, since despecialization increases class file size, it may
require marginally more time to load the class file from disk. Verification
may also take additional time since it is performed before JIT compilation.
However, each of these tasks is only performed once during the lifetime
of the application, accounting for a tiny fraction of most application’s
runtime. Most of the application runtime is spent once these tasks have
completed and consists of executing code generated by the JIT compiler.
JIT Compilation: While despecialization does not impact the quality of
the code generated by JIT compilation in many cases, the process of generating that code can be slowed slightly by despecialization. This slowing
is a result of the fact that additional argument bytes must be decoded
during the JIT compilation process. However, because JIT compilation
only occurs once, the addition of this minor amount of work has almost
no impact on the overall performance of the application.
Interpreter Performance: Most of the Sun virtual machines tested are
classified as mixed-mode, making use of both an interpreter and a JIT
compiler. The interpreter is used to execute the code initially. Once a
method is determined to execute frequently, it is JIT compiled. Using
this strategy ensures that time is not spent compiling code that is only
executed a small number of times. Figure 5.2 shows the results achieved
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when a pure interpreter virtual machine was used to execute the benchmarks. Despecialization resulted in a greater average performance loss on
this platform than any other. Consequently, while despecialization has a
minimal impact once JIT compilation is performed, slower run times can
be expected for the portion of the code executed before JIT compilation
occurs. However, it is worth noting that the amount of time spent executing the application with the interpreter is typically far less than the
amount of time spent executing code generated by the JIT compiler.
The infrequency with which some specialized bytecodes were executed was initially a surprising result because it was assumed that the specialized bytecodes that
are defined by the Java Virtual Machine Specification were selected for some sound
reason. However, looking to the architecture of the Java Virtual Machine revealed
that design decisions made about the architecture of the Java Virtual Machine cause
some specialized bytecodes to execute infrequently.
Four Java bytecodes are defined which have the ability to change the flow of control
within the application to a new method. These bytecodes include invokevirtual,
invokestatic, invokeinterface and invokespecial. In this document, they are
referred to collectively as the invoke* bytecodes. In each case, the arguments passed
to the method being invoked must be present on the operand stack before the necessary invoke* bytecode is executed. When an invoke* bytecode is encountered, the
arguments are copied from the operand stack in the calling scope and placed into
local variables in the called scope. The first argument is placed in local variable slot
0, the second argument is placed in local variable slot 1, and so on. When a value
of type long or double is passed as a parameter, it occupies two slots in the local
variable array.
The bytecodes iload 0, fload 2 and dload 3 are specialized versions of the general purpose bytecodes iload, fload and dload respectively. The inclusion of these
specialized forms in the Java Virtual Machine Specification implies that accesses to
the first four local variable slots are more common than accesses to slots with greater
indices. However, in many cases, parameter values (other than the receiver object)
are read only once at the start of the method and then are never used again. This
is because local variables defined within the method are used to hold temporary results generated during the computation rather than overwriting the parameter value.
Unfortunately programmer declared local variables are often unable to make use of
specialized bytecodes for loads and stores because the slots for which specialized load
and store bytecodes exist have already been occupied by method parameters.
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The issue of underutilized specialized load and store bytecodes is further complicated by another design choice made by the designers of the Java Virtual Machine.
Any time an invokevirtual, invokespecial or invokeinterface bytecode is used,
the receiver object, on which the method is being invoked, is passed as the first argument to the method. It is passed just like any other method parameter. Consequently,
the receiver object always resides in slot 0 in the called scope. This allows the specialized bytecode, aload 0 to be executed frequently because a reference to the receiver
object is required for every same class field access and method invocation. In fact,
examining Table 5.1 reveals that aload 0 is the most frequently executed specialized
bytecode. However, because the receiver object always resides in local variable slot
0, the bytecodes dload 0, fload 0, iload 0 and lload 0 can never execute in any
instance method.
Specialized store instructions are executed with even less frequency than specialized load instructions. While specialized store instructions such as istore 0,
fstore 2 and dstore 3 are available for the first four local variable slots, they are
rarely used. This is because the Java Virtual Machine only provides support for pass
by value parameter passing semantics for its primitive numeric types and object references. Consequently, any write to a local variable that contains a parameter passed
to the method will not be visible in the calling scope. While it is possible that a
parameter variable may be updated during a computation, such code is rare.
Writes to local variable zero are even more uncommon. In an instance method,
a write to local variable slot 0 is impossible. The dstore 0, fstore 0, istore 0
and lstore 0 bytecodes cannot execute in such a method because local variable
slot zero is occupied by the receiver object. It is also impossible for astore 0 to
execute in a virtual method because that operation represents assigning a new object
reference to the receiver object – an operation that is prohibited by the Java Language
Specification because the this variable is final [51].

5.2.3

Category 2: Benchmarks that Show Decreased Performance as a Result of Despecialization

The second category of benchmark performance covers all of those benchmarks that
showed an increase in runtime (poorer performance) as the number of despecializations performed increased. This was the result that was initially anticipated to be
most common. However, it was found that only 25 percent of the benchmarks tested
generated results that reside in this category.
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It is observed that many of the benchmarks in this category show only minor
decreases in performance as the number of despecializations performed increases. A
smaller number of benchmarks showed a different pattern where most of the performance loss was the result of performing the final set of despecializations. Examples
of benchmarks that resided in the second group include JGF RayTracer when it is
executed using the following virtual machines:
• Sun’s virtual machine running on a Pentium III (Figure 5.6)
• Sun’s mixed mode virtual machine running on a Pentium M (Figure 5.2)
• Sun’s virtual machine running on a SunFire 280R (Figure 5.9)
Additional work was performed in order to determine what bytecode resulted in the
large change in performance. This involved testing additional conditions involving
between 49 and 61 despecializations. For the JGF RayTracer benchmark, it was
found that despecializing aload 0 caused the majority of the performance change
from 48 to 62 despecializations on each of the platforms listed previously. It is not
surprising that aload 0 caused the majority of this performance change because it
is the most frequently executed specialized bytecode, both overall, and for the JGF
RayTracer benchmark.
However, it is important to note that aload 0 is not always the bytecode that
is responsible for the change in performance observed between 48 and 62 despecializations. For example, a large change in performance is also observed from 48 to 62
despecializations when 222 mpegaudio is executed using Sun’s virtual machine running on a SunFire 280R. In this case, testing additional despecialization conditions
revealed that the 54th bytecode, ifge, was responsible for the majority of the change
in performance.
A similar result was also observed for the JGF Euler benchmark when it was
executed on a SunBlade 100 using Sun’s virtual machine. In this case, performing
additional despecializations revealed that the observed change in performance is the
result of despecializing the 58th specialized bytecode, iconst 1.
It was observed previously that the use of a JIT compiler minimizes the impact
despecialization has on application performance. This observation is reinforced by
the fact that many of the results that reside in this category were generated using
Sun’s Java interpreter executing on a Pentium M processor. The interpreter showed
greater differences in performance more frequently as a direct result of the fact that
the overheads imposed by despecialization were present throughout the lifetime of the
application rather than only up until the time when JIT compilation was performed.
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Figure 5.10: Proportion of All Specialized Bytecodes Executed Represented by Each
Distinct Specialized Bytecode

Figure 5.11: Cumulative Proportion of All Specialized Bytecodes Executed
A small number of the benchmarks executed by the virtual machines that make use
of a JIT compiler were also present in this category. Sun virtual machines had more
benchmarks that showed this performance characteristic than IBM virtual machines.
This pattern occurred because the Sun virtual machines make use of an interpreter
before JIT compilation is performed. Consequently, the overheads imposed by despecialization were present for a greater proportion of the application’s lifetime when
they were executed on the Sun virtual machine, which resulted in increased run times
being observed with greater frequency.
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Within this category, it was also observed that many of the benchmarks showed the
greatest change in performance when the final 14 despecializations were performed.
This result was expected since those specialized bytecodes that were executed with
least frequency were despecialized first. Figure 5.10 shows the proportion of the specialized bytecodes represented by each of the specialized bytecodes considered in this
study. Figure 5.11 shows a cumulative distribution of the specialized bytecodes. This
reveals that the first 48 specialized bytecodes represent 16.9 percent of the specialized bytecodes executed. The remaining 83.1 percent of the specialized bytecodes
executed were contributed by only the final 14 bytecodes listed in Table 5.1.

5.2.4

Category 3: Benchmarks with Irregular Performance

The final category contains all of the benchmarks that generated performance results
that did not fit into one of the first two categories. Only 16 benchmarks, or 10 percent
of the benchmark/virtual machine/architecture combinations considered in this study
were found to reside in this category. The results within this category were further
divided into four sub-categories:
• Benchmarks that closely approximated no difference in performance (3 benchmarks)
• Benchmarks that closely approximated a trend of slowing performance as the
number of despecializations performed increased (2 benchmarks)
• Benchmarks that showed, or closely approximated, a trend of improving performance as the number of despecializations performed increased (6 benchmarks)
• Benchmarks that showed an irregular performance pattern that was not covered
by any of the preceding performance groups (5 benchmarks)
The first two groups within this category are not particularly interesting. They
include benchmarks that generated results that closely approximated either category
1 (no change in performance) or category 2 (decreased performance as the result of
performing despecialization). However, in each case, an interruption in the pattern of
behaviour was present. For example, all of the benchmarks in the first group would
have been included within category 1 if a tolerance value of three percent had been
selected instead of the two percent value used during this study. Similarly, the benchmarks in the second group each showed exactly one despecialization condition that
interrupted the pattern of behaviour. Furthermore, the magnitude of the observed
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interruption was less than two percent of the original benchmark runtime. While
these interruptions were reproduced each time the benchmark was tested, their small
magnitude makes them relatively uninteresting.
The fact that any of the benchmarks showed performance characteristics that
resided in the third group (improved performance as the number of despecializations
increased) was a surprising result. The result that was most shocking was the performance of JGF LUFact when it was executed using IBM’s RVM on a Pentium 4. A
large reduction in execution performance was observed when 48 or more despecializations were performed. Performing further tests revealed that the performance gain
of approximately 42 percent could be attributed to the despecialization of the ifeq
bytecode.
Further work was conducted in order to isolate which occurrences of ifeq were
responsible for the change in performance. This involved despecializing groups of
class files until the change in performance was observed. No change in performance
was observed when all occurrences of ifeq were removed from the class files in the
Java library. The change in performance was observed when the original library
class files were employed in conjunction with despecialized benchmark application
files. Despecializing progressively smaller sets of the benchmark’s class files eventually
resulted in the determination of the fact that despecializing only one class file was
responsible for the change in performance. Furthermore, by despecializing only some
of the occurrences of ifeq within that file, it was determined that exactly one static
occurrence of ifeq was responsible for the observed performance increase.
Examining IBM’s RVM revealed that this change in performance is the result of
an unexpected interaction between the bytecode sequence present after despecialization is performed and the virtual machine’s optimizing compiler. When IBM’s virtual
machine performs JIT compilation it may make use of either its baseline compiler or
its optimizing compiler. The baseline compiler is used initially, quickly generating
machine code that is far from optimal. This translation process is performed on a
per-bytecode basis with no time spent trying to optimize any interactions present
between adjacent bytecodes. When the virtual machine recognizes that a particular
method is executed with great frequency, the method is recompiled using the optimizing compiler which generates machine code that is generally of much higher quality
than the code generated by the baseline compiler. One technique employed by the
optimizing compiler involves performing pattern matching on the bytecode stream.
This technique, referred to as bytecode idiom matching, identifies sequences of bytecodes that are found to occur commonly and automatically generates high quality
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machine code for the idioms. As a result, good performance can be achieved without
relying on optimizations performed by later optimization stages.
Before despecialization is performed, the bytecodes around the ifeq bytecode
in question match one of the idioms tested for by the virtual machine’s optimizer,
resulting in the generation of high quality machine code that represents those specific
bytecodes. After despecialization is performed no idiom is present to handle the
sequence of equivalent general purpose bytecodes. While the lack of an idiom to cover
the equivalent sequence of general purpose bytecodes may initially be expected to give
poorer performance, it leaves additional information for later optimization stages.
Ironically, it appears that removing ifeq and consequently avoiding a bytecode idiom
intended to result in the generation of high quality machine code is actually allowing
other optimizations to achieve a substantial performance gain.
Performance gains were also observed for a small number of benchmarks executed
using Sun virtual machines. These include three benchmarks executed using the SunBlade 100 and one benchmark executed on the Pentium III. The performance gains
observed for the Sun virtual machines were much smaller than the change observed
for JGF LUFact on IBM’s RVM. Of the four benchmarks that showed improved performance on a Sun virtual machine, the largest improvement was approximately nine
percent better than the original benchmark runtime. The source code for the Sun
virtual machines has not yet been examined. Consequently, it is not currently possible to provide a detailed explanation of the performance improvements observed for
these benchmarks. However, as was the case for IBM’s RVM, it was often possible to
isolate the performance increase to a small number of despecializations. For example,
the performance gain achieved for the JGF Search benchmark was also present when
only the bytecodes lstore 2 and lload 2 were despecialized. Similarly, it was found
that despecializing only lconst 0 was able to achieve much of the performance gain
observed for the JGF Series benchmark. A small additional performance gain was
observed for this benchmark when both iconst 1 and lconst 0 were despecialized.
The final benchmark that showed a performance gain on the SunBlade 100 was
201 compress. Unlike the other benchmarks that showed a performance gain, this
benchmark showed gradually improving performance as the number of despecializations increased rather than distinct jumps in performance when specific despecializations were performed. As a result, it was not possible to isolate one or two specific
bytecodes that were responsible for the observed improvement in performance. A
similar situation also occurred for the JGF Series benchmark executed using Sun’s
virtual machine on a Pentium III. In this case, a performance gain was observed after
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16 despecializations were performed. However, the gain appears to be the cumulative
result of the combination of several despecializations, making it difficult to isolate
exactly which combination of despecializations is of benefit.
In general, the performance gains achieved through despecializations are relatively
minor and occur only for a small number of benchmarks. Consequently it is not generally recommended that despecialization be used as a technique for attempting to
improve application performance. Instead, it is simply observed that Java virtual
machines are complex systems and that subtle interactions between different parts
of that system, including the selection of Java bytecodes and the optimizations performed at various stages can have unanticipated results.
The final sub-category covers those benchmarks that showed irregular performance
with no apparent trend as the number of despecializations performed increased. Of
these benchmarks, three showed a single large spike in performance that was subsequently overcome, returning to a runtime similar to the baseline performance, by
performing additional despecializations. In at least some cases, this behaviour appears to be the result of performing ‘one half’ of a pair of despecializations, without
performing the despecialization on the bytecode’s mate. For example, when 48 despecializations were performed several specialized istore bytecodes have been removed
including istore 1, istore 2 and istore 3. However, the corresponding specialized load bytecodes have not yet been despecialized because they were executed with
greater frequency. This may cause the optimizer difficulty when optimizations are performed on a sequence of bytecodes where local variables must be loaded and stored
to the same local variable positions because the loads will be performed with specialized bytecodes while the stores are performed with general purpose bytecodes.
Consequently, the optimizer may fail to recognize that the sequence is a candidate for
such optimizations. The final 2 benchmarks in this group show additional variability
rather than a single larger spike in performance. It is believed that their performance
is also the result of an interaction between the bytecodes selected and the virtual
machine’s optimizer.

5.2.5

Performance Summary

The average performance change across all virtual machines is presented for each
benchmark in Figure 5.1. This figure also includes the overall average change in performance across all benchmarks, virtual machines and computer architectures tested.
Overall, the average performance change observed when 32 or fewer despecializations
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were performed was less than 0.1 percent. When 48 despecializations were performed,
the overall average change in performance increased to 0.6 percent. Performing all
62 despecializations considered during this study resulted in a performance change
of just over 2 percent. Consequently, it is concluded that while performing despecialization can impact the performance of any one benchmark executed on a specific
virtual machine and computer architecture, the overall impact of despecialization is
small. Consequently, the author questions the value of utilizing 62 bytecodes for this
purpose.

5.3

Despecialization and Class File Size

The initial despecialization study discussed in Chapter 4 included a discussion of the
implications despecialization has on class file size. This study extends the previous
examination of the impact despecialization has on class file size by considering both
the additional class files and virtual machines used in this study and by showing
a detailed breakdown of the progressive impact as the number of despecializations
performed increases.
The class files tested during the size analysis include the standard libraries from
each of the virtual machines tested as well as the application classes for each of the
benchmarks. The lone exception was the file install.class included as part of the
SPEC JVM98 benchmark suite. As noted previously, this class file’s large size is
primarily the result of a non-standard attribute can be used to install the benchmark
suite. Had this class file been included during this portion of the study its overall
impact on the results would have been minor because a considerably larger number
of class files were evaluated compared to the size analysis conducted in Section 4.3.
The impact performing despecializations had on class file size is shown graphically
in Figure 5.12. The figure shows that the first despecializations performed have
almost no impact on class file size. This was not a surprising result because those
bytecodes are executed so infrequently. However, it was observed that while some
of those bytecodes were never executed, they do occur statically within some Java
class files. This was determined by looking at the table of data from which the graph
was generated. It revealed that the overall change in the total size of all class files
was 901 bytes when four despecializations were performed. This indicated that there
were approximately 901 static occurrences of these bytecodes present across all of the
benchmarks and libraries considered. This count is not precise because performing

Figure 5.12: Despecialization’s Impact on Class File Size
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these despecializations in a method that contains a lookupswitch or a tableswitch
bytecode can result in a class file size change of anywhere from zero to three bytes.
Examining Figure 5.12 further revealed that 52 despecializations must be performed before average class file size increases by one percent. The remaining change
in average class file size, approximately 2.5 percent, is the result of performing the
final 10 despecializations listed in Table 5.1.
The overall impact on average class file size when 62 despecializations were performed was an increase of approximately 3.5 percent. An increase of this magnitude
is a minor concern at most. Class file compression is an area of active research.
Techniques have been developed which easily overcome an increase of this magnitude
[61, 68, 94]. Consequently, it is concluded that despecialization has only a minor
impact on class file size which is not sufficient to justify the use of 62 Java bytecodes.

5.4

Generality of Despecialization

The impact performing despecialization has on the correctness of class files was discussed in detail in Section 4.4. That discussion is not duplicated here. It is simply
pointed out that none of the concerns addressed previously, including the limits imposed by the Java Virtual Machine Specification, either implicitly or explicitly, were
violated during the despecialization process. Consequently, it is concluded that specialized bytecodes are not required in order to maintain the correctness of the Java
bytecode language or the Java Virtual Machine.

5.5

Conclusion

This chapter has presented an extension to the initial despecialization study discussed
in Chapter 4. The results presented here cover 20 benchmarks executed on a total
of 8 distinct virtual machine / hardware architectures. The results were consistent
with those presented previously, showing minor changes in application performance
and class file size. When approximately half of the despecializations under consideration were performed, the observed change in application performance was a loss of
approximately 0.6 percent. This was accompanied by an increase in class file size of
approximately 0.2 percent.
Performing additional despecializations had a larger impact on application performance. When all 62 despecializations were utilized, average application performance
slowed by approximately 2.0 percent. The largest average increase observed for any
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one platform occurred when Sun’s interpreter was executed on a Pentium M processor. In this case, execution time increased by approximately 5.2 percent. Average
class file size increased by approximately 3.5 percent when 62 despecializations were
performed.
This study has shown that specialized bytecodes have only a minor impact on both
execution time and class file size. It has also demonstrated that specialized bytecodes
are unnecessary because they can be replaced with equivalent general purpose bytecodes without impacting the correctness of the Java Virtual Machine. This leads
to the conclusion that specialized bytecodes are contributing little of value to the
operation of the Java environment while increasing virtual machine complexity and
restricting options for future expansion of the Java Virtual Machine instruction set.
Consequently, it is concluded that most or all of the specialized bytecodes identified
during this study should be removed from the Java Virtual Machine Specification.
Furthermore, researchers developing new virtual machines and intermediate representations should carefully examine the value of any specialized bytecodes included
within their specifications.
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Chapter 6
Operand Profiling
Chapter 5 described profiling that was conducted in order to identify which specialized bytecodes were executed with greatest frequency. When this profiling work was
conducted, a great deal of information was collected beyond what was required for
that study.
Numerous previous studies have profiled the bytecodes executed by Java applications. However, these studies have confined themselves to considering only the opcode
component of the bytecodes, completely ignoring the operands. This study extends
previous work in the area by profiling the complete bytecodes executed, including
both the opcodes and the operands, for 23 Java applications. The profile data is then
used to evaluate the appropriateness of current specialized bytecodes when compared
to other specialized bytecode options. Additional patterns identified from the profile
data are also presented. The existence of these patterns is explained by examining
the architecture of the Java Virtual Machine.

6.1

Profiling Environment and Benchmarks

The Kaffe virtual machine was used to collect the data evaluated during this study
as described in Section 5.1. The benchmarks profiled include the 18 profiled for the
despecialization study presented in Chapter 5. Five additional benchmarks were also
profiled for this study. They include four benchmarks from the Ashes Suite Collection
[1] and the Linpack numeric benchmark [42]. The amount of input supplied to the
benchmarks in the Ashes Suite Collection was reduced from its standard levels in
order to make the time required for profiling manageable. The Linpack benchmark
was executed using its standard input size. Each benchmark is briefly described in
the following paragraphs.
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symjpack-t: This benchmark performs symbolic computations including
differentiation and integration.
jpat-p: A tool that performs a protein digestion operation on a protein
sequence containing approximately 62000 elements.
rhino-a: This benchmark is a JavaScript interpreter implemented in
Java. It runs a script on a set of Java source files which verifies that the
@params tags match the formal parameters defined for the corresponding
Java method.
javasrc-p: A set of files containing Java source code are converted into
HTML documents. The output format is similar to that of javadoc.
Linpack: A dense system of linear equations is solved using Gaussian
elimination with partial pivoting.
When profiling was conducted each opcode executed by the application was recorded along with its operands (if any). Additional information was also recorded for some
bytecodes, allowing a more meaningful analysis to be performed. Those bytecodes
for which extra data was collected, and the nature of that data, are described in the
following paragraphs.
invoke*: A two-byte operand is provided to each of the invoke* bytecodes. This operand specifies an offset into the constant pool that contains an element that stores a method reference. Parsing the method
reference provides the method’s fully qualified name and its descriptor.
The method’s descriptor is a string that describes the static types of all of
the method’s arguments and the method’s return type. Consequently, this
information is sufficient to determine many attributes about the method
including what package the invoked method resided in, the number of arguments passed to the method and how many of the method’s arguments
were object references, doubles, floats, integers and longs.
ldc, ldc w and ldc2 w: Each of these bytecodes defines an offset into
the constant pool which contains a constant value. The extra information
recorded for this bytecode includes both the value of the constant and its
type. Recording this information was valuable for two reasons. First, it
made it possible to evaluate the distribution of the constant values used by
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the applications. In addition, because the same constant value may reside
at different locations in different class files, collecting this information
made it possible collect a count for all uses of each unique constant value,
even when those uses were loaded from different constant pool positions.
getfield, putfield, getstatic and putstatic: These bytecodes are
used to access the fields defined within a class. The getfield and putfield bytecodes are used to read and write instance fields while getstatic and putstatic are used to access static fields. Two operand
bytes are provided to each of these bytecodes which specify an offset into
the constant pool which contains an element of type CONSTANT Fieldref info. The information stored in this entry can be used to acquire
the fully qualified name of the field and its type.

6.2

Profile Results

Each of the following subsections examines the operands used by a specific set of
opcodes. The subsections begin by considering load bytecodes, store bytecodes and
constant loading bytecodes. Additional subsections consider the patterns observed in
field accesses and method invocations.
In general, the results presented in the following subsections are averages across all
of the benchmarks considered during this study. These average results were computed
using the technique described in Section 5.1.2 in order to ensure that no one benchmark was able to skew the distribution of the bytecodes. Some interesting highlights
from specific benchmarks are also included in addition to the average results.

6.2.1

Local Variable Loads

Figure 6.1 presents the most frequently executed load bytecodes. The height of each
bar represents the average percentage of all of the bytecodes executed across the 23
benchmarks tested. Bars on the graph drawn in gray represent specialized bytecodes
while the bars drawn in white represent general purpose bytecodes. Examining the
graph reveals that 6 of the first 10 load bytecodes are specialized. When the first 20
load bytecodes are considered only 8 specialized bytecodes are present. In comparison,
if the selection of specialized load bytecodes was perfect, the first 20 load bytecodes
would be specialized bytecodes.

Figure 6.1: Distribution of Local Variables Loaded with Greatest Frequency
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The aload 0 bytecode was the most frequently executed instruction used for loading a local variable, representing almost 9.2 percent of the total bytecodes executed.
The large execution frequency for this bytecode is a direct result of the design of
the Java Virtual Machine. When any virtual method is invoked, the Java Virtual
Machine Specification requires that a pointer to the receiver object be passed to the
invoked method. This object reference is always passed as the first parameter. The
Java Virtual Machine Specification also dictates that the values passed as parameters to methods will reside in the first local variable slots in the called scope. These
conditions guarantee that the receiver object will always reside in slot 0 of the local
variable array.
A reference to the receiver object must be placed on the operand stack before any
field in the object can be accessed or another method can be invoked on it. Both of
these operations are performed frequently in object oriented languages. As a result,
the aload 0 bytecode is executed frequently in order to place the required object
references on the stack.
The next most frequently executed load bytecodes are iload 1 and aload 1 respectively. In instance methods that take one or more parameters in addition to
the receiver object, these bytecodes reflect the process of loading a copy of the first
parameter onto the operand stack when its type is integer or object reference. If
the method being invoked is static, these bytecodes are used to access the second
parameter when it exists and has the appropriate type.
An additional analysis was performed in order to determine the distribution of
method parameter counts. It is described in more detail in Section 6.2.4. This
analysis includes the receiver object as the first parameter to the method when the
invoked method is in an instance method. It found that approximately 38.4 percent
of the methods invoked have either 0 or 1 parameters. As a consequence, it can be
concluded that aload 1 and iload 1 refer to a programmer declared local variable
rather than a method parameter in over one third of the methods invoked. In the
remaining methods, these bytecodes are being used to load the value of a method
parameter onto the stack.
The remaining 3 specialized bytecodes that appear in the 10 most frequently
executed load bytecodes are iload 3 at position 5, iload 2 at position 7 and aload 2
at position 9. Initially it may appear that these bytecodes are being employed for the
purpose of accessing method parameters. However,the analysis of method parameters
indicates that only approximately 19 percent of the methods invoked have more than 2
parameters. As a result, it is concluded that these bytecodes are generally being used
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to access local variables rather than method parameters. In almost all cases, these
are programmer declared variables. While these local variables could be temporaries
introduced during compilation, such temporaries are uncommon in Java because the
operand stack is normally used to hold such values.
The four general purpose bytecodes that appear among the 10 most executed
load bytecodes are iload 0x08 at position 4, iload 0x05 at position 6, iload 0x0a
at position 8 and iload 0x04 at position 10. These bytecodes are frequently executed because they all typically represent programmer declared variables rather than
method parameters. The iload 0x04 bytecode will only be used to access a method
parameter in the 4 percent of methods invoked that have 5 or more parameters. The
remaining general purpose bytecodes are used to access method parameters in an
even smaller proportion of the methods invoked. As a result, it is known that these
bytecodes are being used to access programmer declared local variables most of the
time.
Continuing this analysis further reveals that the majority of the bytecodes that
appear in the top 40 load instructions are typically being used to access programmer
declared local variables. This has occurred because programmers generally write
code that accesses the method parameters a small number of times. Local variables
are then use to complete the computation. Generally, the number of local variable
references required to complete the computation is much larger than the number of
references used to access the parameter values, resulting in the behaviour described
here. The exceptions to this observation are the aload 0, aload 1 and iload 1
bytecodes noted already and the dload 0 and dload 1 bytecodes which appear among
the most executed load bytecodes in positions 23 and 25 respectively.
Further analysis of the dload 0 and dload 1 bytecodes reveals that they are primarily contributed by a small number of benchmarks. Of these, the Java Grande
Forum Series benchmark contributes by far the most, with over 9 percent of its bytecodes executed being dload 0. This benchmark also executes dload 1 frequently,
with this bytecode representing nearly 7 percent of the instructions executed by the
benchmark.
An informal analysis revealed that most of the dload 0 bytecodes executed were
used for parameter loading in static mathematical methods such as Math.abs, Math.pow and Double.isInfinite. These method invocations were the result of the fact
that the Series benchmark performed a 1000 segment trapezoidal integration of a
function many times. The frequent use of dload 1 is also for parameter access. In
this case, it is primarily the result of the need to repeatedly compute the value of the
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function being integrated. Because the method to perform this task is an instance
method, accessing its first parameter (the position at which to compute the value of
the function) results in the use of a dload 1 bytecode rather than a dload 0. Had the
JGF Series benchmark been removed from consideration, both dload 0 and dload 1
would have dropped out of the top 40 most frequently executed load bytecodes.
The preceding analysis leads to the conclusions that many specialized load bytecodes are not being utilized effectively. This suggests that a new set of specialized
load bytecodes could be selected which would be executed with greater frequency.
Ideally, the distribution of these specialized bytecodes would include those local variable positions and data types that are being used with greatest frequency. While the
current selection of specialized load bytecodes has a level of symmetry to it that is
appealing to many people because it offers identical coverage for all data types, it is
not reflective of the reality of the bytecodes executed by Java applications. For example, no float or long loads are present in the list of 40 most frequently executed load
bytecodes while half of the list consists of integer loads. Loads of double precision
floating point values and object references account for the other half of the 40 most
frequently executed load bytecodes. Reallocating many of the float and long loads
to cover additional integer locations would shrink class file size and could improve
virtual machine performance.
In addition to suggesting changes to the distribution of specialized bytecodes based
on data type, the absence of any loads for the float and long data types in the top
40 specialized bytecodes suggests that optimizers may not want to spend the time
necessary to perform complex optimizations on these data types. Since the bytecodes
that access these data types are executed infrequently, any performance gains achieved
from these optimizations would need to be vast in comparison to the gains achieved
for integers, object references or double precisions floating point numbers.
It was also observed that the design of the Java Virtual Machine greatly restricts
the ability of the compiler to make use of the specialized bytecodes that access slot 0.
The Java Virtual Machine specification requires that the receiver object be passed as
the first parameter to all virtual methods. A direct consequence of this design choice
is the fact that the specialized bytecodes dload 0, fload 0, iload 0 and lload 0 can
never be executed in a virtual method since slot 0 is already occupied by the receiver
object. While it was observed that the JGF Series benchmark makes effective use
of the dload 0 bytecode, most applications make heavy use of instance methods,
preventing them from making effective use of these bytecodes during much of their
execution.
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The technique used by the Java virtual machine to pass the remainder of the
method parameters to the called scope also contributes to the difficulty of making
good selections for specialized load bytecodes. The analysis presented earlier in this
section came to the conclusion that the majority of the most frequently executed load
bytecodes are used to access programmer declared local variables rather than method
parameters. Because method parameters appear ahead of programmer declared variables in the local variable slots it is impossible to select a small number of specialized
bytecodes that will work well for all methods. Selecting specialized values for the first
slots will work well in methods that take very few parameters. However methods that
take more parameters will be unable to utilize the specialized bytecodes effectively
because their parameters are already occupying those slots. Alternatively, specialized
bytecodes could be introduced for later slots instead of slots 0 through 3. While such
a system would work well for methods with several parameters and local variables,
methods with few parameters and local variables would be completely unable to use
the specialized bytecodes.
Consequently, when future virtual machines are designed and implemented, it is
recommended that their creators consider alternatives for accessing parameter values
in the called scope in order to facilitate more effective use of specialized bytecodes.
One option would be to have method parameters appear as the last local variables
rather than as the first local variables. Such a design decision would give compiler
writers considerably more freedom in ordering the local variables so as to make best
use of specialized bytecodes since the compiler would be free to assign those local
variables that are used the most to the slots for which specialized bytecodes exist.
In those methods without any programmer defined local variables the method parameters would end up residing in the first slots in the local variable array, allowing
specialized bytecodes to be utilized in these methods as well.
Using a system where parameters occupy the last slots in the local variable array
would also permit the creation of alignment guidelines for category 2 data types.
Under such a system, specialized bytecodes for category 2 data types would only
exist for even numbered local variable slots. This system would make more effective
use of the category 2 loads because all specialized load bytecodes for a single data
type could be used within the same method. Under the current JVM design, it is
impossible for the specialized bytecodes dload 0 and dload 1 to reside within the
same method because each double value occupies 2 adjacent slots. Consequently,
while there are 4 specialized load bytecodes allocated for accessing variables with the
double data type, only half of them can be used in any given method.
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Implementing alignment rules under the current system where method parameters
appear as the first local variables is also an option. However, it could lead to situations
where the specialized bytecodes go completely unutilized. Consider the case where
an instance method has 4 parameter of type double and the specialized bytecodes
for handling doubles are dload 0, dload 2, dload 4 and dload 6. In this example,
none of the specialized bytecodes would be used because the receiver object for the
method would occupy slot 0, causing the remaining parameters to reside in slots 1,
3, 5 and 7, requiring the dload bytecode to load or store the parameter values. This
problem could be partially resolved if the compiler intentionally introduced an empty
pad slot to align the values when necessary. However this still does not overcome
the problem of trying to decide what slots should have specialized bytecodes so as to
avoid specializing on method parameters while still encompassing the local variables
in all cases. Padding may also introduce a non-trivial amount of overhead for methods
that have a list of parameters that alternate between category 1 and category 2 types
since a padding slot would have to be introduced after every category 1 parameter in
order to align the following category 2 parameter with an even numbered slot.
A second alternative for improving specialized bytecode utilization would be to
completely separate the parameter values from the local variable array. Such a system
would require the introduction of new bytecodes dedicated to the task of accessing
method parameters. At a minimum this would require a pair of bytecodes similar
to getfield and putfield designed for accessing parameters. In practice, it may
be more desirable to include a series of typed parameter load and parameter store
instructions so as to avoid the overhead associated with resolving the types of method
parameters. Separating the local variables from the parameters in this manner would
give the compiler complete freedom in assigning programmer declared variables to
slots, allowing it to make the best possible use of the available specialized bytecodes
for accessing local variables.
The load bytecodes executed with least frequency were also considered. Initially
it was anticipated that this distribution would consist entirely of general purpose
bytecodes that executed extremely infrequently. However, this was not the case.
Figure 6.2 shows the distribution of the 40 least frequently executed load bytecodes. This list includes 4 specialized bytecodes: lload 1, lload 2, fload 2 and
fload 0. The presence of any specialized bytecodes in this list is a serious concern.
In this specific case, 4 of the 40 worst possible choices for specialized bytecodes have
specialized bytecodes to represent them. It is also observed that all 4 of the specialized bytecodes access values that are type float or type long. The presence of

Figure 6.2: Distribution of Local Variables Loaded with Least Frequency
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these data types in the list of least frequently executed bytecodes is not surprising.
The int data type provides sufficient range for the storage of many of the integer
values used in a program. Long integers are generally avoided unless necessary due
to their increased storage requirements and poorer execution performance on many
platforms.
Many Java programmers elect to use double precision floating point numbers
rather than single precision floating point numbers. This is because single precision
floats offer relatively limited precision and range. Although doubles take twice as
much memory to store, their performance is comparable to single precision floats on
many modern computer architectures.
All of these factors contribute to the infrequent use of float and long data types.
Consequently, few bytecodes are executed to handle values of those types. This
further reinforces the recommendation to consider replacing many of the float and
long load specialized bytecodes with additional specialized integer loads.
The observant reader will also have noticed the presence of iload 0x03 in the
list of least executed load instructions. The presence of this bytecode is surprising in
that it is a despecialized form of what would normally be expressed as iload 3. It
occurs statically in several of the class files used by the symjpack-t benchmark in the
Ashes Suite. These class files were used in their precompiled, as distributed form. It
is not known what compiler was used to create these class files or why the compiler
elected to make use of iload 0x03 rather than the more common iload 3. It was
observed that the iload 3 form is also present within the same class files and that
all occurrences of the iload 0x03 form immediately precede an if icmplt bytecode.
As a result it is possible that the use of iload 0x03 is an artifact of the technique
used by one specific compiler when generating conditional branches.

6.2.2

Local Variable Stores

The distribution of the most frequently utilized store bytecodes was also examined.
It revealed similar patterns to those found for load bytecodes. In particular, it was
observed that general purpose store bytecodes occurred frequently among those store
bytecodes executed with greatest frequency. While the most frequently executed
store bytecode was istore 3, istore 0x04 was a close second. Only 4 of the 10
most frequently executed store bytecodes were specialized. As was the case for load
bytecodes, the proportion worsens as the number of bytecodes considered increases.
When the top 20 store bytecodes are considered only 5 are found to be specialized
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bytecodes. The number of specialized bytecodes increases to 8 when the top 40 store
bytecodes are considered. If the selection of store bytecodes was performed perfectly,
the 20 most frequently executed store bytecodes would be specialized bytecodes.
It was further observed that of the 8 specialized store bytecodes that do reside in
the 40 most frequently executed store instructions, only two access either slot 0 or slot
1 (the slots that are used to hold method parameters with greatest frequency). This
behavior is due to the parameter structure of the virtual machine and the semantics
associated with method parameters in Java. As has been mentioned previously, the
virtual machine arguments are stored in the first local variable slots which generally
reduces the number of accesses to those slots. This is particularly true for stores to
those slots because Java only supports pass by value semantics for primitive types,
including object references. As a consequence, any value that is stored into a slot
holding a method parameter will only be retained within the scope of the current
method. The updated value will not appear in the calling scope. This design decision severely restricts the number of stores performed on slots containing method
parameters. Note that this design choice does not prevent fields in objects passed as
parameters to methods from changing since it is the object reference that is passed
by value, not all of the data members that make up the object. As a consequence,
changing the value of a field in an object is changing the value in a memory location
stored on the heap, not in the local variable array.
Comparing the frequency of execution of the most executed load bytecodes with
that of the most frequently utilized store bytecodes reveals that loads are executed
much more often than stores. This is typical of a stack based architecture as most
operations load two or more values onto the stack in order to generate a single result
value that must be stored back into a local variable. While it is difficult to compare
the graphs directly due to their differing y-axis scales, examining the data reveals
that only 7 of the most frequently executed store bytecodes execute with more frequency than aload 0x0f, the 40th most frequently executed load bytecode. This
indicates another area where future virtual machine designers should consider eliminating symmetry from their instruction set design. Since loads are performed with
much greater frequency than stores on a stack based architecture, more instructions
should be devoted to specialized load bytecodes than to specialized store bytecodes.
Figure 6.4 shows the 40 least frequently executed store bytecodes. Examining
the graph reveals that there are 5 specialized bytecodes present, 4 of which do not
contribute sufficiently for their bars to be visible. Further examination of the data
reveals these 4 specialized bytecodes (fstore 0, fstore 1, fstore 2 and dstore 0)

Figure 6.3: Distribution of Local Variables Stored with Greatest Frequency
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of Local Variables Loaded with Least Frequency
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are never executed by any of the benchmarks. The fifth bytecode, lstore 2, is
executed extremely infrequently, accounting for less than 1 out of every 1 million
bytecodes executed. The presence of three store bytecodes that access slots 0 and 1
in this list is the result of the pass by value semantics used for all method parameters
of primitive type as described previously. The presence of lstore 2 and fstore 2 in
this list is due to the relatively infrequent use of the long and float data types as
described previously.
These results indicate that future virtual machine designers should eliminate both
the symmetry that exists across data types accessed by load and store bytecodes and
the symmetry that exists in the slot numbers between the load and store bytecodes.
Future instruction sets should include more specialized loads than specialized stores
and both loads and stores should be concentrated on those data types executed with
greatest frequency. The results of this study indicate that integers should receive
the greatest attention in this regard with additional specialized bytecodes also being
allocated for object references and doubles. Specialized loads and stores for floats and
longs are generally executed infrequently leading to the recommendation that few, if
any, specialized bytecodes be allocated for handling these data types.

6.2.3

Constant Loading

There are three general mechanisms provided by the Java Virtual Machine that allow
a constant value to be placed on the operand stack. One option is to use a specialized
bytecode that pushes a specific value dictated by the opcode employed. A second
option is to load a value from the constant pool onto the operand stack. Finally, it is
also possible to generated integer constants within a limited range using the bipush
and sipush bytecodes. These bytecodes read one or two operand bytes directly from
the code stream which represent the constant value to be placed on the stack. Table
6.1 lists the 40 most frequently used constant values and the manner in which each
was placed on the stack.
It is interesting to note the six most frequently executed constant loading bytecodes are specialized. The remaining four bytecodes in the 10 most frequently executed constant loading bytecodes are general purpose. These include 4 specialized
integer loads and 2 specialized double loads, leaving 3 general purpose integer load
bytecodes and one general purpose long integer load in the top 10. This result indicates that the choices made for what constant values should be handled by a specialized bytecode appear to have been better than the corresponding choices made for
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Bytecode
iconst 1
iconst 0
iconst 2
dconst 1
dconst 0
iconst m1
bipush 08
bipush 10
ldc (int)65535
ldc2 w (long)65535
ldc2 w (long)65537
aconst null
sipush 00 ff
iconst 3
bipush 07
iconst 4
iconst 5
bipush 06
bipush 20
bipush 0a
bipush 0f
bipush 1f
ldc (int)2147483647
bipush 30
bipush 0d
ldc (int)1050011
sipush 01 00
bipush 28
bipush 09
ldc2 w (long)281474976710655
ldc2 w (long)25214903917
ldc2 w (long)11
bipush 40
ldc (int)58399
bipush 1b
bipush 18
ldc (int)65536
sipush 0c 35
ldc2 w (double)16384
ldc2 w (double)32768

Percentage
1.649
0.695
0.360
0.206
0.177
0.171
0.140
0.128
0.123
0.122
0.122
0.120
0.096
0.095
0.087
0.079
0.075
0.061
0.050
0.047
0.034
0.032
0.031
0.026
0.024
0.023
0.022
0.022
0.019
0.018
0.018
0.018
0.018
0.018
0.014
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013

Table 6.1: Most Frequently Occurring Constant Values
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load and store bytecodes. It is the author’s belief that the larger use of specialized
constant loading bytecodes is the result of the fact the bytecode language designers
chose to introduce an asymmetry into the language, supplying more instructions for
handling integer constants than constants of other types. However some integer constants such as 8, 16 and 65535 still occur more frequently than at least half of the
specialized constant loading bytecodes. It was also observed that unlike the specialized store bytecodes, all of the specialized constant loading bytecodes made available
by the Java Virtual Machine Specification are executed by the benchmarks tested in
this study.
Examining additional constant loading bytecodes reinforces the patterns observed
initially. In particular, it was observed that the majority of the top 20 constant
loading bytecodes executed were used for handling integers. Only 5 of these bytecodes
were used to handle other types including 2 bytecodes for loading double constants,
2 bytecodes for loading long integer constants and aconst null, the bytecode that
places the null object reference constant on the stack1 . This leaves 15 of the top
20 bytecodes handling integers. It was also observed that 10 of the top 20 load
bytecodes are specialized, a proportion that was superior to that achieved by either
the load or store bytecodes. This is particularly noteworthy because there are only
15 specialized constant loading bytecodes compared to 20 each for specialized load
and store bytecodes.
Examining the top 40 load bytecodes reveals that 29 are used for loading integer
values. The presence of 3 additional long integer constants and 2 additional double
constants was also observed when the top 40 constant loading bytecodes were compared to the top 20 constant loading bytecodes. The three long integer constants
are particularly noteworthy because the constant values 281474976710655, 25214903917 and 11 are all used during random number generation. The JGF benchmarks
SOR, FFT, HeapSort, and Spare Matrix Multiplication make use of a random number generator in order to populate data structures. Populating data structures in
this manner is not typical of most “real world” applications. As a result, specializing
constant values used for this purpose is not recommended.
Further analysis was conducted in order to determine which constant values were
1

Strictly speaking aconst null is not a specialized bytecode since the current Java Virtual Machine Specification does not permit a null object reference to be loaded from the constant pool.
However, such an extension to the semantics of ldc/ldc w would be minor making aconst null a
possible candidate for despecialization if any changes are made to the Java Virtual Machine Specification. As a result, it was included as part of this analysis.
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predominately contributed by a single benchmark. The following constants had at
least 90 percent of their contribution from a single benchmark:
• dconst 1: 97.93% from JGF Series
• ldc (int)65535: 99.74% from JGF Crypt
• ldc2 w (long)65535: 100.00% from JGF Crypt
• ldc2 w (long)65537: 100.00% from JGF Crypt
• bipush 0x0f: 99.64% from 222 mpegaudio
• ldc (int)1050011:: 100.00% from JGF Search
• bipush 0x28: 99.05% from sympjpack-t
• ldc (int)58399: 100.00% from 202 jess
• bipush 0x18: 90.64% from sympjpack-t
As a result, the constant values listed in the preceding list are not considered to be
good candidates for specialized bytecodes. Instead, it is recommended that specialized bytecodes concentrate on values that are frequently used by a wide variety of
applications. As Table 6.1 and the preceding list show, the broadly used values are
typically small integers.
The list of the 40 least executed constant loading bytecodes was also examined.
The list is not included here because it does not show any interest results. It simply
consists of a variety of constant values that are used extremely infrequently, none of
which are generated by any of the <t>const <n> specialized bytecodes.
In addition to considering the constant values executed, the distribution of constant pool indices accessed by the ldc, ldc w and ldc2 w bytecodes was also examined.
These instructions are used to copy a value from the constant pool onto the operand
stack. When a category 1 value is loaded from the stack either an ldc bytecode or
an ldc w bytecode can be utilized. The ldc bytecode only takes one operand byte,
allowing it to access constant pool indices 1 through 255. If the constant value resides
at index 256 or greater, the ldc w bytecode must be employed. It was observed that
when category 1 values were loaded from the constant pool, an ldc bytecode was
used 99.94 percent of the time because the index for the value being loaded was less
than 256. It was necessary to use an ldc w bytecode the remaining 0.06 percent of
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the time because the index being accessed was too large to represent with a single
byte.
An asymmetry exists in the Java bytecode language with respect to bytecodes
that load values from the constant pool. While two distinct opcodes exist for loading
category 1 values from the constant pool only a single opcode exists for loading
category 2 values. As a result, an ldc2 w bytecode is always generated to load a
category 2 constant from the constant pool onto the stack, regardless of position at
which it resides in the constant pool. At the beginning of this study it was assumed
that this was the case because either loads of category 2 values almost always occur
from indices larger than 255 or because loads of category 2 constants are very rare
compared to loads of category 1 constants.
The data collected during this study reveals that both of those assumptions are
false. It was found that the constant pool index accessed by an ldc2 w bytecode
was less than 256 99.98 percent of the time, meaning that only 0.02 percent of the
accesses used indices greater than 255. It was also observed that ldc2 w bytecodes
executed with greater frequency than the total for the ldc and ldc w bytecodes. The
second result was surprising at first. However further exploration led to the realization
that many of the integer constant values one would expect to need are handled by
the bipush and sipush bytecodes, reducing the number of integers loaded from the
constant pool considerably.
It is not possible to determine what conclusion to draw from this result without
performing further testing. Depending on the performance and class file size implications this result could lead to the conclusion that all category 1 loads should be
handled by a single bytecode, eliminating the need for ldc. Alternatively, it could lead
to the conclusion that since most category 2 values are loaded from indices less than
256, a new ldc2 bytecode that requires a single operand byte should be introduced
to handle this case.
Regardless of the choice made with respect to adding or removing an ldc instruction, better choices can still be made for specialized constant loading bytecodes.
While the current asymmetry in the instruction set for constant loading has given
better specialized bytecode utilization than that achieved for load or store bytecodes,
improvement is still possible. In particular, replacing current specialized constant
loading bytecodes for some long integer, double and float constants with additional
integer constants would provide an improvement in specialized bytecode utilization.
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Figure 6.5: Percentage of Methods Invoked by Number of Parameters

6.2.4

Methods

The descriptors for the methods invoked by the invoke* bytecodes were recorded.
This made it possible to determine the number of parameters passed to each method
as well as the static type of each method parameter and return value.
When invokevirtual, invokeinterface and invokespecial are executed the
receiver object is passed as the first parameter to the method. The receiver object
is not included as part of the method’s descriptor. As a result, it had to be added
during the analysis for those cases when it was present.
Figure 6.5 shows the distribution of the number of method arguments to those
methods invoked with any of the invoke* bytecodes. It includes two series of data.
The first series, represented in gray, shows the number of formal method parameters
declared by the programmer without including the receiver object. The second series,
shown in black, shows the number of parameters actually passed to the method,
including the receiver object when necessary. These distributions show that most of
the methods invoked require one or two actual parameters with methods requiring
three, four or five parameters also making contributions that are visible on the graph.
The results of this analysis have already been employed in Section 6.2.1 when the
utility of specialized load bytecodes was discussed. It is not yet know if this data may
have any utility other than impacting the selection of specialized bytecodes.
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6.2.5

Fields

Only four bytecodes are included in the Java Virtual Machine Specification for field
access. The getfield and putfield bytecodes provide the ability to read and write
instance fields respectively. Similarly, the getstatic and putstatic bytecodes provide read and write access for static fields. Each of these bytecodes is able to access
data of any type including array types.
Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the distribution of the types of the instance fields read
and written. While the distributions are not identical, they show many similarities,
with fields containing integers, object references and doubles being accessed with
greatest frequency. Initially it may appear that integer writes are performed more
frequently than integer reads because Figure 6.6 shows almost 32 percent of the fields
accessed having integer type while Figure 6.7 shows more than 56 percent of the fields
written having integer type. This is not the case. The getfield opcode accounts
for more than 9.5 percent of the opcodes executed by the benchmarks considered
during this study. In comparison, putfield accounts for only 1.3 percent of the
bytecodes executed. Consequently, integer field reads account for about 3 percent of
all bytecodes executed while integer field writes account for about 0.73 percent of all
opcodes executed.
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the distribution of the types of the static fields read
and written. While the relative type distributions for getfield and putfield were
similar, getstatic and putstatic show considerably different distributions. In particular, while arrays of object references and scalar object references were the static
field types read with greatest frequency, the most frequently written static field types
were double precision floating point numbers and integers.
Static fields are accessed with much lower frequency than instance fields. Uses of
getstatic account for 0.36 percent of the bytecodes executed while uses of putstatic
account for less than 0.02 percent of the bytecodes executed. Based on these execution
frequencies it was possible to determine how frequently each specific data type was
accessed by both getstatic and putstatic. This analysis revealed that while static
fields of type object reference array and object reference were read with much greater
frequency than they were written, double, integer and long static fields were read and
written with almost identical frequency. This pattern of behaviour is considerably
different than that observed for getfield and putfield. In that case, every type was
read more frequently than it was written, and in general, the reads far out numbered
the writes.
The utility of the information presented on fields for improving Java application
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Figure 6.6: Data types Accessed using the getfield Bytecode

Figure 6.7: Data types Accessed using the putfield Bytecode
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Figure 6.8: Data types Accessed using the getstatic Bytecode

Figure 6.9: Data types Accessed using the putstatic Bytecode
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performance is not immediately obvious. One possibility would be the introduction of
a new specialized bytecode to handle reads of integer instance fields. Such a bytecode
would improve the performance of simple Java Virtual Machine’s such as Kaffe by
reducing the number of checks that must be performed during a field access. However,
it is unclear whether the introduction of such a bytecode would have any value in other
virtual machines that perform more aggressive optimizations. The profile distribution
may also be useful because it has identified those types that are encountered with
greatest frequency, and as a result, warrant the greatest amount of attention during
optimization.

6.3

Conclusion

This chapter described some results generated by profiling and analyzing 23 benchmarks. The information gathered during profiling included both the opcode executed
and its operands. Additional information was also collected for some bytecodes.
Evaluating the profile data revealed many interesting patterns related to the selection of current specialized bytecode. For example, it was observed that there are many
general purpose load bytecodes executed with greater frequency than the specialized
load bytecodes defined by the Java Virtual Machine Specification. This pattern was
also observed for store bytecodes and constant loading bytecodes. Of these three categories, the specialized constant loading bytecodes were used with greatest frequency
compared to the general purpose bytecodes in this category. Specialized bytecodes
accounted for half of the 20 most executed bytecodes constant loading bytecodes
compared to only one quarter of the 20 most executed store bytecodes. The analysis
performed revealed that specialized constant loading bytecodes showed the greatest
utility because of design choices made for the Java Virtual Machine that limit the
utility of some specialized load and store bytecodes and the fact that there is asymmetry in the selection of specialized constant loading bytecodes, allowing them to
more accurately reflect the behaviour of the applications executed.
Based on these results, it is recommended that changes be made to the Java Virtual Machine Specification in order to improve the utility of specialized bytecodes.
While the work presented in previous chapters showed that specialized bytecodes
appear to have little utility, this is at least in part due to the fact that the values
selected for specialization during the design process are not the values executed with
greatest frequency. Selecting new specialized bytecodes that reflect the behaviour of
the applications being executed could improve their utility considerably. In particu-
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lar, the new set of specialized bytecodes should by asymmetric, including more load
bytecodes than store bytecodes and more specialized bytecodes for handling integers
than other data types. Revising the parameter passing technique employed by the
virtual machine would also improve specialized bytecode utilization.
Researchers developing new virtual machines and intermediate representations
should also consider these results. While developing a language that contains symmetry in its selection of opcodes is appealing to people, it does not reflect the actual behaviour of most applications. Consequently, appropriate specialized bytecodes
should be selected which maximize the potential benefit to application performance
and minimize storage requirements.
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Chapter 7
Multicodes
This chapter introduces multicodes, an optimization technique designed to improve
the performance of Java interpreters. A multicode is a new bytecode that performs
the same behaviour as a collection of two or more existing bytecodes, when they
are found in a contiguous sequence. The optimization technique works by reducing
the amount of overhead imposed by the Java Virtual Machine, resulting in reduced
application run time. Identifying commonly occurring bytecode sequences is the
first step in the multicode optimization process. Once the sequences are identified,
occurrences of those sequences within the class files that make up the application and
the Java library are replaced with the multicode, reducing the number of fetch-decodeexecute operations that must be performed, and opening up additional optimization
opportunities. Multicodes are not defined by a static specification like bytecodes are.
Instead, they are more dynamic entities that can vary from application to application,
which are automatically identified by the techniques described in this thesis.

7.1

Definitions

The following terms will be used throughout the remainder of the thesis.
Codelet: The set of statements within the Java interpreter that implement the task specified by a Java bytecode (or multicode).
Basic Block: “A sequence of consecutive statements in which flow of
control enters at the beginning and leaves at the end without halt or
possibility of branching except at the end” [12].
Multicode Block: The notion of a multicode block is similar to that of
a basic block. However, there are several distinctions. In particular, a
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multicode block is defined to be a sequence of one or more bytecodes such
that the following conditions are met:
• The bytecodes within the sequence are adjacent to each other within
the code stream.
• A bytecode within the sequence is the target of a branch if and only
if it is the first bytecode in the sequence.
• Excluding exceptions, if the first bytecode within the block executes
then all bytecodes within the sequence execute.
• An exception handler covers a bytecode within the sequence if and
only if that exception handler covers all bytecodes within the sequence.
A multicode block is distinct from a basic block in two ways.
1. It is possible for a basic block to include some instructions that reside
outside of an exception handler and some instructions that reside
within an exception handler. A multicode block does not permit
this, requiring all bytecodes within the sequence to be handled by
the same exception handlers.
2. A basic block only permits a change in the flow of control at the
end of the block. A multicode block is less restrictive, permitting a
change in the flow of control to occur within the block provided that
it occurs as the result of an exception.
Multicode: A new Java Virtual Machine bytecode which provides functionality that is equivalent to a sequence of two or more existing Java
bytecodes.
Candidate Sequence: A sequence of adjacent bytecodes within a multicode block that is being considered for replacement with a multicode.

7.2

An Overview of Multicodes

Section 2.2 described several techniques that can be used to implement a Java interpreter. While these techniques represent increasingly efficient implementations, each
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technique still fundamentally follows the same model of execution, repeatedly fetching, decoding and executing each bytecode as a discrete item1 . Multicodes change
this model of execution, making it possible to perform the tasks of several bytecodes
together, reducing the total number of transfers of control that are performed during the execution of the application. This is accomplished by identifying frequently
executed bytecode sequences and then introducing a new multicode that provides
identical functionality.
The newly created multicode is assigned a unique opcode that is not currently used
by the Java Virtual Machine Specification. There are 52 opcodes that fit this criteria.
This count includes those opcodes numbered 203 to 253, for which no functionality
is defined. They will be represented by the mnemonics o203 through o253. It also
includes opcode 186, which has the mnemonic xxxunusedxxx. The Java Virtual
Machine Specification indicates that this bytecode is unused for historical reasons.
Two additional bytecodes are also potentially available. These opcodes are numbered
254 and 255 and have the mnemonics impdep1 and impdep2 respectively. The purpose
of these bytecodes is to provide traps for accessing implementation specific features
that are present in software and hardware respectively. Sun guarantees that these
implementation specific bytecodes will continue to be available even if the Java Virtual
Machine Specification is revised.
The definition of a multicode also includes a description of its operands. The
number of operand bytes is the total number of operand bytes from all of the bytecodes
represented by the multicode. These operand bytes follow the multicode’s opcode
in the same order as they were present in the original sequence. The creation of
the multicode for the bytecode sequence aload getfield is shown graphically in
Figure 7.1. Recall that aload copies a reference to an object from a local variable to
the operand stack. A single operand byte follows the opcode, which specifies which
local variable is copied. The getfield bytecode pops an object reference from the
operand stack, and pushes the value of a field from the object pointed to by the object
reference. Two operand bytes follow the getfield opcode which specify what field
will be accessed.
Performing a multicode substitution decreases the total size of the code stream.
This occurs because only one opcode is present to represent the functionality of the
sequence when a multicode is employed. In comparison, a sequence of n bytecodes
1

The lone exception to this pattern occurs when selective inlining is used in conjunction with
direct threading.
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Figure 7.1: Two Bytecodes and their Equivalent Multicode
will have n bytes devoted to representing the opcodes. Consequently, n − 1 bytes are
saved for each multicode substitution performed.
This size change is illustrated in Figure 7.1. It shows that a total of 5 bytes (2 opcodes and 3 operands) were used to represent the bytecode sequence aload getfield
before multicode substitution was performed. When the sequence is replaced with a
multicode, the total number of bytes is reduced to 4 because the number of opcodes
is reduced to one. More significantly, the code will execute more efficiently because
of the removal of a transfer of control, as will be seen in the following sections.

7.2.1

Notation

The symbol xk will be used to denote the codelet for a single Java bytecode. The
symbol k is an integer greater than 0 used to indicate the position of that codelet
within a bytecode sequence or a multicode. The work necessary to transfer control
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from one bytecode to the next in a Java interpreter is denoted by the symbol →.
Consequently, this symbol represents the loop, fetch and decode operations, and the
task of advancing the program counter to refer to the next instruction, shown in the
model of a Java interpreter in Figure 2.4. Using this notation, the code that must be
executed for an arbitrary sequence of Java bytecodes can be expressed as:
x1 → x2 → x3 → ... → xn →

(7.1)

When a sequence of bytecodes is replaced by a multicode, the transfers of control
between each bytecode are removed. The codelet for the multicode can be constructed
by merging the codelets of its constituent bytecodes, as long as a small number
of minor adjustments are performed during the concatenation. These adjustments
ensure that the correct operands are read from the code stream when the multicode
executes. The multicode that represents the sequence of bytecodes in Equation 7.1
will be denoted as shown in Equation 7.2.
x1 /x2 /x3 /.../xn →

(7.2)

It has already been stated that the amount of time required to execute a multicode
is smaller than the amount of time required to execute the equivalent sequence of Java
bytecodes. This is apparent from Equation 7.1 and Equation 7.2 because the number
of transfers of control in Equation 7.1 is n, while the number of transfers of control in
Equation 7.2 is only 1, regardless of the length of the multicode. Equation 7.3 shows
how the difference in performance will be represented. It uses the function Cost(code)
to denote a measure of how much time is needed to execute ‘code’.

∆x1 /x2 /x3 .../xn → = Cost(x1 → x2 → x3 → ... → xn →) − Cost(x1 /x2 /x3 .../xn →)
(7.3)
If it assumed that the codelet for the multicode is constructed as a concatenation
of the codelets of the multicode’s constituent bytecodes, then Equation 7.3 reduces
to:
∆x1 /x2 /x3 /...xn /→ = (n − 1) × Cost(→)

(7.4)

However, in general, the difference in performance is not that simple because
it is possible to perform optimizations on the concatenated codelet representing the
multicode. These optimizations could not be performed before multicode substitution
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because of the presence of the intervening transfers of control. Many optimizations
are possible. They are discussed in Section 7.7. The codelet for a multicode that has
been optimized in this manner will be expressed as:
x1 x2 x3 ...xn →

(7.5)

The difference in performance between the optimized multicode and the original
sequence of bytecodes is expressed as:

∆x1 x2 x3 ...xn → = Cost(x1 → x2 → x3 → ... → xn →) − Cost(x1 x2 x3 ...xn →)

(7.6)

Because the cost of a transfer of control is non-zero, the following relationship
exists between a bytecode sequence, its equivalent unoptimized multicode and its
equivalent optimized multicode:

Cost(x1 x2 x3 ...xn →) ≤ Cost(x1 /x2 /.../xn →) < Cost(x1 → x2 → ... → xn →)
(7.7)
The first relational operator is expressed as a less than or equal because there is no
guarantee that additional optimization opportunities will be possible. Consequently,
it is possible that the performance of x1 x2 x3 ...xn → will be identical to x1 / x2 / x3 / ...
/ xn →. However, because a transfer of control has a non-zero cost, it is known that
the cost of x1 / x2 / x3 / ... / xn → will be strictly less than the cost of x1 →x2 →x3 →...
→xn → since n is known to be greater than 1 from the definition of a multicode. Based
on the relationships in Equation 7.7 it is also known that the relationship between
the changes in performance is:
∆x1 x2 x3 ...xn → ≥ ∆x1 /x2 /x3 /.../xn →

(7.8)

The impact a multicode has on application performance is not solely related to
the difference in performance between the the bytecode sequence and the multicode.
The number of times that the bytecode sequence will be executed is also a critical
factor, and will be denoted by:
Nx1 →x2 →x3 →...→xn →

(7.9)

There may be occurrences of the bytecode sequence that are executed but are not
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eligible for multicode substitution because they span two or more multicode blocks.
As a result, it is necessary to establish a separate notation to denote the number
of times that the multicode will be executed if it is substituted. This notation is
shown below in Equation 7.10 and Equation 7.11. Equation 7.10 represents the
number of times that an unoptimized multicode substitution can be performed, while
Equation 7.11 represents the number of optimized multicode substitutions that can be
performed. These values are identical in all cases because multicode block boundaries,
not optimization potential, dictate whether a substitution is possible.
Nx1 /x2 /x3 /.../xn →

(7.10)

Nx1 x2 x3 ...xn →

(7.11)

The overall performance gain that can be expected from a multicode substitution is
the product of the number of times that the multicode substitution can be performed
and the amount of performance gain achieved for each substitution. The notation used
to denote the unoptimized and optimized performance gain are shown in Equations
7.12 and 7.13 respectively.
εx1 /x2 /x3 /.../xn → = ∆x1 /x2 /x3 /.../xn → × Nx1 /x2 /x3 /.../xn →

(7.12)

εx1 x2 x3 ...xn → = ∆x1 x2 x3 ...xn → × Nx1 x2 x3 ...xn →

(7.13)

The notation introduced in this section will be used to describe how to identify
the best candidate sequences for multicode replacement for a particular application
or set of applications.

7.3

Multicode Identification

The process of determining what sequences of bytecodes should be replaced with
multicodes will be referred to as multicode identification. The goal is to select those
sequences that provide the maximal value of εx1 x2 x3 ...xn → . However, determining these
sequences is difficult because it is necessary to quantify the cumulative impact of a
variety of factors, including the cost of the transfers removed, the amount of cost
savings from optimization, and the impact the selection of the multicode will have on
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cache performance. As a result, several different multicode identification techniques
are considered.
Each technique is responsible for assigning a score to each candidate sequence.
The score is an integer value that specifies the candidate sequences’ relative value
as a multicode. It may be derived through the use of a formula or may be assigned
through less definite means such as intuition. Higher scores are assigned to sequences
that are expected to be good selections for replacement with a multicode while lower
scores are assigned to sequences that are expected to be poor selections. Using scores
in this manner provides a mechanism for estimating the value of εx1 x2 x3 ...xn → during
the multicode identification process. Several scoring systems are discussed in the
following sections.

7.3.1

Intuition

Intuition can be used to identify some short sequences that are expected to execute
with great frequency. An example of such a sequence is aload 0 getfield. It is
expected to execute with great frequency because it represents the process of reading
the value of a field within a receiver object. Consequently, a high score will normally
be assigned to this sequence while another sequence, intuitively expected to be less
useful, will be assigned a low score. Unfortunately this technique may not provide
good results because programs do not always behave the way one might intuitively
expect and because it is difficult to predict sequences of more than a few bytecodes.
This technique has been used by some of the related optimization techniques discussed
in Section 3.1, such as bytecode idioms.

7.3.2

Static Profiling

Techniques were developed that attempted to overcome the problems associated with
intuitive approaches. A static examination of the classes that make up the benchmarks and the Java library was considered initially. The goal of this examination was
to identify which sequences of bytecodes occurred within those class files with greatest
frequency. Then the frequency information could be used in conjunction with other
information, such as the length of the sequence, in order to determine a score for each
candidate sequence.
A static analysis would have begun by extracting the code attribute for each
method in each class. Each code attribute would have been analyzed in order to
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identify the branch targets and exception handler boundaries. A further analysis
would have determined how many times each sequence of bytecodes was present.
Unfortunately, such an analysis was unlikely to identify good candidates for multicodes because it entirely fails to consider which bytecodes are executed once, which
bytecodes are executed many times and which bytecodes are never executed as the
application runs. As a result, it was necessary to consider another profiling technique
that would overcome these limitations.

7.3.3

An Initial Approach to Dynamic Profiling

Dynamic profiling records information about an application as it executes. It can
be used to overcome the limitations associated with static profiling. A copy of the
Kaffe virtual machine was modified in order to collect the profile information needed
to determine which candidate sequences were executed with greatest frequency. The
information collected included:
• Every bytecode executed, and the program counter value for the bytecode.
• The name of each method executed.
• A list of branch and exception targets for each method executed.
Each opcode was recorded as it was executed. The program counter value associated with the opcode was needed in order to determine the multicode block boundaries
within the profile data.
The first time a method was invoked, its fully qualified name and signature was
recorded. In order to reduce the memory requirements of profiling, a unique integer
was assigned to each method. It was used to identify subsequent invocations of the
method so it was not necessary to store its fully qualified name multiple times.
The branch structure for each method was also computed and stored the first time
the method was invoked. This information was required in order to break the profile
data into multicode blocks once it was collected.
Once the profile data was collected, it was converted from a list of bytecodes
and method invocations into a list of multicode blocks. This involved reading every
bytecode executed and its program counter value from the profile data, and writing
the bytecode to the list of multicode blocks. Because the program counter value for
each bytecode, and the branch structure for each method was recorded, sufficient
information was available to determine which bytecodes represented the start of a
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Block 1: aload 0 → getfield → aload 0 → getfield →
Block 2: getfield → aload 0 → getstatic → aload 0 → getfield →
Figure 7.2: Example Candidate Sequences
new multicode block. When such a bytecode was encountered, a newline character
was added to the block list in order to denote the start of a new multicode block.
During the initial phases of this study, multicodes of lengths between two and
seven bytecodes were considered. This analysis consisted of finding all subsequences
of each multicode block and recording how many times each sequence was encountered
in the profile data for the application. Once the counts were determined a scoring
operation was performed. It assigned a score to each multicode, computed as the
product of the number of times it occurred and the length of the sequence. As
a result, the score was the total number of bytecodes that would be impacted by
performing the substitution. The best candidates for multicode substitution were
those sequences which had the highest score.
Figure 7.2 shows a small example consisting of two multicode blocks. It will be
used to illustrate how candidate sequences are identified and how to determine which
candidate sequences will give the most performance benefit.
In a multicode block of length n, each contiguous subsequence of bytecodes is one
occurrence of a particular candidate sequence. There are n − 1 length 2 candidate
sequences, n−2 length 3 candidate sequences, etc., up to one candidate sequence with
Sequence
Count Score
aload 0 getfield
3
6
getfield aload 0 getstatic aload 0 getfield
1
5
getfield aload 0
2
4
aload 0 getfield aload 0 getfield
1
4
getfield aload 0 getstatic aload 0
1
4
aload 0 getstatic aload 0 getfield
1
4
aload 0 getfield aload 0
1
3
getfield aload 0 getfield
1
3
getfield aload 0 getstatic
1
3
aload 0 getstatic aload 0
1
3
getstatic aload 0 getfield
1
3
aload 0 getstatic
1
2
getstatic aload 0
1
2
Table 7.1: Bytecode Sequences Example
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length n (the entire multicode block itself). By counting the number of times each
candidate sequence occurs across all multicode blocks, one can obtain the complete
set of candidate sequences executed, as well as the number of times each sequence
executed.
Performing multicode identification on the blocks shown in Figure 7.2 began by
determining all subsequences of length 2. This revealed that a total of 7 sequences
with length 2 are present. Three of these sequences are contributed by Block 1:
aload 0 → getfield, getfield → aload 0, and aload 0 → getfield. Four additional sequences with length 2 are contributed by Block 2. However, while a total of
7 sequences with length 2 are present, only four of the sequences are distinct. For
example, the sequence aload 0 → getfield occurs three times. The identification
process went on to consider all sequences of length 3, 4 and 5 in the same manner.
Table 7.1 presents some of the information needed to perform multicode identification. In addition to enumerating the set of unique candidate sequences, the table
maintains the number of times each sequence appears. This count, in conjunction
with an analysis of a specific candidate sequence, can be used to establish a score
representing how much optimization potential the candidate sequence has. In the
table, a very simple scoring procedure was used; the number of times the candidate
sequence appears multiplied by the length of the candidate sequence. Other scoring
algorithms will be presented later.
Using maximum score as the basis for selection, the table indicates that aload 0
getfield should be the first multicode selected. However, attempting to use the
table to determine the second multicode poses problems. To see why, assume that
the first substitution is performed, using mc to indicate the multicode aload 0 →
getfield. The two multicode blocks will change to the following:
Block 1: mc → mc →
Block 2: getfield → aload 0 → getstatic → mc →
From the blocks shown above, it is obvious that Table 7.1 cannot be used to
establish the second multicode. Almost all of the candidate sequences in the table no
longer exist, and most of the others will have their occurrence count (and thus their
score) changed because of the first multicode substitution.
This issue suggests an iterative algorithm for multicode identification. The profiling work provides an initial stream of bytecodes, which is broken into a collection
of multicode blocks, and then used to obtain a set of candidate sequences and associated scores. The candidate sequence with the best score is chosen as the first
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Sequence
getfield aload 0 getstatic mc
getfield aload 0 getstatic
aload 0 getstatic mc
mc mc
getfield aload 0
aload 0 getstatic
getstatic mc

Count
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Score
4
3
3
2
2
2
2

Table 7.2: Bytecode Sequences Example after One Multicode Substitution
multicode, after which a new collection of multicode blocks is obtained by replacing
all occurrences of the candidate sequence with a newly assigned bytecode. The process of obtaining candidate sequences and scores is then repeated, and the candidate
sequence with the best score is chosen as the second multicode. This process repeats
until the desired number of multicodes is obtained.
Table 7.2 shows the candidate sequences, occurrence counts, and scores obtained
after the first multicode has been identified and substituted in the current example.
Note that the number of candidate sequences is smaller than what exists in Table
7.1, and that the number of occurrences for some of the candidate sequences that are
common to the two tables has changed.
This second table indicates that the candidate sequence with the greatest optimization potential (contingent on the accuracy of the scoring algorithm) is getfield
→ aload 0 → getstatic → mc. Note that this sequence contains mc, representing
the multicode identified previously. From a multicode identification point of view,
this causes no real problems. However, special care must be taken during the implementation of such nested multicodes to ensure that the codelet representing the
new multicode is generated correctly. As an alternative, the multicode identification algorithm could ignore any candidate sequences containing previously identified
multicodes.
The iterative multicode identification algorithm was implemented as a set of three
distinct applications:
• The Kaffe virtual machine was modified and used to generated an execution
trace for the application being executed. Note that any virtual machine could
have been used since the sequence of bytecodes executed is independent of the
virtual machine (assuming that the application and library class files utilized
are identical).
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• The second application converts the execution trace (a stream of bytecodes and
method invocations) into a collection of multicode blocks.
• The third application was responsible for processing the list of multicode blocks
in order to generate a list of bytecode sequences to be represented by multicodes.
This was accomplished by first counting the number of times each sequence of
bytecodes occurred within the block list. The score for each sequence was then
computed and the best sequence was identified.
The entire identification process is shown graphically in Figure 7.3. Unfortunately
this identification algorithm presents some practical difficulties. Even when executed
at their smallest input sizes, some benchmarks generated execution traces that were
gigabytes in size. While modern disks can easily accommodate these files, the amount
of time required to both generate and process them was cumbersome. This was also
true of the files used to hold the block lists. While they were approximately 30 percent
of the size of the execution traces, they still represented a large amount of data that
had to be processed for each multicode that was identified. As a result, the multicode
identification process was revised to reduce both the amount of space required to
record the profile data and shorten the time required for multicode identification.
These revisions are discussed in the next section.

7.3.4

Reducing the Cost of Dynamic Profiling

The original multicode identification algorithm, presented in the previous section,
required excessive disk space because even simple applications can execute millions
of bytecodes. To address this problem, additional modifications were made to the
Kaffe virtual machine. Some of this additional work reflects tasks that were previously performed in later stages of the analysis while other additions were made based
on insights gained during the implementation of the iterative algorithm described
previously.
The first addition involved adding a data structure to the Kaffe virtual machine
that maintained the branch and exception structure of each method encountered. By
storing this information in memory, a second, more significant addition was made
possible. In particular, the Kaffe virtual machine became capable of identifying multicode blocks itself, without having to write millions of bytecodes to disk so that they
could be broken into multicode blocks by another application.
The process of identifying multicode blocks is relatively straightforward. As the
virtual machine executes each new bytecode, it checks to see whether the bytecode
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Figure 7.3: Iterative Multicode Identification Process
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is one that must start or end a multicode block. This can occur, for example, if
the bytecode is one of various transfer-of-control bytecodes, if the bytecode is the
target of a branch from elsewhere, if the bytecode crosses an exception handling
boundary, etc. If the bytecode does not start a new multicode block, it is added to
a list of bytecodes representing the current multicode block and the next bytecode
is processed. If it does start a new multicode block, the current list of bytecodes
represents a multicode block. A string describing this multicode block is then used
as a key into a data-structure that maps multicode block descriptions to a count of
the number of times that block occurred. The current set of bytecodes is then reset
to empty and subsequent bytecodes are added to a new multicode block.
When the application completes its execution, the contents of the data structure
are written to disk, consisting of each multicode block and the number of times
that it executed. The file generated in this format is referred to as a compressed
multicode block file. Storing the information in this manner resulted in files that were
approximately 10,000 times smaller in size.
While a large change in file size was observed, a similar change in profiling time
was not. The lack of a similar difference occurred because both versions of the virtual
machine still needed to record a great deal of information about the application as
it executed. In particular, using the more compact representation for the data did
not remove the need to perform extra work for every bytecode executed. When
the original, large files were generated, the profiling cost was primarily due to the
large number of disk writes being performed. When the improved, smaller files were
generated, the profiling cost resulted from the need to update the data structures
that recorded every bytecode executed.
Once the compressed multicode block file is generated it is processed by an application that determines the set of best candidate sequences. During this process,
candidate sequences consisting of as many as 50 bytecodes are considered. The algorithm employed by this program to find the best candidate sequence is described in
Figure 7.4. It consists of two function calls.
The first function, DetermineCandidateCounts, is responsible for loading the
compressed multicode block file and determining how many times every candidate
sequence is present. All candidate sequences from length 1 to 50 are identified. The
second function, FindBestSeq processes the list of candidate sequences and identifies the sequence which achieves the highest score. The score computation has been
abstracted into a third function, ComputeScore. It computes the score for each candidate sequence as the length of the sequence multiplied by its count, giving the total
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number of bytecodes that will be impacted by performing the substitution. However,
this algorithm can use any scoring system that assigns a non-negative integer number
to each candidate sequence, with better sequences receiving a higher number than
poorer sequences. The overall effectiveness of the multicode identification algorithm
is based on the accuracy of the scoring function. Section 7.3.5 describes one of many
possible alternative scoring functions that could be employed.
As was observed in the previous section, once a multicode has been identified the
set of candidate sequences must be recomputed before the next multicode can be identified. However, this recomputation can be done incrementally and quite efficiently.
In particular, a set of update operations are performed that remove occurrences of
target candidate sequences from the candidate sequence data-structure. In addition,
all occurrences of sequences that either partially or completely overlap with this sequence must also be removed from future consideration. Most importantly, the counts
of remaining candidate sequences must be adjusted to reflect the removal of the target candidate sequence. The algorithm used to accomplish these tasks is described in
Figure 7.5.
The algorithm identifies all of the sequences which contain at least one occurrence
of candidate sequence BestSeq, presumably identified previously using the algorithm
presented in Figure 7.4. Each sequence containing BestSeq is processed, starting
with the longest sequence and proceeding to shorter and shorter sequences. When
a sequence contains BestSeq, the count for that sequence, e, and the counts for all
subsequences of e, denoted by e0 , are reduced by the count for e. However, while this
successfully removes all of the bytecodes used to represent occurrences of BestSeq,
it also reduces the counts for some subsequences of e that are not impacted by the
selection of BestSeq.
In order to correct the counts for those sequences which should not have changed,
prefix and suffix sequences are determined which represent those bytecodes that occur
before and after the first occurrence of BestSeq in e respectively. The count that was
associated with e is added back to each of the subsequences of the prefix and suffix,
resulting in a net change of zero in their counts. As a result, this algorithm successfully updates the data structures generate during the determination of BestSeq,
removing all occurrences of that sequence and its subsequences without impacting the
counts associated with any other bytecode sequences. When e contains two or more
occurrences of BestSeq, the additional occurrences will reside in the suffix sequence.
The count for this sequence will be increment just like any other suffix sequence.
This is not a problem because the occurrence of BestSeq contained within the suffix
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CMCB_Name: The name of the compressed multicode block file to
process
BlockCounts: A map from a bytecode sequence to a count of the number
of times that it occurred, initially empty
BestSeq: The sequence of bytecodes that is the best candidate
for multicode substitution
Call DetermineCandidateCounts(CMCB_Name, BlockCount)
BestSeq = Call FindBestSeq(BlockCounts)
Function DetermineCandidateCounts(InputFile, BlockCounts) Returns Nothing
Read InputFile
For each line in the Compressed Multicode Block File
Let s represent the bytecode sequence on that line
Let c be the count for s
For each non-empty subsequence t, of s, such that t.length <= 50
BlockCounts[t] += c
End for
End for
End Function
Function FindBestSeq(BlockCounts) Returns BytecodeSequence
BestSeq: The best bytecode sequence for multicode replacement
BestScore: The score achieved for the best sequence
Score: The score of the sequence currently being considered
BestScore = 0;
For each key, k, in BlockCounts
Score = Call ComputeScore(k, BlockCounts[k])
If Score > BestScore
BestSeq = k
BestScore = Score
End If
End For
Return BestSeq
End Function
Function ComputeScore(Sequence, Count) Returns Integer
Return Sequence.length * Count
End Function

Figure 7.4: An Algorithm for Identifying the Best Candidate Sequence in a Compressed Multicode Block File
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BlockList: A list of the bytecode sequences
Prefix: A sequence of bytecodes
Suffix: A sequence of bytecodes
For each key k, in BlockCounts
Add k to BlockList
End for
Sort BlockList into descending order by sequence length
For each element, e, in BlockList
If BlockCounts[e] > 0 and e contains BestSeq
Count = BlockCounts[e]
For each non-empty subsequence of e, e’
BlockCounts[e’] -= Count
End For
Let Prefix hold all of the bytecodes in e before the occurrence
of BestSeq
Let Suffix hold all of the bytecodes in e after the occurrence
of BestSeq
For each non-empty subsequence of Prefix, p
BlockCounts[p] += Count
End For
For each non-empty subsequence of Suffix, s
BlockCounts[s] += Count
End For
End If
End for

Figure 7.5: An Algorithm for Updating the BlockCounts Data Structure to Prevent
Overlapping Sequences from being Counted
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sequence will be handled by a subsequent iteration of the outside loop since it processes the sequences from longest to shortest, and the suffix sequence is guaranteed
to be shorter e. Consequently, an arbitrary number of multicodes can be determined
by repeatedly using FindBestSeq from Figure 7.4 and the update algorithm from
Figure 7.5, without the need to determine all subsequences of the blocks listed in the
compressed multicode block file multiple times.

7.3.5

A Simple Alternative Scoring Technique

All of the examples discussed to this point have assumed that the score for a multicode
was computed as the number of occurrences of the bytecode sequence multiplied by
the length of the sequence. Consequently, the score for the multicode is the total
number of bytecodes that will be directly impacted by the substitution. Using the
notation expressed in the previous section, the total bytecodes substituted would be
expressed as:
T otalBytecodesScore = Nx1 /x2 /x3 /.../xn → × n

(7.14)

A simple alternative to this scoring technique is counting the number of transfers
removed by performing the substitution. Computing the score in this manner effectively assumes that the change in performance due to transfer reductions is much
larger than the change in performance due to optimization potential within the sequence and other factors such as the impact on caching. Under this system, the score
for any potential multicode becomes:

T ransf erReductionScore = Nx1 /x2 /x3 /.../xn → × (n − 1) × Cost(→)

(7.15)

However, because the cost of a transfer is a constant cost in every score calculation,
it can be assigned the value 1, simplifying the equation without impacting the relative
ordering of the bytecode sequences under consideration. When this simplification is
performed, the score represents the total number of transfers that will be removed
as a result of performing the multicode substitution, remembering that a transfer of
control must still be present after the multicode in order to reach the next bytecode
or multicode in the method.
T ransf erReductionScore = Nx1 /x2 /x3 /.../xn → × (n − 1)

(7.16)
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Both the Total Bytecodes Score and the Transfer Reduction Score fail to consider
the optimization potential of the sequence or the impact its replacement has on cache
performance. Another scoring technique which attempts to capture of complete impact of the multicode’s impact including transfers removed, optimization potential
and caching is discussed in Section 7.8.

7.4

Multicode Substitution

Once a multicode is identified, the Java class files must be modified to make use
of it. This process is referred to as multicode substitution. It involves examining
the code stream within each class file in order to locate occurrences of the bytecode
sequence to replace with the multicode. However, performing multicode substitution
is not as simple as replacing all occurrences of the bytecode sequence with the new
multicode. Branching, exceptions, and the difference in size between the multicode
and the sequence of bytecodes that it represents all must be taken into consideration.
Checks were performed during profiling in order to ensure that only those sequences
that can be replaced contribute to the score of each multicode. However, those checks
do not guarantee the absence of other occurrences of the sequence that are ineligible
for substitution within the class files. As a result, care must be taken during the
substitution process.
Branching presents difficulties because it is not possible to branch to the middle
of a multicode – either the entire multicode executes or the entire multicode does
not execute. Consequently, it is not possible to perform a multicode substitution
on any sequence of bytecodes, x1 →x2 →x3 →... →xn →, where a bytecode in the
sequence, other than x1 , is a target of a branch, conditional or unconditional. The
lookupswitch and tableswitch bytecodes are treated as a special type of conditional
branch that has multiple branch targets. If such a substitution was performed, there
would be no way to express the target of the branch bytecode. Branching to the start
of the multicode would result in bytecodes being executed that were not executed
before the substitution was performed, potentially placing values with inconsistent
types on the operand stack or otherwise resulting in incorrect results being generated.
The same situation can occur if the branch target was set to the bytecode immediately
following the multicode.
Exception handlers are represented within the Java Virtual Machine by specifying
the program counter value for the first bytecode within the exception handler and
the first bytecode that is not covered by the exception handler. As a result, a similar
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problem occurs for exceptions as was found for branching – there is no straight forward
way to indicate what portion of a multicode is handled by one exception handler and
what portion is handled by another exception handler. In addition to the difficulties
with expressing the exception handler ranges, allowing a multicode to be split across
multiple exception handlers would have serious implications for any optimizations that
change the order of execution of the statements that implement the functionality of
the multicode. As a consequence, substitutions are not performed on occurrences of
the sequence if any entries in the exception handler list includes a start pc, end pc
or handler pc value that specifies a bytecode other than x1 .
A class file mutator tool was developed that is capable of modifying Java class
files. This tool is able to perform the despecializations described in previous chapters
as well as multicode substitutions. Its input consists of a Java class file and a rule file
which describes a set of manipulations to apply to the class file. Two rule types are
supported: despecialization rules and multicode substitution rules. A despecialization
rule includes a single opcode name and replaces all occurrences of that opcode with
its equivalent general purpose form. A substitution rule consists of a list of bytecodes
that make up the multicode and a (free) opcode that will be used to represent the
multicode in the code streams. The substitution rule to replace all occurrences of the
bytecode sequence aload 0 getfield is shown below:
substitute aload 0 getfield -> o203
Unfortunately, the bytes saved by replacing the bytecode sequence with a multicode complicate the substitution process slightly. Because of the change in size, extra
work must be performed for some bytecode operands in order to ensure that they
refer to the correct location in the code stream after the substitution is performed.
Problematic bytecodes include all of the conditional branch bytecodes as well as the
goto and goto w bytecodes. Updates must also be performed in order to ensure that
exceptions cover the same bytecode ranges after despecialization is performed.
Figure 7.6 illustrates the adjustment that must be performed to the operands
of an ifeq bytecode. The top portion of the figure shows the original code stream
before multicode substitution has been performed. The bytecode sequence aload 0
→ getfield has been replaced with a multicode, denoted by mc in the lower portion
of the diagram. Notice that performing this substitution has reduced the value of the
second operand to ifeq by one because the distance spanned by the branch has been
reduced by one byte. The technical implementation details describing how this size
change was handled by the class file mutator tool are presented in Section 11.
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(b) After Multicode Substitution

Figure 7.6: An Example of Multicode Substitution
Each of the rules present in the rule file are applied to every method in the class.
The rules are applied in the order in which they occur. Once all of the rules have
been applied a new version of the class file is written to disk, replacing the original
input file. The newly created file is a legal Java class file except for the fact that it
may contain occurrences of opcodes 186 and 203 through 253 which are not normally
permitted to reside in a Java class file.

7.5

Multicode Metrics

This section describes some metrics related to multicodes. Note that the minimum
length of a multicode is two bytecodes. Considering a sequence of only one bytecode
is not useful with respect to improving application performance since it would only
represent renumbering an opcode, offering no possibility of transfer reduction or other
new optimization opportunities.
The upper bound for the length of a multicode is not constrained by the definition
of a multicode. The longest possible sequence that can be replaced with a multicode
is the longest multicode block encountered during the execution of the application.
This value is reported for each of the SPEC JVM98 benchmarks profiled in Table 7.3.
The longest multicode block encountered was 14840 bytecodes long. Figure 7.4
showed that the first step in evaluating the profile data was to compute all subse-
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Benchmark

Input
Maximum Weighted Average
Size Block Length
Block Length
201 compress
1
82
8.71
202 jess
10
178
3.64
209 db
10
72
5.26
213 javac
10
812
4.08
222 mpegaudio
1
14840
14.41
228 jack
1
72
3.83

Table 7.3: Maximum Multicode Block Length for each Benchmark
quences of up to 50 bytecodes for each candidate sequence. The maximum size of
50 bytecodes was selected because it is not practical to determine all sequences from
length 2 through 14840 (the longest multicode block in 222 mpegaudio). Processing
a multicode block of length 14840 would result in the generation of over 110 million2
candidate sequences. The sequences generated for all of the other blocks executed by
the benchmark would also need to be considered in addition to these. The benchmarks were profiled in order to determine what block lengths were executed with
greatest frequency. The number of unique candidate sequences at each length was
also considered.
Knowing the relative distribution of multicodes by length can suggest possible
avenues of research. Figure 7.7 shows the number of unique candidate sequences
executed by each benchmark by length. Five of the benchmarks follow a similar
trend, showing a peak in the number of unique candidate sequences at length three
or length four. The sixth benchmark, 222 mpegaudio, shows a different trend where
the number of unique candidates continues to grow as the length of the sequences
under consideration increases. Further evaluation revealed that this trend continues
until the length of the sequence is between 200 and 250 bytecodes, at which time a
peak is reached and the number of unique sequences of each length begins to decrease.
This behaviour occurs because of the presence of several long multicode blocks in the
execution profile for 222 mpegaudio. These include the multicode block of 14840
bytecodes indicated in Table 7.3 as well as several others with lengths in excess of 200
bytecodes. While 213 javac also has relatively long multicode block containing over
2

The number of candidate sequences is equal to the sum of the integers from 1 to n − 1, the
length of the sequence. This relationship exists because there are n − 1 sequences of length 2, n − 2
sequences of length 3, n − 3 sequences of length 4, etc. Consequently, the number of subsequences
of a candidate sequence of length n is (n−1)×n
.
2
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Figure 7.7: Number of Unique Candidate Sequences Encountered by Length
800 bytecodes, it does not have a sufficiently large number of other longer multicode
blocks to show a rising trend like that of 222 mpegaudio.
The number of distinct candidate sequences of each length is shown in Figure
7.7. However, that figure does not consider the frequency with which each sequence
is executed. The execution profile by block length is shown again in Figure 7.8. It
shows the total number of blocks of each length executed by each benchmark, as a
percentage of all blocks executed. Most of the blocks executed are relatively short,
with blocks of length 2 through 10 accounting for from 64.9 (for 209 db) to 77.1 (for
213 javac) percent of the blocks executed.
For most benchmarks, sequences of 10 or more bytecodes account for at least 6
percent of the sequences executed. This is apparent in figure 7.9 which shows the
cumulative percentage of all blocks executed for each benchmark. The lone exception
is 202 jess, where 99.3 percent of the multicode blocks executed are 1 to 10 bytecodes in length. While 228 jack shows a single jump for blocks with length 12, the
other benchmarks all show growth for sequences of several lengths beyond 10. The
201 compress and 222 mpegaudio benchmarks are particularly noteworthy. These
benchmarks show that 4.7 and 9.1 percent of their blocks executed are 26 or more

Figure 7.8: Multicode Blocks Executed by Length
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Figure 7.9: Cumulative Multicode Blocks Executed by Length
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bytecodes in length respectively. The 222 mpegaudio benchmark also shows a large
jump for lengths 50 and beyond. This represents the frequent execution of several
long multicode blocks consisting of approximately 200 bytecodes.

7.6

Multicode Performance Results

This section presents performance results which show the impact of replacing frequently executed bytecode sequences with multicodes. Two distinct scoring systems
have been presented in the previous sections. These include determining the score of a
sequence based on the total number of bytecodes that will be replaced and determining
the score based on the total number of transfers that will be removed. Performance
testing was used in order to determine which technique should be employed.
Differing values for the maximum length of a multicode were also considered.
When the multicode identification process was discussed, candidate sequences of up
to 50 bytecodes were evaluated in order to determine their value as a multicode. However, different values could be used. While testing longer sequences presents technical
challenges due to the number of sequences that must be considered and the memory
required to store those sequences, examining only shorter sequences was an option.
The performance results presented in this section considered identifying multicodes
when the maximum sequence length considered varied from 5 to 50 bytecodes.
Testing multicodes up to 50 bytecodes in length covers nearly all of the bytecode
sequences executed for all of the benchmarks under consideration except 222 mpegaudio. Testing longer sequences for 222 mpegaudio presented technical challenges
because of the amount of memory required to store such a large number of distinct
sequences. Table 7.3 shows that the average multicode block length for 222 mpegaudio is less than 15 bytecodes. As a result, while considering sequences up to 50
bytecodes in length does not cover all of the blocks executed, it exceeds the average
block length executed by far. Figure 7.9 also shows that 95 percent of the blocks
executed by 222 mpegaudio are less than 50 bytecodes in length. Furthermore,
as Figure 7.18 shows, 222 mpegaudio showed better performance when the longest
bytecode sequence considered was length 25 rather than length 50. As a result,
evaluating longer sequences was not pursued.
Differing values for the longest bytecode sequence were tested in order to determine what impact, if any, choosing longer sequences might have on application performance. Considering longer sequences increases the number of candidate sequences
available, potentially allowing a substitution to be performed that has a higher score.
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However, while considering longer sequences may allow a larger number of bytecodes
to be replaced, or more transfers to be removed, there is also a potential cost associated with selecting many long multicodes. Since a new codelet must be added to the
interpreter’s execution loop for each multicode selected, it is possible that choosing
many long multicodes may increase the size of the interpreter’s main loop beyond
the size of the instruction cache. Should this occur, it is likely that the performance
loss due to decreased cache utilization will outweigh the performance gain achieved
by multicode substitution.

7.6.1

Individual Benchmark Performance

Six benchmarks from the SPEC JVM98 benchmark suite were tested. These were
described previously in Section 4.2.2 as part of the discussion presented on despecialization. The performance results achieved by performing multicode identification
and substitution for each benchmark are shown in Figure 7.10 through Figure 7.21.
Each of the following pages contains two graphs. The upper graph shows the
performance achieved for each combination of scoring system and maximum multicode
length considered. Fifty multicode substitutions were performed for each point shown
on the graph. For example, Figure 7.10 shows that, for the 201 compress benchmark,
application run time was reduced by approximately 18 percent when 50 multicodes
were identified using Total Bytecodes Replaced Scoring to identify multicodes of up
to 5 bytecodes in length. Similarly, Figure 7.10 shows that the best technique for
identifying multicodes for the 201 compress benchmark was to consider sequences up
to 35 bytecodes in length using Transfer Reduction scoring. Using this combination of
scoring system and multicode length reduced application run time by over 24 percent.
The lower graph on each page shows the performance achieved using the best
technique identified in the upper graph. This graph shows how performing additional multicode substitutions results in further performance gains by examining the
application’s performance when 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 multicode substitutions are
performed. The specific list of bytecode sequences replaced with multicodes can be
found in Table A.1 through Table A.6, located in Appendix 11.
Table 7.4 presents a summary of the performance results achieved for each of
the benchmarks. It lists the multicode selection technique and maximum multicode
length that offered the best performance. Each performance value is expressed as a
percentage of the original, unmodified application run time. The table also shows
the average change in performance achieved across the six benchmarks tested. The
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Benchmark

Scoring
Maximum Multicode
Technique
Length
201 compress
Transfer Reduction 35
202 jess
Transfer Reduction 20
209 db
Transfer Reduction 45
213 javac
Total Bytecodes
10
222 mpegaudio Transfer Reduction 25
228 jack
Transfer Reduction 5
Average

Relative
Performance
75.6
85.5
80.8
93.4
72.9
96.2
84.1

Table 7.4: Multicode Performance Results Summary
222 mpegaudio benchmark offered the best performance of all benchmarks tested,
with a run time of 72.9 percent of the unmodified application, representing a speed
up of 37.2 percent.
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Figure 7.10: 201 compress Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode Length

Figure 7.11: 201 compress Performance by Multicode Number of Multicode Substitutions Performed for Transfer Reduction Scoring with Multicodes up to Length
35
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Figure 7.12: 202 jess Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode
Length

Figure 7.13: 202 jess Performance by Multicode Number of Multicode Substitutions
Performed for Transfer Reduction Scoring with Multicodes up to Length 20
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Figure 7.14: 209 db Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode
Length

Figure 7.15: 209 db Performance by Multicode Number of Multicode Substitutions
Performed for Transfer Reduction Scoring with Multicodes up to Length 45
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Figure 7.16: 213 javac Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode
Length

Figure 7.17: 213 javac Performance by Multicode Number of Multicode Substitutions Performed for Total Bytecodes Scoring with Multicodes up to Length 10
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Figure 7.18: 222 mpegaudio Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode Length

Figure 7.19: 222 mpegaudio Performance by Multicode Number of Multicode Substitutions Performed for Transfer Reduction Scoring with Multicodes up to Length
25
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Figure 7.20: 228 jack Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode
Length

Figure 7.21: 228 jack Performance by Multicode Number of Multicode Substitutions
Performed for Transfer Reduction Scoring with Multicodes up to Length 5
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7.6.2

Overall Performance Across All Benchmarks

The previous section considered each of the benchmarks individually. The results
presented in this section consider the development of a single set of multicodes that
offer a performance benefit for all of the benchmarks under consideration.
Each of the benchmarks considered in this study executes a different number of
bytecodes. While 201 compress executes a total of more than 950 million bytecodes,
213 javac executes less than 75 million, a difference of approximately 875 million
bytecodes. Consequently, it was necessary to normalize the number of bytecodes
executed by each benchmark in order to develop a single set of multicodes for all of the
applications. If this process was not performed, the multicodes selected would have
been heavily skewed in favour of the 201 compress benchmark because it executes
far more bytecodes than any of the other benchmarks under consideration.
In order to accomplish this goal, the compressed multicode block files for each
benchmark were processed and merged into a single file. As each compressed multicode block file was read, the total number of multicode blocks executed by the
benchmark was recorded. The count for each multicode block was expressed as a percentage of the total number of blocks executed by the benchmark. Then the results
for the six benchmarks were merged together. By performing this normalization process, each benchmark contributed an equal number of bytecodes to the newly created
compressed multicode block file representing the total set of blocks executed by all of
the benchmarks.
Once the new file was created, it was used to determine the 50 best multicodes.
Examining the performance results presented in the previous section revealed that
on average, using Transfer Reduction Scoring and a maximum multicode length of 25
bytecodes offered the best performance. Consequently, this combination of scoring
technique and maximum multicode length was employed when determining the set of
multicodes to test across all of the benchmarks. The specific multicodes utilized are
listed in Table A.7, located in Appendix 11.
Figure 7.22 shows the performance results achieved when a single set of multicodes
was identified for all six benchmarks. The performance achieved for each benchmark
individually is shown using a broken line while the average performance across all
benchmarks is shown using a solid line. Interestingly, this graph reveals that the
best performance is achieved when 30 multicode substitutions were performed. This
result indicates that the cost associated with introducing additional multicodes has
begun to outweigh the benefit at this point. This behaviour is not observed when
multicodes are determined for a single benchmark because each multicode identified
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Figure 7.22: Overall Performance by Number of Multicode Substitutions Performed
for Transfer Reduction Scoring with Multicodes up to Length 25
is actually executed when the application is run. In this case, some of the multicodes
being introduced will never be executed by some of benchmarks even though they are
of value to others.
The costs associated with new multicodes come in two forms: performance costs
and software engineering costs. Introducing new multicodes has a performance cost
because their introduction into the main execution loop of the interpreter increases
the size of the loop, both with respect to the number of cases that it contains and
the amount of memory it occupies.
Increasing the number of cases in the loop can slow the process of branching to
the codelet that implements the bytecode that is about to execute. Such a slow
down is possible when the compiler generates a switch statement using a binary
search strategy because it may be necessary to perform more comparisons before the
correct target is identified. A slow down can also occur when the switch statement
is implemented using a lookup table. In this case, the slow down can occur because
the size of the lookup table has increased, making it more likely that an entry will be
requested that does not reside within the data cache.
Increasing the total amount of memory required to hold the interpreter’s main loop
can negatively impact performance regardless of how the interpreter is implemented.
The amount of space available in the instruction cache is limited. Increasing the size
of the interpreter’s main loop increases pressure on the instruction cache, because
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a larger portion of the instruction cache is required to hold the entire loop. Consequently, there is a greater possibility that portions of the main loop will be removed
from the cache, resulting in more cache misses. In the worst case, the size of the interpreter loop will grow beyond the size of the instruction cache, causing instruction
cache misses to occur with great frequency unless the application being executed uses
only a small number of distinct bytecodes. These cache misses are expensive because
the interpreter’s execution cannot proceed until the needed instructions are loaded
from main memory.
There is also a software engineering cost associated with introducing new multicodes. Because multicodes increase the number of cases within the interpreter’s main
loop, they increase the amount of code that must be maintained and debugged. However, since the codelet that implements each multicode is generated automatically,
and the total amount of new code that is added is small in comparison to the size
of the virtual machine, the increased amount of code is not a large concern from a
software engineering perspective.

7.7

Multicode Optimization

When the codelet that implements a multicode is formed, new optimization opportunities become available. The opportunities could not be utilized before the substitution was performed because of the intervening transfers of control present between
each bytecode.
A large number of optimizations can be performed. These optimizations can be
divided into two categories:
• Traditional optimizations such as constant folding, dead code elimination and
common subexpression elimination.
• Specialized optimization that exploit the stack semantics used by the virtual
machine’s operand stack.
Many of the traditional optimizations are performed automatically by the compiler
when the virtual machine is compiled. However, the compiler is unable to perform
the specialized optimizations that exploit the stack semantics used by the operand
stack because it does not know that the array used to implement the operand stack
behaves like a stack.
An example will be used in order to demonstrate some of the optimizations that
can be performed. Consider the bytecode sequence:
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iload 1 → iconst 1 → iadd → istore 2 →
This sequence implements a Java statement of the form a = b + 1, where variable
a is stored in local variable position 2 and variable b is stored in local variable position
1. The codelet which represents the equivalent multicode for this sequence is shown
below without any optimizations having been performed.
// iload_1:
sp++;
stack[sp] = local_vars[1];
// iconst_1:
sp++;
stack[sp] = 1;
// iadd:
stack[sp-1] = stack[sp-1] + stack[sp];
sp--;
// istore_2:
local_vars[2] = stack[sp];
sp--;
Initially, optimizing this code is complicated by an aliasing problem caused by
the fact that stack[sp] refers to a different memory location at different points
within the codelet. Consequently stack[sp] may have a different value on different
lines. It is possible to collapse all stack pointer adjustments into a single statement,
eliminating the aliasing problem. In addition, this has the advantage of reducing the
total number of stack adjustments performed from n, the length of the multicode, to
one for many multicodes. In this particular case, no stack adjustment is necessary
after they are collapsed because the net adjustment to the stack for this sequence
zero. The sequence that results from collapsing all of the stack adjustments is shown
below.
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// iload_1:
stack[sp+1] =
// iconst_1:
stack[sp+2] =
// iadd:
stack[sp+1] =
// istore_2:
local_vars[2]

local_vars[1];
1;
stack[sp+1] + stack[sp+2];
= stack[sp+1];

In theory, an optimizing compiler should be able to remove all of these stack
adjustments. In practice, it was found that this was not the case. Testing was performed on the actual codelets used by the Kaffe virtual machine. They differ slightly
from the codelets presented here because Kaffe uses a pointer based representation
for the stack instead of an integer index. When those codelets were evaluated, it was
observed that the assembly language code generated by g++ using optimization level
4 is different for each of these code segments. The assembly language code for the
case when the stack adjustments were removed by hand is 3 lines shorter than the
assembly language code generated for the original code. The longer code is the result
of two places where the stack pointer is still explicitly adjusted. The third is present
because the final assignment from stack[sp+1] to local vars[2] is performed as
written when the stack adjustments are present. When the stack adjustments are
removed, this assignment is performed by making use of the fact that the value of
stack[sp+1] was already present in a register.
Further optimizations can be performed which are impossible for any optimizing
compiler to perform. While the programmer has assigned stack semantics to the stack
array, there is no way for the compiler to know this. Consequently, any optimizations
that can be derived from the properties of a stack are not available to a general
purpose compiler. Since sp points to the slot which represents the top of the stack at
any given point in time, it is known that any location beyond stack[sp] represents
a location that is beyond the top of the stack. A stack can only grow to encompass
such memory locations again by performing push operations. Therefore, it is known
conclusively that, outside of the codelet for the multicode being optimized, these
memory locations will be written to before they are read again. As a result, any
writes to such memory locations are unnecessary provided that they are not read
subsequently within the same codelet.
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Removing these unnecessary writes is accomplished by performing copy propagation to eliminate uses of memory locations above the top of the stack on the right
hand side of assignments. Performing replacements where the value being propagated
consists of only a single value results in the following codelet:
// iload_1:
stack[sp+1] =
// iconst_1:
stack[sp+2] =
// iadd:
stack[sp+1] =
// istore_2:
local_vars[2]

local_vars[1];
1;
local_vars[1] + 1;
= stack[sp+1];

Further uses of stack locations on the right side of assignment operations can be
eliminated when complete expressions are propagated rather than only single values.
Care needs to be used to ensure that performing such a propagation does not result
in recomputing the same expression on several occasions. However, in this instance,
propagating local vars[1] + 1 as the value of stack[sp+1] will still only require
its value to be computed once when all of the optimizations have been performed.
// iload_1:
stack[sp+1] =
// iconst_1:
stack[sp+2] =
// iadd:
stack[sp+1] =
// istore_2:
local_vars[2]

local_vars[1];
1;
local_vars[1] + 1;
= local_vars[1] + 1;

Once these copy propagations have been performed, unnecessary assignments can
be removed. In general, an assignment is unnecessary if the memory location on the
left side of the assignment is known conclusively to be written to before it is read
again. This is the case for the first 3 assignments in the preceding codelet because they
each write to a memory location that is above the top of the stack when the codelet
finishes executing. Consequently, the codelet required to implement the multicode
iload 1 iconst 1 iadd istore 2 is reduced to a single assignment.
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// iload_1:
// iconst_1:
// iadd:
// istore_2:
local_vars[2] = local_vars[1] + 1;
When the unnecessary assignments are removed, the assembly language required
to implement the bytecode sequence is reduced to 3 lines. This is two lines less than
the assembly language required to implement the bytecode sequence when only the
stack adjustments were removed. Both of the lines saved by removing the unnecessary
assignments stored the value in a register into a memory location which was above
the top of the stack when the bytecode sequence completes.
While the optimizations presented so far are sufficient to reach optimal code for the
sequence iload 1 → iconst 1 → iadd → istore 2 →, the rules must be expanded
in order to generate optimal code for other sequences. Consider the bytecode sequence
istore 1 → iload 1 →. This sequence of bytecodes is generated in the case where
a value that resides on the stack needs to be stored into local variable 1 and used
in a subsequent computation. Consequently, the value is first stored into the local
variable and then immediately copied back onto the operand stack. Equivalently, the
bytecode sequence dup → istore 1 → can be utilized for this purpose. The codelet
implementing istore 1 / iload 1 is shown below.
// istore_1:
local_vars[1] = stack[sp];
sp--;
// iload_1:
sp++;
stack[sp] = local_vars[1];
In this case, collapsing the stack adjustments is very straightforward because the
decrement and increment exist on adjacent lines. The compiler generates identical
assembly language code with and without the stack adjustments when optimization
level 4 is employed. The codelet that results from the removal of the stack adjustments
is shown below:
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// istore_1:
local_vars[1] = stack[sp];
// iload_1:
stack[sp] = local_vars[1];
With the stack adjustments removed, it becomes apparent that the second assignment is redundant. Generalizing, the first assignment is of the form A = B while
the second is of the form B = A. Since B is a stack location which is only accessible
within the current thread of execution, there is no possibility that the value of B has
changed since it was written by the previous assignment. Consequently, the second
assignment can be removed.
A similar argument holds for the case where B is a local variable. Because local
variables are part of the call stack entry for a method, they are also inaccessible to
other threads of execution. As a result, there is no possibility that the value of B has
been updated in this case either. The codelet representing the multicode istore 1
iload 1 after the redundant assignment has been removed is shown below.
// istore_1:
local_vars[1] = stack[sp];
// iload_1:
Examining the assembly language code generated before and after the redundant
assignment has been removed from the codelet reveals that removing the assignment
results in a shorter assembly language code segment. When the second assignment
is present, the optimizer in g++ is unable to determine that the second assignment is
redundant. Consequently, an extra statement is generated in order to store a value in
a register into the memory location for stack[sp]. The author speculates that this
is the case because g++ is unaware that access to the local array is restricted to the
current thread of execution. Thus the compiler is unable to determine conclusively
that the value of local vars[1] has not changed between the statements.
Unfortunately there are many sequences of bytecodes that cannot be optimized as
much as the examples presented here. Sometimes such sequences do not optimize well
because the adjacent bytecodes have minimal interaction with each other such as the
process of loading several values onto the stack in preparation for invoking a method.
In other cases, the optimization process becomes difficult because the sequence of
bytecodes includes complex operations such as method invocations or field accesses.
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Such bytecodes have a variable impact on the stack pointer making collapsing all
stack adjustments into a single adjustment difficult or impossible. This complicates
the process of determining which stack offsets actually refer to the same value, making
it more difficult to perform copy propagation and unnecessary assignment removal.
The optimization process is also complicated by the many bytecodes that read
operands from the code stream. In Kaffe, the codelets that make use of these operands
commonly store them into a local variable named idx on one line and then use the
local variable as part of an assignment. Consequently, it is necessary to track all reads
and writes of this local variable in order to know if the expression local vars[idx]
refers to the same memory location at different points within the method.
These complications have prevented the author from developing a general purpose optimizer for the codelets. Instead, a pattern matching approach was taken
similar to the bytecode idioms used in IBM’s virtual machine [103]. The general idea
was to select patterns that occurred in the 50 most frequently executed bytecodes
for 222 mpegaudio that had optimization opportunities that the compiler would be
unable to make use of. The patterns selected are listed in Table 7.5. The symbol
<iop2> is used to represent an arithmetic or logical operation which removes two
integer values from the stack in order to compute an integer result which is pushed
onto the stack.
While the optimizations listed in Table 7.5 give the ability to improve the performance of each individual codelet, they don’t provide a technique for determining
multicodes based on their optimization potential in addition to the number of occurrences of the sequence and the number of transfers removed. As a result, it was
necessary to develop a new technique for evaluating candidate sequences, which is
presented in the following section.

7.8

Scoring that Considers the Complete Impact
of a Multicode

Each of the scoring techniques considered previously failed to examine the optimization potential of the multicode sequence. While Equation 7.13 presents a closed
form that is easily computed, determining the value of ∆x1 x2 x3 ...xn → is non-trivial.
The difficulty arises from the fact that it is necessary to have a measure of the difference in performance between the optimized multicode and the sequence of bytecodes that it represents. This difference can be separated into the difference between

Table 7.5: Bytecode Patterns Utilized for Optimization

Description
Integer generated to be stored into a field
Object reference loaded before field access which returns an object that is stored
into a local variable
getfield iload aaload
Load from an object array with the array reference stored in a field and the index
stored in a local variable
iload <n> aaload
Load from an object array with the index stored in local variable with an index
from 0 to 3
iload <t>aload
Load from an array with the index stored in a local variable
iconst <n> <t>aload
Load from a local variable with the index specified by a constant
aload <n> getfield
Object reference loaded before field access
aload <n> aload <n> if acmp<cond> Comparison of two objects stored in specialized local variables
aload ifnull|ifnonnull
Comparison of an object reference stored in a local variable
iload iload if icmp<cond>
Comparison of two integers loaded from local variables
iload <n> if icmp<cond>
Comparison of an integer in a local variable to an integer on the stack
iconst <n> istore <n>
Store of a constant value to a specialized integer local variable
ldc <iop2>
Constant pool load followed by an integer operation
iconst <n> ireturn
Return of a constant value from a method
<t>mul <t>add <t>store
Multiply, add of stack values stored into a local variable
<t>mul <t>add <t>store
Multiply, add of stack values stored into a specialized local variable
iload bipush <iop2>
Integer operation with the first operand in a local variable and the second operand
constant
iload iconst <n> <iop2>
Integer operation with the first operand in a local variable and the second operand
constant
bipush if icmp<cond>
Integer comparison of a stack value against a constant value
bipush <iop2> istore
Integer operation with second argument constant and result stored into a local
variable

Sequence
<iop2>|iload <n>|[lfd]2i putfield
aload <n> getfield astore <n>
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∆x1 /x2 /x3 /.../xn → and ∆x1 x2 x3 ...xn → and the cost of the transfers that are removed. Unfortunately each of these values are also difficult to determine.
Attempts were made to estimate the difference in cost between ∆x1 /x2 /x3 /.../xn →
and ∆x1 x2 x3 ...xn → by examining the assembly language implementations of each. The
number of Intel assembly language instructions was counted and the difference was
used as an estimate of the change in performance. Unfortunately this technique
did not give good results. Because the Pentium III is a complex instruction set
computer, the amount of time required to execute its instructions varies. Furthermore,
simply counting the number of assembly language lines failed to consider many other
interactions within the assembly language such as the cost of branches within the
codelet and pipeline stalls associated with adjacent accesses to the same data. As a
result, this technique was abandoned in favour of a strategy that takes these factors
into consideration.
While it is difficult to perform an analysis to determine the change in performance associated with a multicode substitution, the difference in performance can
be measured relatively easily. A baseline execution time can be established by running an application in its original, unmodified form. Once the multicode substitution
has been performed, the application is executed a second time. The difference in
execution time is εx1 x2 x3 ...xn → . Since the number of times the multicode sequence is
executed is known, the value of ∆x1 x2 x3 ...xn → can also be determined.
Initial attempts used micro-benchmarking in order to determine the ∆x1 x2 x3 ...xn →
for each bytecode sequence being considered. This involved constructing a new Java
class file that contained a main method and a timing method. The main method
invoked a static method which performed the timing. It was not possible to perform
the timing directly in the main method because the Java Language Specification
requires the main method to take a single object reference parameter, making it
impossible to test bytecode sequences that made use of one of the <t>load 0 or
<t>store 0 bytecodes other than aload 0 or astore 0. The algorithm followed by
the timing method is shown in Figure 7.23.
Building the timing method was a non-trivial undertaking. There was no guarantee that the bytecode sequence being tested would be stack neutral. This meant that
it could require certain data values to be present on the stack before it executed and
that it might leave some data values on the stack after it completed. Determining
what these values were was complicated by the fact that there are some Java bytecodes which work with stack values of variable type. Examples of such bytecodes are
getstatic, putstatic, getfield and putfield. In addition, other bytecodes such
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Begin Timing
For 1,000,000 Iterations
Push necessary operands onto stack
Execute bytecodes or multicode
begin evaluated
Pop result from stack
End For
End Timing

Figure 7.23: General form of the Timing Method used to Determine Optimization
Potential
as the invoke* family take both stack values of variable type and a variable number
of such values. Type inferencing was used in order to determine the types of these
values. However, in some cases the surrounding bytecodes were not sufficient to fully
determine the types of all of the stack values that were required.
Consider a bytecode sequence that begins with a putfield bytecode. It is known
to require two values on the stack. One must be an object reference which identifies
the object in which the field resides. However there is insufficient information to
determine the type of the second value. When such situations arose, the unknown
type was set to be an integer. Once the unknown types were identified the list of
values that must reside on the stack before the bytecode sequence could be executed
was determined. The bytecodes necessary to generate values of these types were
inserted into the method as the first operations within the timing loop.
Bytecodes in the invoke* family are capable of consuming an arbitrarily large
number of values from the stack. This fact was utilized when the timing method
was constructed. Each time one of the invoke* bytecodes was encountered in the
sequence, the method invoked was selected so that every value on the stack was
consumed. Making this choice guaranteed that any bytecodes following the invoke
could be executed. The values that were required for the bytecodes following the
invoke* bytecode were generated as part of the initial push operations performed
before the sequence being tested is executed. If a different choice had been made where
the method invoked using the invoke* bytecode did not consume all of the values
on the stack, situations could have arisen where the stack was left in an inconsistent
state where values on the stack were not compatible with the bytecodes that executed
later in the sequence.
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Popping any values left on the stack after the bytecode sequence finished executing was a considerably easier undertaking than pushing the values need before the
sequence could execute. The pop bytecode removes one category 1 value (an integer,
float or object reference) from the stack and discards it. Similarly, the pop2 bytecode
is able to remove and discard one category 2 value (a long integer or double) from the
stack. Consequently, popping the remaining values was simply a matter of generating
a sequence of pop and pop2 bytecodes based on the types of the values present on
the stack when the sequence finished executing.
Because of the time involved in profiling, it was not possible to time every candidate sequence. The transfer reduction scoring system was used to identify candidate
sequences that were likely to offer improved performance. The best sequences based
on transfer reduction were then timed and the sequence that offered the greatest performance improvement was selected. Unfortunately using this technique did not offer
any performance gain over simple transfer reduction. This result occurred because
the micro-benchmarking technique employed was not an accurate representation of
the environment in which the bytecode sequence normally executes. Furthermore,
using this micro-benchmarking approach completely failed to consider the cumulative impact of performing several multicode substitutions. These impacts included
the added cost of decoding because the switch statement contains additional cases,
the impact on cache performance due to decreased code locality and the impact on
register allocation when the virtual machine is compiled due to the increased amount
of code residing within the main interpretation engine.
A different timing strategy was developed in order to overcome these limitations.
Instead of using micro-benchmarking, testing was performed using the full benchmark. This overcame the need to generate a new Java class file since the benchmark’s application classes were used. It also overcame the problems associated with
the timing being performed in a contrived environment. Furthermore, instead of timing each bytecode sequence individually, once the best multicode was identified, it
was included in all subsequent timings performed. Thus the cumulative impact of
performing several multicode substitutions was also considered. As was the case for
micro-benchmarking, it was too expensive to time every possible bytecode sequence.
Again, transfer reduction scoring was used as a predictor of the best bytecode sequences. Then the five best sequences identified by transfer reduction scoring were
timed. The substitution that resulted in the best performance was selected and the
process was repeated until the desired number of multicodes were identified.
Using this technique has been shown to provide better performance than using
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Figure 7.24: Performance Results for Multicodes Determined Using Different Techniques
transfer reduction scoring alone. Figure 7.24 shows the timing of three distinct cases.
In the first case, multicode selection was performed for the 222 mpegaudio benchmark using transfer reduction scoring and considering sequences up to 50 bytecodes
in length. No pattern matching optimization was performed when the codelets for
the multicodes were generated but the optimizer within the g++ compiler was enabled. In the second case, the same bytecode sequences were timed. However, in
this case pattern matching optimizations were performed on the source code for the
codelets. As Figure 7.24 shows, this improved performance slightly. The final case
shown on this graph used timing in order to determine which bytecode sequences
should be implemented as multicodes. Each multicode was determined by timing five
candidate sequences. At each stage, the candidate that provided the minimal run
time was selected. Identifying 50 multicodes in this manner provided results that
were approximately 6 percent faster than those achieved using transfer reduction and
pattern matching optimization alone.
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7.9

Conclusion

This chapter has introduced an optimization strategy that has come to be known as
multicode substitution. It employs profiling in order to identify sequences of bytecodes that are executed with great frequency. Once those sequences are identified,
a new multicode is introduced for each sequence. This multicode provides identical functionality to the bytecode sequence it replaces but makes use of only a single
opcode.
The process of fetching and decoding bytecodes is a large source of overhead
within a Java interpreter. A variety of bytecode dispatch techniques can be employed
including a simple loop and switch statement or more advanced strategies such as
threading. Performing the multicode substitution reduces the fetch and decode operations performed regardless of the bytecode dispatch strategy employed, resulting in
improved application performance.
Performance results were generated for six of the benchmarks in the SPEC JVM98
benchmark suite. The amount of performance benefit achieved varied. In the worst
case, only minor gains in performance were achieved with application run time being reduced to approximately 96 percent of the original run time. However, other
benchmarks showed much better performance. Using only the number of transfers
removed in order to identify bytecode sequences for multicode replacement resulted in
application run times that were 76 percent of the original run time for 201 compress
and 73 percent of the original run time for 222 mpegaudio.
When multicode substitution is performed, new optimization opportunities become available that could not be exploited previously due to the presence of the
intervening transfers of control. Some of these optimizations are performed automatically while others require knowledge about the behaviour of the virtual machine
which is not known by the compiler. Using a timing based multicode selection strategy that included the impact of these optimizations in the multicode selection process
resulted in application run times that were less than 70 percent of the original run
time for the 222 mpegaudio benchmark.
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Chapter 8
Multicodes and Despecialization
In many respects, despecialization and multicode substitution are competitors. Despecialization attempts to minimize the number of bytecodes in the Java instruction
set while multicode substitution introduces new instructions. Despecialization increases the size of the bytecode stream due to the need for additional opcodes and
operands to represent the program. In contrast, multicodes reduce the size of the
bytecode stream by reducing the number of opcodes used to represent the program.
Performing despecialization typically results in a performance loss, while performing
multicode substitution improves the performance of the applications it is applied to.
This chapters takes the notions presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 7 and brings them
together, testing benchmarks when both despecialization and multicode substitution
have been performed. The impact that bringing these techniques together has on
multicode identification is considered and performance results are presented for the
benchmarks in the SPEC JVM98 Benchmark Suite.

8.1

Multicode Identification in the Presence of Despecialization

The previous chapter presented an algorithm for identifying a set of multicodes that
would have a beneficial impact on execution performance. The algorithm relies on
profiling an application, or collection of applications, to obtain a dynamic stream of
bytecodes, divided into multicode blocks. Each contiguous sub-sequence of bytecodes
within a multicode block is a candidate sequence, and the number of times each
candidate sequence occurs is accumulated.
When an application is despecialized, the dynamic sequence of bytecodes gener-
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ated will differ from that occurring without despecialization. However, it is possible
to use the specialized bytecode stream as a starting point, and “despecialize” that
data, rather than having to profile all of the applications again.
Consider the following example. Assume that the specialized profile data indicates
that the candidate sequence aload 0 → getfield occurs N times, and aload 1 →
getfield occurs M times. When the specialized aload 0 and aload 1 bytecodes
are despecialized to aload, the number of occurrences of aload → getfield in the
despecialized profile will be N + M . This strategy is effective for most specialized
bytecodes. However, four specialized bytecodes are problematic: sipush, fconst 0,
fconst 1 and fconst 2. Each of these bytecodes is despecialized to either ldc or
ldc w. Which of these two general purpose bytecodes is used depends on the number
of elements in the constant pool of the class file in which the specialized bytecode
appears. If that class file’s constant pool contains less than 255 elements before
the despecialization is performed then the ldc bytecode is employed. Otherwise, it
is necessary to utilize ldc w. Unfortunately, the original profile data did not need
to record the number of elements in the constant pool, so new profiling runs were
required.
New profiles were generated using the technique described in Chapter 7. In addition to following the process described there, this profiling process also involved
despecializing the class files. Once the despecializations were performed, a modified
version of Kaffe was used to run the application and record each bytecode executed.
When the benchmark was executed, those instances of the specialized bytecodes that
were despecialized to ldc were recorded as such because despecialization had already
been performed. Similarly, those instances of the specialized bytecodes that were
despecialized to ldc w were also recorded appropriately.

8.2

Despecialization’s Impact on Multicode Substitution

Performing despecialization decreases the amount of variability in the bytecode streams being analyzed. This decrease occurs because the number of distinct symbols
(bytecodes) that can occur is reduced. Reducing the number of distinct bytecodes
has positive implications for multicode identification. Since there are fewer unique
symbols, there is a smaller number of distinct sequences that can occur, both in theory and in practice. This leads to the possibility that more bytecode sequences will
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be replaced with multicodes (compared to the specialized version), which will lead to
further efficiency gains because each new multicode substitution removes more transfers. However, this benefit is competing with the small performance loss associated
with executing despecialized code instead of specialized code. Previous despecialization studies showed that this performance loss is approximately 2 percent of the
application’s run time.
Consider the commonly occurring bytecode sequence aload 0 → getfield →.
Before despecialization is performed, four additional bytecode sequences perform
nearly identical tasks. These sequences are aload 1 → getfield →, aload 2 →
getfield →, aload 3 → getfield → and aload → getfield →. After despecialization is performed, only a single bytecode sequence remains to perform this
purpose: aload → getfield →. Consequently, before despecialization is performed,
five multicode substitutions are necessary if each of the sequences occurs frequently.
However, once despecialization is performed a single multicode can be employed to
cover all five sequences.
The number of distinct sequences that can be collapsed into a single substitution
increases considerably with the length of the bytecode sequence under consideration.
For example, consider a multicode that contains three general purpose load and/or
store bytecodes (for example, two iload and one istore). There are 125 variants of
this single general purpose bytecode sequence, since both iload and istore have 4
specialized variants. This number climbs to over 15,000 when the sequence contains
six load and/or store bytecodes. Because of this, performing multicode identification
after despecialization has the potential to impact a much larger proportion of the
bytecode stream than it does without despecialization.
In order to establish whether the above observations occurred in practice, the
profile data collected in the previous chapter was compared with the profile data
collected after despecialization was performed. This comparison confirmed that despecialization does reduce the total number of distinct sequences executed. However,
the reduction in the number of sequences observed in practice is much smaller than
the largest theoretical reduction that can occur. This is not surprising, because it is
highly unlikely that any application would encounter all 125 variants of the bytecode
sequence discussed above.
The benchmarks that showed the greatest reduction were 209 db and 213 javac.
Performing despecialization reduced the number of distinct sequences to approximately 72 percent of the number distinct sequences present before despecialization
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Figure 8.1: A Comparison of the Cumulative Score for the Top n Multicodes Identified
Before and After Despecialization
was performed. It was also observed that these benchmarks executed the largest
number of distinct sequences before despecialization was performed.
The benchmark that showed the smallest reduction in the number of unique bytecode sequences executed as a result of despecialization was 201 compress. In this
case, performing despecialization reduced the number of unique sequences to 81 percent of the original number. It was also observed that before despecialization was
performed, the 201 compress benchmark executed the smallest number of distinct
sequences.
Figure 8.1 provides another means of comparing the impact of despecialization on
multicode identification. The graph contains two pairs of lines. Each pair represents a
before-and-after graphing of multicode-count versus cumulative score for a particular
benchmark. The upper pair of lines is for the 202 jess benchmark, while the lower
pair of lines is for 213 javac. These two graphs are representative of the graphs for
the other benchmarks as well. In particular, 201 compress is similar to 202 jess,
and the other benchmarks are similar to 213 javac.
The scale on the y-axis in Figure 8.1 shows that the score for a multicode can be
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very large. These large scores occur because each sequence executes many times. Each
of the benchmarks considered in this study execute more than 70 million multicode
blocks. For some benchmarks, a single multicode block executes more than 1 million
times. Consequently, the score for a sequence easily reaches into the millions when it
is computed as the product of the sequence’s length (or its length minus 1) and the
number of times it is executed.
Recall that during multicode identification, each candidate sequence is assigned a
score representing its potential to improve application performance. The cumulative
score of a set of n candidate sequences is simply the sum of the scores assigned to each
individual candidate sequence. Each line in Figure 8.1 plots the number of candidate
sequences selected against the cumulative score for that set of sequences. The individual lines themselves are not particularly interesting, although they do effectively
demonstrate the problem of diminishing returns associated with candidate sequence
identification. However, comparing the two lines within each pair (one representing
the cumulative score before despecialization, the other after despecialization), makes
it possible to compare the relative expected optimization potential of multicode substitution, with and without despecialization.
First, consider the bottom pair of lines, which are for the 213 javac benchmark. This pair is representative of all of the benchmarks except 201 compress
and 202 jess. Note that the line for despecialization is consistently higher than for
multicode substitution alone, indicating a higher optimization potential after despecialization than before. This result was expected because the amount of variability
in the code stream has been reduced and because the number of bytecodes executed
in the despecialized version is between 3.0 and 7.9 percent larger, depending on the
benchmark being tested.
Note however, that the top pair of lines show a different pattern. These lines were
drawn using the data from the 202 jess benchmark. The 201 compress benchmark shows the same behaviour. In this case, selecting multicodes in the presence of
despecialization provides better results initially. However, after a specific number of
multicodes have been identified, the cumulative score with despecialization falls below
the cumulative score without despecialization. Thus, whether multicode identification
yields better results in the face of despecialization depends on how many multicodes
are substituted. This result was not expected, but is understandable if one considers
the fact that the multicode identification algorithm is not globally optimal. While
each multicode identified is the best available at the time it is selected, each selection
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performed impacts the sequences of bytecodes that remain for all future selections.
Consider a very small example consisting of the two sequences shown below:
aload 0 → getfield → aload 0 → getfield → iconst 3 → imul →
fload → fconst 1 → fstore → aload 0 → getfield → aload 0 → getfield →
When multicode identification is performed using transfer reduction scoring the
best bytecode sequence identified will be aload 0 → getfield → aload 0 → getfield → with a score of 6. Performing the identification process again will select
the bytecode sequence fload → fconst 1 → fstore → with a score of 2, giving a
cumulative score of 8 for the first two multicodes identified. However, a better choice
could have been made. If fload → fconst 1 → fstore → aload 0 → getfield
→ aload 0 → getfield → was identified as the first multicode (with score 6) and
the second multicode identified was aload 0 → getfield → aload 0 → getfield
→ iconst 3 → imul → (with score 5) then the cumulative score achieved for two
multicode substitutions would have been 11 rather than 8.
The results seen for 202 jess in Figure 8.1 occur for the same reason that a
less than optimal result was achieved for the example presented in the previous paragraph. While performing despecialization provides better initial results, they happen
to destroy bytecode sequences that could have been identified as multicodes subsequently. However, the presence of the specialized bytecodes prevents those sequences
from being destroyed in the original code because the bytecode sequences are distinct.
Solving this problem is non-trivial. Attempting to identify a globally optimal
result by examining all possible combinations would require far too many candidate
sequences to be considered. It may be possible to solve this problem efficiently by
making extensions to the Most Contributory Substring Problem described in Chapter
9. However, more research needs to be conducted in order to determine if that is the
case.

8.3

Performance Results

Performance testing was utilized in order to determine what improvement in application performance would be achieved by performing both despecialization and
multicode substitution for the same application. Multicodes were selected in the
presence of despecialization using both the transfer reduction and total bytecodes replaced scoring techniques. The testing was conducted using the six benchmarks from
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the SPEC JVM98 Benchmark Suite that were considered for multicode substitution
previously. a
When the virtual machine was modified, the codelets for the despecialized bytecodes were removed. However, when the codelets for the multicodes were added, they
were allocated opcodes numbered 203 and higher. The multicodes were allocated to
these slots due to limitations in the current implementation of the Java class file mutator. Expanding the capabilities of the class file mutator is an area of future work
that is discussed in Section 10.2.9.
Experiments were also conducted in order to determine the optimal maximum
multicode length in the presence of despecialization. This was accomplished by testing
maximum lengths between 5 and 50 bytecodes. The performance of each benchmark
is presented in Figure 8.2 through Figure 8.7. In each figure, a broken line is used
to represent the performance achieved by using total bytecodes replaced scoring.
The performance achieved when multicodes were determined by transfer reduction
scoring is shown using a solid line. In all cases, 67 despecializations were performed
in conjunction with 50 multicode substitutions.
Comparing the performance results achieved by performing multicode substitution
in the presence of despecialization with the results achieved for multicode substitution
alone reveals that performing multicode substitution alone generally gives superior
performance. Averaging the best result for each benchmark shows that performing
multicode substitution alone reduces application runtime by an average of 15.9 percent. Computing the same average in the presence of despecialization reveals that
application runtime was reduced by 12.1 percent.
The performance results presented in Chapter 4 showed that performing 67 despecializations in the Kaffe virtual machine resulted in a performance loss of approximately 2.4 percent. This accounts for about 60 percent of the difference in
performance observed here. At least a portion of the remaining performance difference results from the multicode selection problem described earlier in this chapter.
In that discussion, it was shown that using the same bytecode identification strategy
could offer lower multicode substitution rates in the presence of despecialization.
Comparing the performance results presented here to those presented in Chapter
7 reveals that the multicode selection technique that provided the best performance
for a benchmark without despecialization did not necessarily provide the best performance for that same benchmark when despecialization was also performed. Consequently, an additional analysis was performed. It compared the number of bytecode
dispatch operations performed for the strategy that offered the best performance for
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Figure 8.2: 201 compress Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode Length with 67 Despecializations
multicode substitution alone with the number of bytecode dispatch operations performed for the strategy that offered the best performance when multicode substitution
was performed in the presence of despecialization.
This analysis revealed that fewer dispatches were removed when multicodes were
selected in the presence of despecialization for the 201 compress and 202 jess
benchmarks. Interestingly, while performing despecialization increased the total number of transfers removed for 209 db and 222 mpegaudio, the reduction in the number of transfers was not sufficiently larger to overcome the increase in the number of
transfers imposed by performing despecialization. As a result, performing despecialization also increased the total number of bytecode dispatch operations performed
for these benchmarks. An overall decrease in the total number of transfers performed
was only observed for 213 javac and 228 jack.

8.4

Balancing Despecialization, Multicode Substitution and Performance

An additional separate set of despecializations was also considered in conjunction with
multicode substitution. Its goal was to offer the best possible performance without
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Figure 8.3: 202 jess Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode
Length with 67 Despecializations

Figure 8.4: 209 db Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode
Length with 67 Despecializations
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Figure 8.5: 213 javac Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode
Length with 67 Despecializations

Figure 8.6: 222 mpegaudio Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode Length with 67 Despecializations
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Figure 8.7: 228 jack Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode
Length with 67 Despecializations
iconst m1 iconst 0 iconst 1
iconst 3
iconst 4 iconst 5
fconst 2 lconst 0
fconst 1
dconst 0 dconst 1 istore 0
istore 2
istore 3 astore 0
astore 2 astore 3 dstore 0
dstore 2 dstore 3 fstore 0
fstore 2
fstore 3 lstore 0
lstore 3 iload 0
lstore 2
aload 2
aload 3 dload 0
dload 2
dload 3 fload 0
fload 3
lload 0
fload 2
lload 2
lload 3

iconst 2
fconst 0
lconst 1
istore 1
astore 1
dstore 1
fstore 1
lstore 1
iload 2
dload 1
fload 1
lload 1

Table 8.1: Bytecodes Selected for Despecialization
increasing the total number of bytecodes introduced into the Java Virtual Machine
instruction set. As a result, one despecialization was performed for each multicode
introduced. The despecializations were selected based on the performance results
presented in previous chapters and the knowledge gained by the author during these
studies. Table 8.1 lists the specific despecializations that were performed.
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Compared to the complete despecialization performed in Chapter 4, this table has
omitted 17 bytecodes. Five of these bytecodes are bipush, sipush, ldc, goto and
jsr. Each of these bytecodes is despecialized through a widening operation which
increases the number of bytes used to represent an operand accessed by the bytecode.
Examining the performance results from Chapter 4 revealed that performing widening despecializations generally had a more harmful impact on application runtime
than most other despecialization categories. As a result, it was decided that these
bytecodes would not be despecialized.
The second category of despecializations identified in Chapter 4 that showed a
larger negative impact on application runtime was branch despecialization. These
despecializations also increase the total number of bytecodes executed because they replace one specialized bytecode with two general purpose bytecodes. As a result, all of
the bytecodes in the branch despecialization category which included the if<cond>
bytecodes, if icmplt and if icmple were omitted from this list of despecializations.
Removing the widening and branch bytecodes from consideration left a total of
54 specialized bytecodes. Four additional bytecodes were omitted to bring the total
number of despecializations to 50. These bytecodes were aload 0, aload 1, iload 1
and iload 3. They were selected because the profiling work performed in Chapter
5 revealed that these were the four most frequently executed specialized bytecodes,
accounting for between 1.8 and 8.5 percent of the bytecodes executed by an application
on average.
Profiling was conducted in order to determine which sequences of bytecodes were
executed with greatest frequency once the 50 specialized bytecodes list in Table 8.1
were replaced with their equivalent general purpose forms. Multicodes were identified
from this profile data using the same techniques employed previously, comparing both
the transfer reduction and total bytecodes replaced scoring strategies for maximum
multicode lengths from 5 through 50. The performance of each of the six benchmarks
under consideration is shown in Figure 8.8 through Figure 8.13.
The performance results achieved by performing multicode substitution in the
presence of 50 despecializations are highly similar to the results achieved by performing multicode substitution alone. The maximum improvement in performance
observed was 1.45 percent of the original runtime for 222 mpegaudio while the maximum performance loss observed was 1.0 percent of the original runtime for 209 db.
The overall average change in performance across all six benchmarks was an improvement of 0.2 percent of the original benchmark run times.
Analyzing the total number of transfers removed for each benchmark revealed that
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Figure 8.8: 201 compress Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode Length with 50 Despecializations

Figure 8.9: 202 jess Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode
Length with 50 Despecializations
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Figure 8.10: 209 db Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode
Length with 50 Despecializations

Figure 8.11: 213 javac Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode
Length with 50 Despecializations
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Figure 8.12: 222 mpegaudio Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode Length with 50 Despecializations

Figure 8.13: 228 jack Performance by Scoring Technique and Maximum Multicode
Length with 50 Despecializations
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performing multicode substitution in the presence of 50 despecializations allowed more
bytecode dispatches to be removed for all of the benchmarks considered except for
201 compress. The 201 compress benchmark performed approximately 0.2 percent
more bytecode dispatches in the presence of 50 despecializations than when multicode substitution was performed alone. In contrast, performing 50 despecializations
removed 16 percent more bytecode dispatch operations for 222 mpegaudio than performing multicode substitution alone. The number of bytecode dispatch operations
removed by performing multicode substitution in the presence of 50 despecializations
was 4.4 percent larger for 213 javac and 8.3 percent larger for 228 jack. Only a
very small change in the number of transfers of control was observed for 202 jess
and 209 db.

8.5

Conclusion

This chapter combined the concepts of despecialization and multicode substitution
which were explored in previous chapters. The processes were combined by performing
a set of despecializations, profiling the applications in their despecialized form and
then identifying multicodes from the despecialized profile data.
When multicode substitution was performed in conjunction with 67 despecializations, a performance loss of approximately 4 percent was observed compared to the
performance achieved when multicode substitution was performed alone. A portion of
the performance loss resulted due to the increased cost associated with executing the
despecialized form of the code stream. It was also observed that for some benchmarks,
performing despecialization decreased the effectiveness of multicode substitution at
reducing the number of transfers of control. This difference also contributed to the
observed performance loss.
A second set of despecializations was also considered in conjunction with multicode
substitution. In this set, 50 bytecodes were despecialized. Those specialized bytecodes
that previously demonstrated the greatest likelihood to increase application runtime
were left in their specialized form while the remaining specialized bytecodes were
replaced with their equivalent general purpose forms. Identifying multicodes in this
environment was shown to provide performance comparable to performing multicode
substitution in the absence of despecialization. Similar performance was achieved
because the despecializations performed were selected so as to minimize the negative
impact on application performance and because performing multicode selection under
these conditions resulted in fewer bytecode dispatches for some benchmarks.
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Based on these results, the author concludes that multicode substitution can be
performed effectively in the presence of despecialization. Consequently one of the
disadvantages associated with multicode substitution – the increased size of the virtual machine instruction set – has successfully been overcome. This allows multicode
substitution to be performed in the presence of other virtual machine optimizations
that make use of those bytecodes whose functionality is not specified by the Java
Virtual Machine Specification.
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Chapter 9
An Efficient Multicode
Identification Algorithm
Chapter 7 described the multicode identification process. This included a description
of the algorithm used initially as well as later work which reduced the time and space
cost associated with gathering and evaluating the profile data. This chapter presents
an efficient algorithm for identifying multicodes from a collection of profile data by
identifying and solving an equivalent string problem.

9.1

The Most Contributory Substring Problem

The problem of determining the best multicode can be expressed as a string problem.
Considering the problem in this way led to the identification of a new string problem
that had not been considered previously. Furthermore, an efficient algorithm was
developed for determining its solution which has a considerably lower complexity
than the O(n3 ) algorithm shown in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5. This new algorithm
views the problem of identifying multicodes as a string problem where the goal is to
identify the substring that represents the greatest contribution of characters to a set
of strings. More precisely, the most contributory substring w is a string of characters
such that the length of w, denoted by |w|, times the number of times it occurs within
a set of strings is maximal. Equivalently, the most contributory substring, w, can be
viewed as the string that reduces the number of characters in a set of strings by the
greatest amount when all occurrences of w are removed. To the best of the author’s
knowledge, this problem has not been formally defined or solved previously.
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9.2

Related String Problems

The most contributory substring problem is related to two other well known string
problems: the Greatest (or Longest) Common Substring Problem and the All Maximal Repeats Problem (AMRP). However it is distinct from each of these.
While the Greatest Common Substring Problem identifies the longest substring
common across all strings in a set, the Most Contributory Substring Problem identifies
the string that contributes the greatest number of characters to the set of strings. One
important distinction between these two problems is that there is no guarantee that
the most contributory substring will occur in every string in the set while the greatest
common substring problem guarantees that the substring identified is a substring
of every string in the set. The greatest common substring problem also ignores
multiple occurrences of the same substring within each string in the set while the
Most Contributory Substring Problem counts all occurrences of the substring.
A variation on the Greatest Common Substring Problem has also been presented
that identifies the longest common substring to k strings in a set [56]. This problem
is also distinct from the Most Contributory Substring Problem because it fails to
consider the value of multiple occurrences of a substring within one string in the
input set.
The All Maximal Repeats Problem is concerned with finding a substring that
occurs twice within a single larger string such that the characters to the immediate
left and right of the first occurrence of the string are distinct from the character to
the immediate left and right of the second occurrence. This is distinct from the Most
Contributory Substring Problem which is intended to be applied to a set of strings.
The AMRP is also concerned only with finding a substring that occurs twice while
the most contributory substring may occur many times.

9.3

Suffix Trees

A substring w of a string s is defined to be a sequence of characters w0 ...wn such that
si = w0 , si+1 = w1 , ...si+n = wn for some integer i. Equivalently, a substring w of a
string s can be defined as a string for which there exist strings (possibly empty) p
and q such that s = pwq. A suffix, w of a string s is defined to be a non empty string
meeting the constraint s = pw for some (possibly empty) string p.
Let L represent the set of m strings under consideration. A specific string within
the set will be denoted as Li such that 0 ≤ i < m. Let Σ0 ...Σm−1 represent the
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alphabet employed by each of the m strings in L. The alphabet used across all
strings is constructed as Σ0 ∪ ... ∪ Σm−1 and will be denoted by Σ.
A generalized suffix tree is a tree data structure that can be constructed from a
collection of strings. An equivalent tree can be constructed for a single string that
is the concatenation of all of the original strings in the set, provided that a special
sentinel character is placed after each original string. Each sentinel character must be
unique and must not occur anywhere else in any string. The set of sentinel characters
will be denoted as S. The examples used in the remainder of this document will use
the punctuation marks # and $ to denote the sentinel characters. The symbol s will
be used to represent the string generated by concatenating the strings in L with a
distinct sentinel character between each string.
Several suffix tree construction algorithms have been developed which are linear
in both time and space [119, 78, 112, 113]. Assuming that the string ends in a sentinel
character, the following properties hold for a suffix tree:
1. The tree contains n leaves where each leaf corresponds to one of the n suffixes
of a string of length n. The number of interior nodes in the tree is bounded by
n guaranteeing that the total number of nodes in the tree is O(n).
2. Each branch in the tree is labeled with one or more characters from the string.
The label is represented by two integers which specify the starting and ending
position as indices in the concatenated string. Collecting the characters as one
traverses from the root of the tree to a leaf will give one of the suffixes of the
string.
3. The first character on each branch leaving a node is distinct. As a result, no
node has more than |Σ| + |S| children.
4. Each non-leaf node has a minimum of two children.
5. The string depth of a node is defined to be the total length of all the labels on
the branches that form a path from the root of the tree to the node. Because
a branch may be labeled with a string of more than 1 character in length, the
string depth of a node will always be greater than or equal to the depth of a
node.
Figure 9.1 shows a suffix tree constructed for the strings ababab and abab after they
have been merged into a single, sentinel character delimited string, ababab$abab#.
The suffix generated by traversing the tree is shown in each leaf node.

Figure 9.1: Suffix Tree for the string ababab$abab#
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9.4

An Algorithm for the Most Contributory Substring Problem

The algorithm for determining the most contributory substring begins by creating a
suffix tree for s using one of the linear time algorithms published previously. Once
the suffix tree is constructed, a transformation is performed on some leaf nodes in the
tree. The purpose of this transformation is to ensure that each leaf node is reached by
a branch labeled with a string that begins with a sentinel character. Performing this
transformation ensures that all strings from the original input set are represented by
interior nodes in the tree while all strings that occur as a result of forming the merged,
sentinel character delimited string are represented by a leaf node. This transformation
is performed in the following manner.
• Any leaf node that is reached by a branch label that begins with a sentinel
character is left untouched.
• Any leaf node that is reached by a branch labeled with a string that begins
with a letter in Σ is split into two nodes. A new interior node with only one
child is inserted between the leaf and its parent. The branch to the new node
is labeled with all characters before the first sentinel character in the original
branch label. The branch from the new node to the leaf node is labeled with
the remaining characters.
Once this transformation has been performed the number of nodes in the tree
has increased by at most n, retaining a total number of nodes that is O(n). This
transformation can be performed in O(n log |S|) time if the positions of the sentinel
characters are recorded when the concatenated string is formed, which does not impact the ability to construct the suffix tree in linear time. Recording the positions
of the sentinel characters does not impact the space complexity of the data structure
because the positions can stored as |S| integers. The algorithm employed to transform the leaf nodes is shown in Figure 9.2. Figure 9.3 shows the example tree after
the splitting algorithm is applied.
A depth first traversal of the tree is performed once the leaf nodes have been split.
The purpose of this traversal is to perform scoring to identify the most contributory
substring. Both the string depth of each node and the number of leaf nodes below
it are determined. The score for each node is computed as the product of the string
depth and the number of leaf nodes below it. Depending on the application, this
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Algorithm SplitLeaves(node n)
For each branch, b, leaving n
If the node, m, at the end of b is a leaf and the label on b starts with
a character in Sigma
Create a new node, p
Create a branch, c, from p to m
Change the target of branch b to node p
Find the position, x, of the first sentinel character in the label on b
using a binary search on the list of sentinel character positions
Label c with all characters from x to the end of the string
Change the label on b so that it only includes those characters
before x
Else
SplitLeaves(b.Target)
End For

Figure 9.2: Algorithm SplitLeaves
score can be recorded in the node and utilized later or a single variable can be used
to record the best string and its score encountered so far.
Examining Figure 9.4 reveals that the most contributory substring is abab. This
is determined by identifying the string that is formed by traversing the tree from the
root to the node that has the highest score. For this example, a score of 12 is the
highest value present in the tree. The occurrences of the most contributory string,
abab are illustrated below.
ababab$abab#

9.5

Handling Overlapping Occurrences

It is important to observe that the single underlined and single over-lined occurrences
of abab are overlapping. While this may not be a problem for some applications,
overlapping occurrences of the string are of little use for others. In particular, any
application that “uses up” the string once it is identified will destroy the subsequent
overlapping occurrence(s). Multicode substitution is an example of an instance where
the identified string is used up. Consequently it is highly desirable to overcome

Figure 9.3: The Impact of Algorithm SplitLeaves
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Figure 9.4: Suffix Tree for the string ababab$abab# Including Scores
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Algorithm NonOverlappingScore(node n)
ChildPositions: an array of pointers to arrays
Retval: a pointer to a list of values to return to the calling function
If n.NumChildren == 0 // it’s a leaf node
Allocate Retval with size 1
Retval[0] = n.StringDepth
Return Retval
End If
For i = 0 to n.NumChildren - 1
ChildPositions[i] = NonOverlappingScore(n.Child[i])
End For
Retval = MultiWayMerge(ChildPositions,n.NumChildren)
For i = 0 to n.NumChildren - 1
Deallocate ChildPositions[i]
End For
n.Score = CountUniqueOccurrences(Retval,n.StringDepth) * n.StringDepth;
Return Retval

Figure 9.5: Algorithm NonOverlappingScore
this shortcoming because the algorithm presented to this point will over estimate
the value of some strings. An extension to the algorithm is presented that shows
how overlapping occurrences of candidate strings can be detected and removed from
consideration.
Two occurrences of a substring of s, denoted by w, are known to overlap if the
absolute value of the difference in their starting positions within s is less than |w|.
It is possible to annotate each interior node in the tree with the score based on the
number of non-overlapping occurrences of the substring represented by the node. This
is accomplished using a depth first traversal of the tree using the algorithm shown in
Figure 9.5.
The algorithm presented in Figure 9.5 makes use of a MultiWayMerge operation.
Greene presents an algorithm that is capable of merging y sorted sequences of total
length x in O(x log y) time [52]. In this algorithm, the total length of all of the
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sequences at any level in the tree will be at most n and the number of lists for any
one node within the tree will be constrained by |Σ| + |L|. As a result, performing the
multiway merge for each level in the tree is O(n log(|Σ| + |L|)).
The multiway merge is the most expensive operation that must be performed.
Each of the loops based on the number of children of the node is known to be O(n)
because the number of leaves in the entire tree is O(n). Similarly, CountUniqueOccurrences, shown in Figure 9.6, executes in linear time because the number of elements
in the list being checked will never be larger than the number of leaves in the tree.
As a result, it is concluded that the complexity of the algorithm is O(n log(|Σ| + |L|))
for each level in the tree.
In the worst case, the number of levels in a suffix tree is equal to n resulting in
an overall complexity of O(n2 log(|Σ| + |L|)). However, this worst case only occurs
in pathological cases. Studies have been conducted that show, contrary to the worst
case height, the expected height of a suffix tree is O(log n) [40, 15, 67]. Because
the height of the tree in the expected case is O(log n) and the complexity of the
NonOverlappingOccurrences algorithm is O(n log(|Σ| + |L|)) per level in the tree, it
is concluded that the overall complexity of the algorithm is O(n log n log(|Σ| + |L|)).
The NonOverlappingScore algorithm is O(n) in space. By its construction, a suffix
tree is O(n), containing at most 2n nodes. After leaf node splitting is performed, the
total number of nodes has grown to 3n at most. The other data structure required
for this algorithm is the list of starting positions for each occurrence of the string
represented by a node. While it is necessary to maintain the list for the current node,
these lists can be discarded once the node has been processed. As a result, each
starting position only ever exists in at most two lists: one of the lists pointed to by
the ChildPositions array for the current node and within the Retval array for the
current node. Consequently, the number of elements that may be stored at any time
is bounded by 2n, making the space requirement for their storage O(n).
After this algorithm executes the number of non-overlapping substrings has been
determined and the resulting score has been computed. Again, the score may be
stored in the node and used subsequently or single variables may be used to store the
best string and score encountered so far. Figure 9.7 shows the tree after scoring has
been performed using the NonOverlappingOccurrences algorithm. It shows that the
best substring is ab with a score of 10 – a different result than the string abab which
was achieved when overlapping strings were permitted.
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Algorithm CountUniqueOccurrences(ArrayOfIntegers list, String testString)
count = 0;
current = list[0];
for (i = 1; i < list.size(); i++)
{
if (list[i] - current >= testString.length())
{
count++;
current = list[i];
}
}
return count;

Figure 9.6: Algorithm CountUniqueOccurrences

9.6

Other Uses

The algorithm presented in this chapter is not restricted to evaluating profile data.
Because it is efficient, offering performance that is linear in the total length of the
input strings when overlapping occurrences are permitted, it can also be applied to
other research areas that examine large strings. Once such area is bioinformatics
which evaluates strings of millions of characters representing DNA strands.
This algorithm may also have applications to data compression. Determining the
substring that contributes the most to a set of strings is equivalent to identifying the
substring that will shrink the set of strings by the largest number of characters if all
occurrences of the substring are removed. This makes the most contributory substring an ideal candidate for encoding using a short codeword in a data compression
algorithm. The author intends to explore the possibility of applying this algorithm
to Huffman or arithmetic coding as an area of unrelated future work.

9.7

Conclusion

This chapter has defined and solved the Most Contributory Substring Problem. Two
solutions are presented. The first offers a running time that is O(n log |L|) where n is
the total length of the input strings and |L| is the number of input strings. However,

Figure 9.7: Suffix tree for the string ababab$abab# Including Score Computed Using Only Non-Overlapping Occurrences
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this algorithm did not consider whether the occurrences of the identified substring
were overlapping.
An extension to the initial algorithm was also presented. This algorithm identified
the most contributory substring where occurrences of the substring were guaranteed
to be disjoint, having zero overlapping characters. This algorithm is equivalent to the
computationally expensive multicode identification algorithm presented in Chapter
7, which is O(n3 ), but offers a runtime that is O(n log n log(|Σ| + |L|)).
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Chapter 10
Future Work
The previous chapters in this thesis have described explorations performed into despecialization and multicode substitution. While these studies have covered many topics
within those areas, additional questions remain to be answered which are outside of
the scope of this thesis. Possible areas of closely related future work are described in
the following sections.

10.1

Despecialization

The primary areas of future research within despecialization include considering the
impact of additional despecializations which have not yet been tested and considering
the impact of despecialization in additional computing environments. Each of these
areas is discussed in further detail in the following subsections.

10.1.1

Evaluating the Impact of 76 Despecializations

The despecialization research conducted during this thesis identified a total of 76
specialized bytecodes that can be expressed in terms of one, or a short sequence of
other general purpose Java bytecodes. However, performance testing has only been
considered for 67 of these bytecodes.
Additional work must be conducted in order to determine if performing the remaining despecializations will have any negative impact on the correctness or verifiability of Java class files. The three typecast bytecodes i2b, i2c and i2s must be
given special consideration with respect to verifiability. The modifications performed
by i2b, i2c and i2s to values on the stack can easily be expressed in terms of a
logical operations and constant values. Furthermore, these bytecodes do not throw
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exceptions if the value being cast is too large to express in the destination data type.
As a result, it appears that these bytecodes can be despecialized to a sequence of logical operations. However, it remains to be seen if there are requirements stipulated
by the verifier that will not be met once such a substitution is performed.
Despecializing the tableswitch bytecode must also be considered carefully. While
there are no concerns with the verifiability of a functionally equivalent lookupswitch
bytecode, making this substitution has the potential to increase the number of bytes
in the code attribute considerably. Such an increase could violate the maximum code
attribute size of 65536 bytes imposed by the Java Virtual Machine Specification.
Additional work needs to be performed in order to determine if this is a problem in
practice. Performance testing should also be performed in order to determine if there
is a large negative impact on application performance which makes performing this
despecialization impractical.

10.1.2

Further Load / Store Despecializations

The despecializations presented previously reduced the total number of load and store
bytecodes from 50 to 10. However, further reductions may be possible. The work
performed by aload, fload and iload is identical. Each of these bytecodes copies
a four byte block of memory from a local variable to the operand stack. Similarly,
dload and lload perform the same task, copying an 8 byte block of memory. As a
result, it may be possible to reduce the number of load instructions from 5 to 2. One
instruction could be named cat1load. It would be responsible for copying the four
bytes that represent a category one value. Similarly, a new cat2load bytecode would
be responsible for copying the eight bytes that represent a category two value.
It is clear that such a transformation would still provide correct application behaviour, but it remains to be seen if making this change would negatively impact the
ability of the virtual machine to perform verification. Corresponding arguments can
also be made about the 5 store bytecodes that were not despecialized previously. As a
result, performing this transformation in addition to the load and store despecializations described previously would reduce the total number of load and store bytecodes
required from 50 to 4.
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10.1.3

Evaluating the Impact of Despecialization in Resource
Constrained Environments

The study presented in Chapter 5 examined the impact despecialization had on 20
benchmarks running on 8 computing platforms. However, these platforms are all
desktop computing environments. They fail to include either top end server class
equipment or more resource constrained portable computing environments such as
hand-held computers, PDAs and cellular phones. While it is anticipated that server
equipment will show despecialization characteristics similar to desktop computing
environments, it is unclear whether the same results will be achieved on resource constrained platforms where code density is of greater concern and just-in-time compilers
may not be available.
In addition to expanding the number of platforms tested, the benchmarks tested
should also be expanded. Whenever possible, the new benchmarks introduced should
reflect the reality of the applications typically executed on the platform. In particular,
the benchmarks selected for a resource constrained environment should be of a size
and level of computational complexity similar to the applications typically executed
on those platforms. Many of the current applications are too scientific in nature to
reflect the typical application for resource constrained environments.

10.2

Multicodes

Chapter 7 presented an initial study on multicodes. This study showed that the
runtime for some benchmarks was reduced by as much as 30 percent. The following subsections examine areas of future research, some of which may allow further
performance gains to be achieved.

10.2.1

Loosening the Definition of a Multicode Block

Section 7.1 included the definition for a multicode block. It included a condition
that, other than as the result of an exception, the first bytecode within a multicode
block will execute if and only if all of the bytecodes within the block will execute.
In practice, it should be possible to loosen the definition of a multicode block to
remove this restriction. Instead, a multicode block could be defined as a sequence of
bytecodes that meets the following constraints:
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Figure 10.1: Multicode Blocks under the Original and Proposed Future Definition
• The bytecodes within the sequence are adjacent to each other within the code
stream.
• A bytecode within the sequence is the target of a branch if and only if it is the
first bytecode in the sequence.
• Each bytecode within the sequence will be executed zero or one times. If bytecode i will not be executed then bytecode i + j will not execute for j = 1..n − i.
• An exception handler covers a bytecode within the sequence if and only if that
exception handler covers all bytecodes within the sequence.
Under the revised definition, it is possible that only some initial bytecodes within
the multicode will execute. The advantage of such a definition is that it would allow
conditional branch bytecodes to exist within a multicode at a point other than the
last bytecode. Consequently, the bytecode sequence would have a single point of entry
but many potential points of exit. This is illustrated if Figure 10.1 which shows the
multicodes blocks that will be identified under the original multicode block definition
and the revised multicode block definition.
Care must be used when performing optimizations using the revised multicode
block definition. Because there is no guarantee that every bytecode within the sequence will execute, it is necessary to ensure that the optimizer does not move any
code across branch points which changes the semantics of the multicode when the
branch is taken. Otherwise the multicode will provide different functionality than the
original bytecode sequence, resulting in incorrect application behaviour.
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Changing the definition of a multicode block in this manner also presents a challenge for profiling. At the present time, the profiler is able to end the current block as
soon as a branch bytecode is encountered. Under the new system, the profiler would
have to determine if the branch was taken before the block was ended. In the event
that the branch was taken, a new block would begin. Otherwise, bytecodes would
continue to be added to the current block. Consequently, changing the definition
of a multicode block in this manner would only impact the selection of multicodes
for branches that normally “fall through” to the following instruction rather than
branching to another location. If bytecodes continued to be added to the same block
after a branch was taken, the sequence would represent execution from two distinct
points within the file. Attempting to represent code from two distinct locations within
the file with a single opcode would present several large challenges. Whether these
challenges could be overcome, and whether overcoming the challenges would offer any
gains compared to current multicode selection techniques is unknown at the present
time.

10.2.2

Compatibility with Virtual Machines that do not Support Multicodes

In its present implementation, performing multicode substitution generates a class
file that does not strictly follow the Java Virtual Machine Specification. While the
general structure of the file is identical, the specification dictates that bytecodes that
are not defined by the Java Virtual Machine Specification will not occur in the code
attribute of a legal class files. Consequently, performing multicode substitution results
in illegal class files because they contain such bytecodes.
It is possible to perform multicode substitution while retaining a legal Java class
file. This can be accomplished by introducing a new attribute for each method in
the class which contains a second copy of the code where multicode substitution has
been performed. Because the Java Virtual Machine Specification requires unknown
attributes to be silently ignored, introducing the new attribute has no impact on the
functionality of virtual machines that do not include multicode functionality. Such
virtual machines will ignore the multicode attribute and execute the original code.
However, a virtual machine that supports multicodes will recognize the presence of
the additional attribute and execute it, gaining the benefits multicodes provide.
The cost associated with achieving compatibility with virtual machines that do
not support multicodes relates to class file size. Previous studies have shown that
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approximately 30 percent of the size of a typical class file is used to represent methods
[14]. However, this includes the bytecodes themselves as well as additional attributes
such as the line number table and local variable table. Since the size of a multicode
attribute is at most the same size as the original code attribute, it is known that
performing this modification will increase class file size by 30 percent at most. In
practice, the increase can be smaller because it is not necessary to duplicate the local
variable table. The line number table can also be omitted for the multicode attribute
if debugging is performed on the original unoptimized bytecode stream instead of the
multicode stream.
The impact on class file size can also be reduced by providing only a single code
attribute for those methods that do not make use of any multicodes. This will require
a small amount of additional work to be performed at class load time. In particular, it
will be necessary for the multicode enabled virtual machine to check for the presence
of a multicode attribute. In the event that the multicode attribute is not present,
it will need to treat the code attribute as if it were the multicode attribute. Since
each class is only normally loaded once during the execution of the application, the
overhead imposed by performing this check should be negligible.

10.2.3

Dynamic Virtual Machine Modification

The multicode substitution process requires the Java Virtual Machine to be modified
in order to support the newly defined multicodes. In the present implementation,
these modifications are performed ahead of time, resulting in a virtual machine that
is only capable of handling one set of multicodes. The virtual machine must be
recompiled in order to change the set of multicodes that are supported. Ideally, the
virtual machine should be capable of handling many sets of multicodes. There are
several options for how this goal could be accomplished.
Standard Multicode Sets
One option would be to develop several standard sets of multicodes. Each set would
attempt to address a specific type of class. For example, one set would contain
multicodes that primarily conduct integer operations while a second set would include
multicodes that handle common array-oriented bytecode patterns. Further sets would
address other data types and program styles.
Multiple execution engines will exist within the virtual machine in order to support
the standard sets of multicodes. The execution engine that will be employed for any
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specific class file will be dictated by a new attribute that will reside within each class
file. At class load time, the value in this attribute will be used to associate each class
with its execution engine through a function pointer. As the application executes,
method invocations will be performed by identifying the class of the method being
invoked and dereferencing the function pointer rather than making use of a standard
function call. Implementing method invocations in this manner imposes only a small
amount of runtime overhead while allowing multiple sets of multicodes to be employed.
Under this system, it will be possible to execute any class file that does not contain
multicodes using any execution engine since all of the original bytecodes are still
available.
The impact that this strategy will have on instruction cache performance is yet
to be determined. Interpreters suffer from a general problem where the bytecodes
that implement the user’s application reside in the data cache. Only the machine
instructions that implement the virtual machine reside in the instruction cache. As
a result, the demands placed on the instruction cache are relatively small, suggesting
that two or more execution engines may be able to reside within the instruction
cache simultaneously when large instruction caches are available. If the total size of
the execution engines employed by an application is larger than the instruction cache
it is expected that the loss in cache performance will likely exceed the performance
gains that can be achieved with multicodes.
Dynamic Multicode Sets
While the strategy discussed in the previous section provides a technique to use
multiple sets of multicodes, it does not provide any capability for defining these sets
without recompiling the virtual machine. Ideally, a class file should be able to contain
a description of the multicodes that it requires for optimal performance. Upon reading
the list, the virtual machine should provide functionality for these multicodes.
These goals can be accomplished. When the application is compiled, the multicodes that should be supported for optimal performance will be described in a new
attribute. This attribute will specify the functionality of each multicode in terms of
existing bytecodes. By specifying the functionality in this manner, verifiability of the
class file can be retained.
When the class file is loaded, the virtual machine must update its execution engine
in order to support the multicodes specified by the class file. This kind of dynamic
code modification can be accomplished through the use of a package such as Dyninst
[27]. It is unclear what the best way would be to construct this execution engine. If
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a strategy other than direct threading is used, then the number of multicodes that
can be implemented is quite restricted, requiring the virtual machine to either ignore
some multicode requests or build multiple execution engines in order to support the
multicodes requested by each class file. Ideally, when the class files are modified in
order to make use of multicodes, effort should be expended in order to only define
multicodes that actually result in a meaningful change in performance. However, in
general, one cannot assume that all of the class files were generated with the same
compiler or modified to make use of multicodes at the same time, requiring the virtual
machine to handle competing requests for multicodes in a reasonable manner.

10.2.4

Multicodes and Operands

When profiling was conducted as part of the multicode identification process, every
opcode executed was recorded. No information about the operands supplied to those
opcodes was retained. Expanding the profiling to include the operands utilized may
lead to further insights into the behaviour of the application and multicodes that offer
even greater optimization opportunities.
Consider the following bytecode sequence: iload → iconst 3 → imul → istore.
When this sequence is converted to a multicode it will require two operand bytes. The
first will specify the local variable accessed by the iload bytecode while the second
will specify the local variable accessed by the istore bytecode. Profiling the operands
in addition to the opcodes may reveal that there are many cases where each of these
operands are the same, indicating that the same memory location is both read and
written. This will reduce the number of operand bytes that must be provided to the
multicode and may also offer additional optimization opportunities in the codelet for
the multicode that could not be exploited when it was not known that each bytecode
referred to the same local variable.

10.2.5

Expanding the Number of Multicodes

Presently, the number of multicode substitutions that can be performed is restricted
by the number of bytecodes that are left undefined by the Java Virtual Machine Specification, at 52. However, when considering many applications that will be executed
by a single virtual machine, it may be desirable to support more multicodes without
moving to multiple execution engines. This goal can be accomplished in one of several
manners.
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One option would be to treat multicodes as two byte opcodes while retaining single byte opcodes for the bytecodes currently defined by the Java Virtual Machine
Specification. This could be accomplished in a manner similar to that employed by
the wide bytecode which is immediately followed by a second opcode specifying what
functionality should be performed in a wide manner. Unfortunately, this strategy increases the amount of bytecode fetch overhead compared to implementing multicodes
in a manner identical to other bytecodes because a second decode operation must be
performed once it has been determined that the first byte in the two byte structure
indicates the presence of a multicode. However, if the length of the multicode is
greater than 2, the total number of decode operations being performed is still being
reduced compared to the original sequence.
A second option would be to use two byte opcodes for all bytecodes and multicodes.
In essence, this would change the structure of the class file from being bytecode
oriented to being short-code oriented. Those opcodes that require an odd number of
operand bytes would be padded so that the the number of operand bytes was always
even. As a result, the size of the code attribute would approximately double in size.
Adjusting the operands in this manner is not critical on Intel architectures because 2byte memory loads are permitted from any address. However, on architectures which
employ memory access alignment rules such as a Sun SPARC, padding operands in
this manner would be critical to the performance of the virtual machine. If operand
padding was not performed, it would be necessary for the low and high order halves of
the opcode to be loaded as separate single byte loads in order to meet the constraints
imposed by the architecture’s alignment rules. Failing to align loads correctly on a
SPARC results in a segmentation fault.
By employing either of these options, the total number of multicodes that can be
executed increases considerably. Under the first option, the number of multicodes
available would grow from 52 to over 13000. If the second option were implemented,
it would be possible to implement more than 65000 multicodes. However, given
the diminishing returns that are observed in all of the performance results, it is
unlikely that it would be worthwhile implementing this many multicodes for a single
application. Instead, allowing such a large number of multicodes to be implemented
would provide another technique for developing multicodes for many applications
without requiring multiple execution engines.
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10.2.6

Combining Multicodes and a JIT Compiler

The multicode work presented in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 was conducted entirely
within the context of a Java interpreter. Many modern virtual machines make use
of a JIT compiler in order to improve application performance. Multicodes are very
well suited for use within an interpreter. Furthermore, the author believes that they
may also offer benefits when used in conjunction with a just-in-time compiler.
A JIT compiler converts Java bytecodes to platform specific machine language
instructions at runtime. The amount of time spent on this conversion process is
of great concern since the application’s user is waiting while the conversion process
takes place. Consequently, the thoroughness of the optimizations that are performed
is limited. Any optimization performed must achieve a performance gain after taking
into consideration the amount of time spent performing the optimization [11]. This
is not the case in a traditional optimizer which executes at compile time. In that
context, the only timing concern is that compile time remain reasonable, generally
allowing optimization algorithms to execute until an optimal result is achieved.
If multicodes were introduced into a virtual machine that makes use of a JIT
compiler then the need to perform runtime optimizations would be reduced. Since
the multicodes are determined ahead of time, representing a sequence of several bytecodes, optimal machine language code can be determined for that sequence ahead of
time as well. Thus, when JIT compilation is performed, optimal machine language
code can be generated for the multicode without requiring any additional optimization within it. Optimizations will still need to be performed for those portions of
the applications which do not make extensive use of multicodes and to handle the
boundaries between the multicodes. However, these runtime optimizations will be less
critical to the performance of the application because optimal machine language code
has already been generated for the multicodes which account for a large proportion
of the application’s execution.
The benefits multicodes have to a JIT compiler are similar to the benefits afforded
by bytecode idioms. However, unlike bytecode idioms, multicodes are identified from
profiling, ensuring that the sequences considered are actually executed with great
frequency. Multicode substitution also occurs ahead of time, eliminating the need to
perform the substitution when the class file is loaded. Both of these factors allow
longer candidate sequences to be considered. By determining multicodes through
profiling, a computer examines long sequences that are difficult for people to identify.
Performing the substitution ahead of time eliminates any concerns regarding the
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amount of time that must be spent matching bytecode sequences against the code
stream within the class file at runtime.

10.2.7

Testing Additional Computational Environments

The multicode work presented in this thesis considered only one virtual machine
executing on one computing platform. This test environment must be expanded
in order to determine how wide ranging the benefits of multicodes are. Additional
platforms that should be tested include desktop and server platforms with virtual
machines that make use of a JIT compiler, possibly in conjunction with an interpreter.
Examining smaller computing environments will also be interesting. While multicodes shrink code size by reducing the number of opcodes present in the code stream,
the number of distinct opcodes increases, requiring a larger virtual machine. Conducting a study to determine where the balance between these competing factors lies
will have interesting results with respect to the Java instruction set and the design of
future instruction sets for resource constrained environments.
Finally, it would be interesting to consider a hardware implementation of multicodes. Trade-offs that would need to be considered include the performance of the
chip compared to the complexity of its implementation, its size and the amount of
power it consumes. Future work in this area could also examine the idea of using field
programmable devices that dynamically modify themselves to support the instruction
set in use by the application currently being executed.

10.2.8

Handling Parallelism

The profiling framework implemented as part of both the despecialization and multicode work is not currently thread-safe. Consequently, multi-threaded applications
cannot be profiled. This limitation prevented 227 mtrt from being considered from
the SPEC JVM98 Benchmark Suite and made it impossible to consider the benchmarks in the newer Java Grande Parallel Benchmark Suite [99, 100]. This limitation
does not just impact the ability of multicodes to be applied to a select set of benchmarks. It must be overcome in order to profile many of the real world applications
that are executed by “typical” users.
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10.2.9

Expanding the Class File Mutator’s Capabilities

The class file mutator currently supports two primary rule types. Despecialization
rules replace all occurrences of a specialized bytecode with its equivalent general purpose representation. Substitution rules replace occurrences of a bytecode sequence
with the target bytecode indicated within the rule. In each case, the mutator reconstructs all of the branch targets and exception ranges in order to handle the fact that
each of these rule types may change the size of the code attribute.
At the present time there are three bytecodes which are not supported in substitution rules. These are lookupswitch, tableswitch and wide. Each of these
bytecodes is variable in size, making them more difficult to work with than the other
bytecodes. However, there is nothing that makes it impossible to include them within
a substitution rule. As a result, future work should extend the implementation of the
class file mutator so that applications that make heavy use of these bytecodes can be
handled optimally.
A related extension should also be considered. At the present time, the target
of each substitution rule must be an opcode from o203 through o253. However,
when substitution is used in conjunction with despecialization, opcodes that are despecialized are potentially available as the targets of additional substitution rules.
If 67 despecializations were performed, making this modification would allow a total of 119 multicodes to be implemented without making extensive changes to the
implementation of the Java Virtual Machine.

10.3

Conclusion

This chapter has identified several areas of future work. Some of the areas presented
are implementation issues that need to be resolved in order for applications to take
full advantage of multicodes. Other ideas presented in this section represent areas
of interesting future research that will lead to additional valuable results. The author believes that exploring issues related to dynamic virtual machine or hardware
modification is particularly likely to reveal interesting research problems.
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Chapter 11
Summary and Conclusions
This thesis has conducted a thorough evaluation of the Java Virtual Machine instruction set. It began by providing a brief review of the events that lead to the
development and success of Java. This was followed by a description of the Java Virtual Machine and a summary of the optimization strategies that have been employed
in order to improve its performance.
Chapter 4 introduced the notion of despecialization. It identified a total of 76 specialized bytecodes which provide functionality that is duplicated by other bytecodes
within the Java Virtual Machine instruction set. Many of these specialized bytecodes can be replaced with exactly one other general purpose bytecode. Examples
of bytecodes within this category include 40 bytecodes of the form <t>load <n>
and <t>store <n> and 14 constant loading bytecodes of the form <t>const <n>.
Other specialized bytecodes require two or more general purpose bytecodes in order
to achieve identical functionality. These include the if<cond> bytecodes that can be
replaced with exactly two general purpose bytecodes and several instructions which
require a longer sequence.
Performance results were collected for 7 benchmarks executing on three virtual
machines. These results showed that the change in runtime associated with despecialization was minor. While the worst performance change for any one benchmark was a
loss of approximately 12.7 percent, this result was not typical. When all benchmarks
were considered across all virtual machines, the overall performance loss averaged 2.0
percent when 67 despecializations were performed.
The Java Virtual Machine Specification includes numerous constraints on the content of a Java class file. Performing despecialization has the potential to violate some
of those constraints. An analysis was performed in order to determine which of these
limits could be violated. Examining the class files before and after despecialization
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revealed that none of the constraints were violated in practice. An analysis was
also presented that showed that despecialization did not impact the correctness of
exceptions or synchronization or have a negative impact on the ability to perform
verification.
The initial despecialization study was followed by a second study that was more
comprehensive. While the first study considered seven benchmarks executed using
three virtual machines running on a single platform, the second study considered
20 benchmarks running on a total of eight virtual machine / computing platform
combinations.
The second study also considered grouping the despecializations in a different
manner. In the first study, groups of despecializations were selected based on the
similarity of their general purpose forms. The second study used profiling in order
to determine the frequency of execution of each specialized bytecode. The despecializations were then performed from least frequently executed to most frequently
executed. This system was used with the expectation that it would minimize the
performance impact of the first despecializations performed. Measuring the performance of the applications confirmed that this was typically the case with the last few
despecializations showing the majority of the performance loss.
The overall results from the second study confirmed what was found in the first.
When 62 specialized bytecodes were replaced with their equivalent general purpose
forms, an average performance loss of 2.0 percent was observed. Performing approximately half of the despecializations showed a performance loss of only 0.6 percent.
Evaluating the impact despecialization had on class file size showed that performing 62 despecializations increased average class file size by approximately 3.5 percent
without violating any of the constraints imposed by the Java Virtual Machine Specification.
There are several reasons why specialized bytecodes have little impact on application performance. These include the fact that many modern virtual machines
make use of a just-in-time compiler and the fact that some specialized bytecodes are
executed extremely infrequently. A just-in-time compiler reduces the performance impact of specialized bytecodes because it is often possible to generate identical machine
code during the compilation process for both a specialized bytecodes and its equivalent general purpose form. Thus, despecialization only impacts the performance of
the application up until the point when just-in-time compilation is used.
Infrequently executed specialized bytecodes also have little impact by their very
nature. The difference in performance between the specialized and equivalent general
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purpose forms would have to be extremely large in order for despecializing a specialized bytecode that almost never executes to impact the overall performance of the
application.
The results generated from these studies lead to the conclusion that specialized
bytecodes are of little merit for virtual machines executing on desktop computing
platforms. Utilizing over 60 bytecodes in order to attain performance gains of 2.0
percent is not sufficient to justify the increased complexity their implementation introduces into the virtual machine and the use of bytecodes that can be otherwise
utilized for more effective optimization strategies. Whether this observation is true
across all platforms is still an open question. Future work must consider additional
computing platforms, particularly those that operate without the extensive memory
and processor resources available on most modern desktop architectures.
The profiling work conducted in order to perform the second despecialization study
revealed that some specialized bytecodes are executed infrequently. In fact, four of the
specialized store bytecodes were never executed by any of the benchmarks profiled
in the study. Chapter 6 built on this observation. The applications were profiled
with the complete bytecode, both opcode and operand, being recorded. This made
it possible to compare the frequency with which specific operands occurred for each
opcode. The results of these comparisons were illuminating. It was found that there
were several general purpose bytecodes which were executed with a specific operand
with greater frequency than many specialized bytecodes. For example, of the 10
most frequently executed load bytecodes, only six are specialized. Similar behaviour
was observed for the 10 most frequently executed store bytecodes and the 10 most
frequently utilized constant values. Increasing the number of bytecodes considered
showed an even smaller proportion of specialized bytecodes.
These results indicate that the specialized bytecodes defined by Java Virtual Machine Specification are not specialized for the values that are executed with greatest
frequency. This result is further confirmed by examining the least frequently executed load and store bytecodes. It was found that four of the 40 least executed load
bytecodes were specialized and that five of the 40 least executed store bytecodes were
specialized. These results indicate that of all of the choices that could have been
made for specialized bytecodes, 9 of the worst possible choices were made.
Different choices should be made for specialized bytecodes. Utilizing bytecodes
that execute with greater frequency may show performance benefits similar to those
performance changes observed when the final set of despecializations was performed in
the second despecialization study. Furthermore, choosing new specialized bytecodes
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based on these profile results will also decrease class file size by utilizing one byte to
represent those loads and stores that occur with greatest frequency and two bytes to
represent loads and stores that are performed less frequently.
Researchers and developers creating new intermediate representations and virtual
machines should also consider these profiling results. In particular, these results
indicate that while the Java Virtual Machine Specification provides a symmetric set
of load and store bytecodes, the behavior of Java applications is not symmetric. The
symmetries present that do not reflect the reality of the applications tested include:
• Type Symmetry: The virtual machine specification provides 8 specialized
load / store bytecodes for each of the 5 primitive data types supported by the
virtual machine. However, the profile data collected shows that integer values
are loaded and stored with great frequency while floating point and long integer
variables are rarely used.
• Slot Symmetry: Specialized load and store bytecodes are provided for slots
0 through 3 for each data type. However, Java applications execute a large
number of instance methods making accesses to slot 0 with object reference type
far more common that accesses to this slot for other data types. The utilization
of dload <n> and lload <n> bytecodes is also negatively impacted by this
symmetry. Because doubles and long integers each occupy two adjacent slots
in the local variable array, it is impossible for any method to make use of more
than 2 of the specialized category 2 load bytecodes.
• Load / Store Symmetry: The profile data collected during this study shows
that applications perform many more loads than stores. Consequently, providing the same number of specialized load and store bytecodes is illogical. Instead,
more specialized bytecodes should be devoted to performing loads than stores
since loads execute with greater frequency.
Based on these results, the author concludes that future intermediate representations
and virtual machines should have an asymmetric instruction set. If specialized bytecodes are included, the number of load bytecodes should exceed the number of store
bytecodes and those specialized bytecodes should only be provided for those slots and
data types that are expected to be used frequently.
The concept of multicodes was introduced in Chapter 7. A detailed discussion
was presented which outlined the gains that can be achieved by replacing frequently
executed sequences of bytecodes with a single new multicode. A profiling technique
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was developed which allowed such bytecode sequences to be identified automatically.
Because the identification process was automated, some long sequences of bytecodes
were replaced by multicodes. Such sequences could not be determined by human
intuition alone. Performance results showed that designing a set of multicodes for a
single application could decrease application runtime to approximately 70 percent of
the original runtime in the best case.
The performance gains achieved by performing multicode substitution come from
at least two sources. Some of the performance gain is achieved as a result of reducing
the total number of bytecode dispatches necessary in order to execute the application. Additional performance gains were achieved by performing optimizations on
the codelet that implements the multicode. While some of these optimization can be
performed automatically by the compiler, other optimizations rely on knowledge of
the behaviour associated with internal virtual machine data structures. In particular,
it is possible to reduce the number of memory writes considerably by recognizing that
values which reside above the top of the stack once the multicode finishes executing
will not be utilized subsequently.
One of the disadvantages associated with performing multicode substitution is the
fact that those bytecodes that are not currently defined by the Java Virtual Machine
Specification are utilized. This means that performing multicode substitution prevents other optimizations that rely on their availability from being performed and
limits the options for future expansion of the Java bytecode language. In order to
overcome this disadvantage, a study was performed that examined the impact of
performing both despecialization and multicode substitution at the same time.
It was necessary to profile the applications again in order to perform this study
due to four specialized bytecodes whose general purpose form depends on the context
in which the despecialization is performed. Performing 67 despecializations before
50 multicodes were identified showed an average performance loss of approximately
four percent compared to performing multicode substitution alone. This difference
in performance occurred for two reasons. Part of the difference can be attributed to
the fact that despecialization has already been shown to have a small detrimental
impact on application runtime. The remainder of the performance loss occurred because performing 67 despecializations caused poorer overall multicode selections to be
made because the best initial candidate identified in the presence of despecialization
broke up many other sequences. Consequently, these sequences were not available for
consideration subsequently.
A second study was conducted where both despecialization and multicode sub-
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stitution were performed. It considered performing 50 despecializations before 50
multicodes were identified. Seventeen bytecodes despecialized in the previous study
were not despecialized in the second study. The bytecodes left in their specialized
form were those that previous work on despecialization had shown to have the largest
negative impact on application performance. The performance achieved in this second study was nearly identical to that achieved when 50 multicode substitutions were
performed without any despecializations being performed. This result shows that one
of the disadvantages of multicode substitution – the fact that it increases the number
of distinct bytecodes in the virtual machine instruction set – can be overcome while
maintaining its effectiveness as an optimization strategy.
In conclusion, the studies presented in this thesis considered many interesting
issues related to the design of the Java Virtual Machine instruction set. Taken independently, each study found interesting results.
• Despecialization: Performing despecialization revealed that specialized bytecodes have surprisingly little impact on application performance. Further analysis revealed that using an asymmetric instruction set would allow specialized
bytecodes to be used more effectively.
• Multicodes: An automatic means of determining which bytecode sequences
should be replaced with multicodes was presented. Using these multicodes was
found to reduce application runtime by as much as 30 percent.
Combining these ideas provided a mechanism for automatically developing a customized instruction set for an application. The customized instruction set retained
those specialized bytecodes that were most used by the application while replacing
under utilized specialized bytecodes with multicodes, improving application performance.
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#

Len

1

30

Score
%
100.0

2
3
4
5

2
6
9
13

82.4
70.8
45.9
41.4

6
7
8

7
6
32

31.7
28.7
25.0

9
10
11

6
9
27

24.8
21.1
21.0

12
13
14
15
16
17

10
4
4
4
4
14

14.5
10.5
10.3
10.3
10.3
10.0

18
19

3
12

9.9
8.9

20
21
22
23
24
25

11
3
6
10
5
8

7.1
6.9
6.4
6.4
6.2
5.6

Multicode
aload 0 dup getfield iconst 1 iadd putfield iload 3 aload 0 getfield ishl iload iadd istore 1 iload 3 iload ishl iload ixor istore 2
aload 0 getfield astore aload getfield iload 2 iaload istore iload
iload 1 if icmpne
aload 0 getfield
dup getfield dup x1 iconst 1 iadd putfield
astore aload getfield iload 2 iaload istore iload iload 1 if icmpne
astore aload dup getfield iconst 1 isub putfield aload getfield
aload getfield baload invokevirtual
iload 1 saload bipush ishl bipush iushr ireturn
iload 2 iload isub dup istore 2 ifge
iload baload getstatic iload 2 baload iand iload 1 iload 2 ishl
getstatic iload 2 baload iand ior i2b bastore iinc iload 3 bipush
iload 2 isub isub istore 3 iload 1 bipush iload 2 isub ishr istore 1
iload 3 bipush if icmplt
aload 0 dup getfield iconst 1 isub putfield
astore aload getfield iload 2 baload istore aload getfield aload
iload iinc baload iload 2 ishr getstatic bipush iload 2 isub baload
iand sipush iand istore 1 iload 3 bipush iload 2 isub isub istore 3
bipush iload 2 isub istore 2 iload 3 bipush if icmplt
iload iload 2 iconst 3 ishr iadd istore iload 2 bipush iand istore 2
iload 2 iload iadd istore 2
baload sipush iand ireturn
dup istore 3 iconst m1 if icmpne
astore aload getfield ifeq
astore iload 1 i2b istore aload getfield iload 2 iload bastore
aload 0 iload 2 iconst 1 iadd putfield
iload 1 bastore return
astore aload getfield iload 2 baload dup istore 1 i2b istore aload
getfield aload
iload iinc baload sipush iand iload 2 ishl ior istore 1 iinc iinc
iload 2 sipush if icmpge
iload iload 2 isub istore iload 2 ifne
iload iinc iload 1 i2b bastore iload 1 bipush ishr istore 1 iinc
iload 1 iload 2 i2s sastore return
aload 0 dup getfield iconst 1 iadd putfield iload 3 istore

Table A.1: Multicodes of Length 35 or Less using Transfer Reduction Scoring for
201 compress
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Table A.1 continued:
#

Len

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

2
2
7
4
2
3
3
5
3
10
2
2
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
4
2

Score
%
5.3
4.9
4.6
4.6
3.4
3.4
3.2
3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.4
2.4
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.5
0.9
0.9

Multicode
iload 2 invokevirtual
iload ifgt
astore aload getfield iload 2 iload 1 iastore goto
iload iinc baload invokevirtual
iload bastore
aload 0 dup getfield
iload 3 iload 2 if icmplt
istore 3 iconst 0 istore iload 1 iflt
iinc iload 3 ifne
iload baload getstatic iload 3 baload iand iload 2 ishl ior istore 1
istore goto
iconst 0 ifeq
iload 1 iconst m1 iastore iinc
iadd putfield iload 1 ireturn
dup istore 2 iconst m1 if icmpgt
iconst 3 ishl if icmpne
aload 0 iload invokespecial
iload 2 sipush if icmpne
iload 2 istore iload 2
iload iflt
iload 2 iload 3 invokevirtual
aload 1 iload 3
baload bastore
iload iload 1 i2b bastore
iadd putfield
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#

Len

1

9

Score
%
100.0

2
3

4
8

63.1
59.5

4
5

3
8

42.9
32.4

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

7
5
6
6
5
4
2
2
3
3
3
3
2
8
12

26.9
24.0
20.8
20.8
17.1
13.5
13.4
12.9
9.0
8.5
8.5
8.4
8.4
5.4
2.8

21

20

2.1

22
23
24
25

9
7
3
2

1.9
1.8
1.6
1.2

Multicode
aload 0 getfield iload 3 aaload aload 2 getfield iload 3 aaload
invokevirtual
iload 3 aload 0 getfield if icmplt
aload 0 getfield iload 3 aaload aload 2 iload 3 aaload invokevirtual
aload 0 aload 1 if acmpne
aload 1 checkcast astore 2 aload 0 getfield aload 2 getfield
if icmpeq
aload 0 getfield istore 2 aload 1 getfield iload 2 if icmpeq
aload 0 getfield iload 1 aaload areturn
aload 1 getfield astore 2 iconst 0 istore 3 goto
astore 3 aload 2 getfield aload 3 getfield if icmpne
aload 0 getfield aload 1 getfield if icmpeq
iload 2 ldc iand ifeq
iconst 0 ireturn
iconst 1 ireturn
iload iload if icmplt
aload 1 iload invokevirtual
aload 2 aload 3 invokevirtual
iconst 0 istore 3 goto
aload 0 getfield
aload getfield istore aload getfield istore aload getfield
iload aaload checkcast astore aload 1 getfield aload getfield
aaload astore aload ifnull
aload 0 aload 1 getfield iconst 3 iadd anewarray putfield aload 0
aload 1 getfield putfield aload 0 iconst 0 putfield aload 0 aload 1
getfield putfield aload 1 getfield
istore 2 iload 2 ldc iand istore 2 iload 2 iload 1 irem ireturn
aload 0 dup getfield dup x1 iconst 1 iadd putfield
istore aload getfield
iload invokevirtual

Table A.2: Multicodes of Length 20 or Less using Transfer Reduction Scoring for
202 jess
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Table A.2 continued:
#

Len

26
27
28
29
30

2
3
2
3
10

Score
%
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

31

15

0.9

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

3
4
4
3
4
7
2
2
4
3
2
6
3
4
3
2
3
2
2

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4

Multicode
aload 0 aload 1
iload iconst m1 if icmpeq
aload 0 invokespecial
aload 1 aload 0 if acmpne
arraylength istore aload 2 getfield iconst 0 aaload astore iconst 0
istore goto
aload 0 ldc putfield aload 0 bipush putfield aload 0 bipush putfield aload 0 ldc putfield aload 0 sipush putfield
aload 1 instanceof ifne
iload aaload instanceof ifeq
iload 2 aaload astore 3 goto
aload aload invokevirtual
aload getfield iconst 1 if icmpne
astore 3 aload 3 aload 2 getfield iconst 0 aaload invokevirtual
aload 1 invokevirtual
bipush if icmpne
aload 1 getfield dcmpl ifeq
aload ldc invokevirtual
aload 0 invokevirtual
aload 3 aload 2 getfield putfield aload 3 areturn
aload 1 aastore return
aload 1 aload 3 getfield invokevirtual
iload aload 3 invokevirtual
aload 0 iload 1
astore 2 aload 2 ifnonnull
putfield return
new dup
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#

Len

1

19

Score
%
100.0

2
3

2
13

27.3
22.1

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

4
7
3
3
5
5
9
4
3
4
5
3
3
3
5
7
15

15.0
12.9
12.1
8.6
8.6
8.6
7.9
7.1
6.2
4.9
4.9
4.3
4.3
4.1
3.9
3.2
3.1

21
22

3
10

2.4
2.3

23

11

2.2

24
25

2
2

2.2
2.1

Multicode
aload 0 getfield aload 0 getfield iload iadd caload istore 3
aload 1 getfield aload 1 getfield iload iadd caload istore iload 3
iload if icmpeq
aload 0 getfield
iload iload 2 aload 1 iload iload 3 iadd baload sipush iand ior
i2c castore iinc
aload iload baload bipush
iload 3 iload iadd aaload getfield iload 1 invokevirtual
iload iload 2 if icmplt
iload 1 aaload areturn
iload 3 aaload getfield iload 1 invokevirtual
checkcast astore aload aload invokevirtual
iload 3 iload iadd aload aastore iload 3 iload isub istore 3
istore 2 iconst 0 istore goto
iload iload 3 if icmpge
iload 3 iload isub ireturn
iload 2 iload isub istore 3 goto
iload 0 iload 1 if icmpge
aload 1 getfield invokestatic
iload iload if icmplt
iload 3 iload iadd aaload aastore
aload 0 dup getfield dup x1 iconst 1 iadd putfield
aload 0 iload newarray putfield aload 0 iconst 0 putfield aload 0
iload putfield iload 2 sipush iand bipush ishl
iload 2 iload if icmplt
iload 2 aload 1 aastore aload 0 dup getfield iconst 1 iadd putfield return
aload 2 getfield new dup aload iconst 0 iload iload iload isub
invokespecial
iload 3 ifge
checkcast astore

Table A.3: Multicodes of Length 45 or Less using Transfer Reduction Scoring for
209 db
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Table A.3 continued:
#

Len

26
27
28
29
30
31
32

3
4
6
2
4
3
9

Score
%
2.1
1.5
1.3
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.7

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

2
3
4
8
7
4
7
5
2
7
4
4
4
2
2
2
5
5

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

Multicode
iload 3 aaload astore
aload 1 getfield isub ireturn
aload 0 iload 3 iconst 1 iadd putfield iload 2
aload 0 invokespecial
aload 0 aload 1 aload 0 invokevirtual
iload 1 bipush if icmpne
aload 0 aload 1 putfield aload 0 iconst 0 putfield aload 0 aload 1
invokespecial
iload 0 goto
iload iload 3 if icmplt
iload 1 castore aload 0 areturn
invokestatic lstore lload lload 1 lsub lstore lload invokestatic
aload iload 3 caload aload iload caload if icmpeq
istore 1 iload 1 bipush if icmpeq
getstatic lload ladd putstatic aload 0 iconst 1 invokespecial
new dup aload 0 dup ifnonnull
getfield if icmplt
aload 0 aload 1 iload 2 iload iadd baload invokevirtual
dup istore 3 bipush if icmpeq
iload 1 iinc aload 3 invokeinterface
aload 1 iload 3 i2c invokevirtual
iconst 1 iadd
aload 1 ifnonnull
iload 2 ifge
getstatic lload 0 ladd putstatic return
getstatic iload 1 iadd putstatic return
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#

Len

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

2
7
7
5
5
7
5
2
3
3
4
3
2
9
2
4
3
3
7
2
2
2
2
2
2

Score
%
100.0
21.4
13.9
12.1
11.1
9.6
8.1
7.9
7.8
7.3
6.5
6.4
6.3
5.9
5.5
5.1
4.9
4.9
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.9
3.7
3.6

Multicode
aload 0 getfield
aload 0 dup getfield dup x1 iconst 1 iadd putfield
aload iload 3 caload aload iload caload if icmpeq
iload 3 caload iadd istore 1 iinc
aload 0 dup getfield iconst 1 iadd
iload iadd caload istore iload iload 1 if icmpne
iconst 0 baload sipush iand ireturn
aload 0 aload 1
iload 3 iload 2 if icmplt
bipush iload 1 imul
baload bastore iconst 1 ireturn
iload 3 iload if icmplt
iconst m1 if icmpne
istore 2 iload 2 ldc iand istore 2 iload 2 iload 1 irem ireturn
aload 0 invokevirtual
aload 3 iload iload castore
iload 3 iconst 1 if icmpne
iconst 0 iconst 1 invokevirtual
aload 1 iload caload istore iload iconst 1 if icmplt
iinc iinc
aload 0 iload 1
aload 1 invokevirtual
aload 1 iload 2
aload 3 getfield
istore 1 iload 1

Table A.4: Multicodes of Length 10 or Less using Maximum Number of Bytecodes
Replaced Scoring for 213 javac
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Table A.4 continued:
#

Len

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
2
2
3
2
2
2
7
2
2
2
2
3
9

Score
%
3.5
3.1
3.1
2.9
2.8
2.7
2.7
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.3
2.1
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.6

48
49
50

2
7
3

1.6
1.6
1.5

Multicode
putfield return
aload 1 ifnonnull
aload 0 invokespecial
aload 3 ifnonnull
aload 2 getfield
iload 1 ireturn
iload 2 aaload astore 3 goto
iload aload 1 arraylength if icmplt
iload 1 i2c castore return
istore 1 goto
dup x1 putfield
astore 2 aload 2 ifnonnull
iconst 1 ireturn
aload 2 invokevirtual
getfield putfield
aload iload 3 iinc iload i2b bastore goto
iconst 0 ireturn
aload invokevirtual
new dup
iconst 1 iadd
iload bipush if icmpgt
aload 2 aload 3 putfield aload 3 astore 2 aload 3 iconst 0 putfield goto
arraylength if icmpne
istore iinc iload sipush iand sipush if icmpne
getfield arraylength if icmpge
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#

Len

1
2

10
25

Score
%
100.0
66.7

3

25

66.7

4

25

66.7

5

25

35.6

6
7

4
25

25.0
17.2

8
9
10

4
3
25

14.8
14.4
13.7

11

25

13.7

12

25

13.5

13
14

7
25

13.0
12.9

15
16

9
15

11.9
11.0

Multicode
faload fmul fadd fstore fload aload 0 getfield iload aaload iload
iconst 1 faload fmul fadd fstore iload iconst 1 iadd bipush iand
istore fload 3 aload 0 getfield iload aaload iload faload aload
iconst 2 faload fmul fadd fstore 3 fload
iload iinc aaload astore fload 3 aload 0 getfield iload aaload iload
bipush iadd faload aload iconst 0 faload fmul fadd fstore 3 fload
aload 0 getfield iload aaload iload
fadd fstore fload aload 0 getfield iload aaload iload faload aload
iconst 3 faload fmul fadd fstore iload iconst 1 iadd bipush iand
istore iinc iload bipush if icmplt
aload 0 dup getfield dup x1 iconst 1 iadd putfield saload istore
aload 1 iload iinc iload sipush iand i2b bastore aload 1 iload iinc
iload bipush iushr i2b bastore
bipush iadd faload aload
bipush dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload fsub fastore aload 2
bipush dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload fsub fastore aload 2
bipush dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload fsub
aload 0 getfield aload 0 getfield
aload 1 bipush faload
iconst 3 iushr istore 3 aload 1 aload 1 getfield aload 0 getfield
iadd bipush iand putfield aload 1 dup getfield aload 0 getfield
iadd putfield bipush aload 1 getfield isub bipush iand
aload 0 dup getfield iload 2 ior putfield aload 0 dup getfield iload
ishr putfield aload 0 dup getfield iconst 1 aload 0 getfield ishl
iconst 1 isub iand putfield aload 1 getfield
iload faload aload 2 iload faload fadd ldc fmul fstore aload 2
iload aload 1 iload faload aload 2 iload faload fsub ldc fmul fastore aload 1 iload fload fastore
fstore fload fload fadd fstore fload fload
aload 2 bipush dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload fsub fastore
aload 2 bipush dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload fsub fastore
aload 2 bipush dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload
aload iload 3 aload 2 iload 3 aaload iload faload fastore iinc
aload 0 getfield iload 3 aaload iload bipush iushr iconst 3 iand
saload istore 2 iload 2 ldc iand ifeq

Table A.5: Multicodes of Length 25 or Less using Transfer Reduction Scoring for
222 mpegaudio
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Table A.5 continued:
#

Len

17

21

Score
%
9.6

18

21

8.9

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

8
6
2
7
3
4
25

7.8
7.2
6.7
6.4
5.9
5.9
5.7

26
27
28

6
3
21

5.5
5.0
4.8

29
30

7
25

4.7
4.4

31
32

4
17

4.4
4.4

Multicode
fsub fastore aload 2 bipush dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload
fsub fastore aload 2 bipush dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload
fsub fastore aload 2
iload 2 bipush iushr istore aload 1 aload 1 getfield iload iadd
bipush iand putfield aload 1 dup getfield iload iadd putfield iload
bipush if icmpne
fsub getstatic iconst 0 faload fmul fstore fload fload
aload 0 getfield istore 1 iload 1 iconst m1 if icmpeq
faload aload
faload fadd aload 3 bipush faload fmul fastore
fload 1 f2d ldc2 w
fadd fastore aload 2 bipush
dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload fsub fastore aload 2 bipush
dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload fsub fastore aload 2 bipush
dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload fsub fastore
aload 1 iload iaload istore iload ifge
getstatic bipush faload
baload sipush iand istore 1 aload 0 dup getfield iconst 1 isub
putfield aload 0 aload 0 getfield iconst 1 iadd aload 0 getfield
iand putfield iload 1 ireturn
iload iconst 2 ishl istore iload bipush if icmple
iconst 0 faload fmul fstore fload fload fsub getstatic iconst 1
faload fmul fstore fload fload fsub getstatic iconst 2 faload fmul
fstore fload fload fsub getstatic iconst 3
fload 1 f2i i2s ireturn
aload 0 fload fload fadd putfield aload 0 fload fload fadd putfield
aload 0 fload fload fadd putfield aload 0 fload
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Table A.5 continued:
#

Len

33

19

Score
%
4.4

34
35
36

7
9
25

4.3
4.3
4.3

37
38
39

2
7
11

4.2
4.2
3.7

40
41

2
11

3.7
3.6

42
43

3
11

3.5
3.5

44
45
46
47

7
7
10
10

3.4
3.4
3.3
3.3

48

10

3.3

49

13

3.2

50

8

3.1

Multicode
iload 1 i2b bastore aload 0 dup getfield iconst 1 iadd putfield
aload 0 aload 0 getfield iconst 1 iadd aload 0 getfield iand putfield return
aload 0 getfield bipush faload aload 0 getfield bipush
faload fsub aload 3 bipush faload fmul fadd fastore aload 1
fastore aload 2 bipush dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload fsub
fastore aload 2 bipush dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload fsub
fastore aload 2 bipush dup2 faload aload 2 bipush
iload iload
sastore aload 1 iload 2 bipush iadd iload isub
fconst 0 dup fstore dup fstore dup fstore fstore 3 iconst 0 istore
goto
bipush if icmplt
istore iload iconst 4 iushr istore iload bipush iand istore iload
ifle
iload iload 3 if icmplt
iload iconst 2 imul istore aload 1 iload 2 iload iadd aload 0
fload 3 invokespecial
aload 1 getfield aload 0 getfield iadd bipush iadd
istore aload 0 iconst 0 putfield iconst 1 istore goto
faload fmul fadd fstore iload iconst 1 iadd bipush iand istore
faload fmul fadd fstore fload aload 0 getfield iload aaload
iconst 0
faload fmul fadd fstore 3 fload aload 0 getfield iload aaload bipush
aload 0 getfield aload 0 dup getfield dup x1 iconst 1 iadd putfield baload sipush iand ireturn
iconst 0 istore 3 aload 1 getfield istore aload 1 getfield invokevirtual
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#

Len

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

2
5
3
2
2
2
5
2
2
5
3
5
5
2
2
2
2
5
5
5
3
4
2
5
3

Score
%
100.0
42.9
19.3
15.0
11.6
9.1
8.7
7.9
7.4
5.5
5.2
4.6
4.0
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.0
3.0
2.8
2.8
2.7

Multicode
aload 0 getfield
aload 0 dup getfield iconst 1 iadd
getfield arraylength if icmpge
aload 0 aload 1
aload 0 invokespecial
dup x1 putfield
new dup aload 0 dup ifnonnull
aaload ifnull
putfield aload 0
iload 3 aaload astore aload 1 aload
aload 1 aload invokevirtual
iload 3 iconst 1 iadd putfield iload 2
ldc iand istore 2 iload 2 iload 1
putfield return
iconst 0 goto
aload 0 invokevirtual
new dup
iload 3 caload iadd istore 1 iinc
aload 0 iload 3 putfield aload 1 iload 2
iconst 1 newarray dup iconst 0 iload 0
iload 3 iload 2 if icmplt
iload 2 aaload astore 3 goto
aload 0 iload 1
aload 0 dup getfield dup x1 iconst 1
iload 1 aaload areturn

Table A.6: Multicodes of Length 5 or Less using Transfer Reduction Scoring for
228 jack
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Table A.6 continued:
#

Len

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

4
5
4
4
3
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
3
2
3
2
2
4
5
5
5
5
2
2

Score
%
2.4
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.2
2.2
2.2
1.9
1.9
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.4

Multicode
dup istore iconst m1 if icmpeq
getfield iload 1 iadd caload ireturn
iconst 0 aload 1 arraylength invokespecial
iconst 0 iload 3 invokestatic return
iload 2 aload 1 aastore
iload 1 aconst null aastore iinc
checkcast iload aload 1 invokevirtual
checkcast dup astore 3 ifnull
astore 2 aload 2 ifnonnull
aload 0 aload 2 invokespecial
aload 1 ifnull
aload 1 ifnonnull
istore 3 goto
bipush iload 1 imul
getfield if icmplt
aload 0 iload 3 newarray
iconst 0 invokevirtual
aload 2 invokeinterface
iload 2 aload 1 arraylength if icmplt
iload iload 2 iload 1 isub invokestatic
iconst 2 newarray astore aload invokeinterface
astore aload iconst 0 iconst 1 aload
iload 2 laload lconst 0 lcmp ifeq
aload 1 invokevirtual
iload 1 iadd
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#

Len

1
2
3
4

2
7
7
15

Score
%
100.0
30.1
29.5
28.4

5
6
7
8
9
10

10
5
9
5
4
17

24.1
20.7
20.6
20.0
15.8
11.8

11

13

11.6

12

18

11.4

13
14
15
16
17

5
7
7
10
13

10.7
10.7
8.9
8.7
8.1

18
19
20

6
2
25

8.0
7.9
7.8

21
22

6
25

6.3
6.1

23
24
25

6
2
7

6.1
6.0
5.9

Multicode
aload 0 getfield
iload aaload iload bipush iadd faload aload
aload 0 dup getfield dup x1 iconst 1 iadd putfield
iload iadd caload istore 3 aload 1 getfield aload 1 getfield iload
iadd caload istore iload 3 iload if icmpeq
faload fmul fadd fstore iload iconst 1 iadd bipush iand istore
faload fmul fadd fstore fload
astore aload getfield iload 2 iaload istore iload iload 1 if icmpne
iload aaload iload faload aload
aload 0 dup getfield iconst 1
astore aload getfield iload 2 baload istore aload getfield aload
dup getfield dup x1 iconst 1 iadd putfield iload bastore
astore aload dup getfield iconst 1 isub putfield aload getfield
aload getfield baload invokevirtual
saload istore aload 1 iload iinc iload sipush iand i2b bastore
aload 1 iload iinc iload bipush iushr i2b bastore
faload fmul fadd fstore 3 fload
iload 3 aaload aload 2 getfield iload 3 aaload invokevirtual
iload 1 saload bipush ishl bipush iushr ireturn
ishl iload iadd istore 1 iload 3 iload ishl iload ixor istore 2
iload iload 2 aload 1 iload iload 3 iadd baload sipush iand ior
i2c castore iinc
iload 2 iload isub dup istore 2 ifge
aload 0 aload 1
bipush dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload fsub fastore aload 2
bipush dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload fsub fastore aload 2
bipush dup2 faload aload 2 bipush faload fsub
getstatic iload iinc aaload astore fload 3
iload faload aload 2 iload faload fadd ldc fmul fstore aload 2
iload aload 1 iload faload aload 2 iload faload fsub ldc fmul fastore aload 1 iload fload fastore
iload 3 aaload aload 2 iload 3 aaload invokevirtual
bipush faload
fstore fload fload fadd fstore fload fload

Table A.7: Multicodes of Length 25 or Less using Transfer Reduction Scoring for All
Benchmarks
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Table A.7 continued:
#

Len

26
27
28

2
4
25

Score
%
5.7
5.5
5.4

29

25

5.4

30
31
32
33
34
35

9
3
7
4
3
20

5.3
5.2
4.7
4.6
4.5
4.3

36

13

4.2

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

3
10
3
2
8
7
2
5
5
5
6
4
3
4

4.2
4.1
3.8
3.8
3.5
3.3
3.2
3.1
3.1
3.0
3.0
2.9
2.9
2.9

Multicode
aload 1 getfield
aload iload baload bipush
iload baload getstatic iload 2 baload iand iload 1 iload 2 ishl
getstatic iload 2 baload iand ior i2b bastore iinc iload 3 bipush
iload 2 isub isub istore 3 iload 1 bipush
iload iinc baload iload 2 ishr getstatic bipush iload 2 isub baload
iand sipush iand istore 1 iload 3 bipush iload 2 isub isub istore 3
bipush iload 2 isub istore 2 iload 3
aload iload 3 aload 2 iload 3 aaload iload faload fastore iinc
iload 1 aaload areturn
iload 3 iload iadd aaload getfield iload 1 invokevirtual
baload sipush iand ireturn
iload iload 2 if icmplt
astore aload getfield iload 2 baload dup istore 1 i2b istore aload
getfield aload dup getfield dup x1 iconst 1 iadd putfield iload
bastore
iload 3 aaload iload bipush iushr iconst 3 iand saload istore 2
iload 2 ldc iand ifeq
iload bipush if icmplt
iload iload 2 iconst 3 ishr iadd istore iload 2 bipush iand istore 2
iload iload if icmplt
iadd putfield
fsub getstatic iconst 0 faload fmul fstore fload fload
aload iload 3 caload aload iload caload if icmpeq
iconst 1 ireturn
iload 3 aaload getfield iload 1 invokevirtual
checkcast astore aload aload invokevirtual
iload 3 caload iadd istore 1 iinc
astore 3 aload 2 getfield aload 3 getfield if icmpne
iload 2 iload iadd istore 2
getfield arraylength if icmpge
dup istore 3 iconst m1 if icmpne
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Appendix B
Software Developed
This chapter describes the software that was developed in order to complete the
studies presented in this thesis. The class file mutator used to modify binary Java
class files is described in Section 11. Section 11 looks at the changes made to the
virtual machine in order to profile the benchmarks. The software used to gather
performance results is described in Sections 11, 11 and 11. These sections describe
the scripts used to start the virtual machine, the scripts used to generate a multicode
enabled virtual machine and scripts that perform the performance testing respectively.
Finally, Section 11 describes how all of the scripts described in the previous sections
fit together in order to perform the studies presented in this thesis.

B.1

Class File Mutator

The Java class file mutator, named bsub (which is an abbreviation for bytecode
substitution), is used to modify a Java class file according to a set of rules. Once
the class file was modified, the costs and benefits associated with despecialization
and multicode substitution could be measured. Two rule types are fully supported
by bsub. Substitution rules are used to replace eligible occurrences of a bytecode
sequence with a new multicode. Despecialization rules replace all occurrences of a
specialized bytecode with its equivalent general purpose form.
A limited amount of development work was also performed in order to support
additional rule types. A renumber rule substitutes all occurrences of one opcode
with another, effectively changing the opcode associated with a particular operation.
A split rule introduces a new opcode which performs the same task as an existing
opcode. Half of the occurrences of the existing opcode are replaced with the new
opcode, reducing the frequency of execution of the original opcode and increasing
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the level of entropy within the code stream. The implementation of these rules was
considered so that future experiments might be conducted that considered the impact
the order or distribution of the opcodes had on application performance.
The bsub application was developed in C++. Object oriented design principles
were used in order to represent the data that would be handled by the application.
One class was developed which represented a Java class file. Additional class were
created which represented the major structures within it. Examples of these structures include the constant pool, fields, methods, attributes, bytecodes and exceptions.
A separate class was also developed to represent a rule.
Addition helper functions were also developed. Some of these aided in the task of
parsing the rules in the rule file. Others aided with reading and writing Java class files
by providing an easy mechanism to read or write an element of a specific primitive
data type. Using helper functions to read and write the multi-byte values within the
Java class files made it easy to port bsub from a little endian architecture such as
a Pentium III to a big endian architecture such as SPARC. The only changes made
during the process were in these helper functions.
The input to bsub consisted of the name of a class to process and the name of a
rule file. Each of these values was provided as a command line argument for maximum
flexibility. The first task performed by bsub was to parse the class file and rule file
to verify that the input to the application was syntactically correct.
If each of the input files was loaded successfully then the processing operations
began. Each rule was applied to every method within the class in sequence, in the
same order that they appeared in the rule file. As a result, later rules in the file could
rely on earlier rules executing first. This also made it important that despecializations were performed in the correct order. For example, because despecializing ifeq
introduces two bytecodes, an iconst 0 and a if icmpeq, it is important to ensure
that iconst 0 is despecialized after ifeq. Otherwise, it is possible that occurrences
of iconst 0 will reside in the output file after despecialization has been performed.
Once every rule was applied to the code attribute for every method, a new version of
the class file was written to disk, replacing the original file.
It has already been observed that performing a despecialization or multicode substitution is not as simple as replacing all occurrences of a bytecode (for despecialization) or bytecode sequence (for a multicode substitution) with another bytecode.
These transformations change the total size of the code stream and the distance that
some branches span. Consequently, care was taken to ensure that branches and ex-
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ceptions continue to identify the correct locations within the code stream once a rule
has been applied to it.
Retaining the correct branch and exception semantics is accomplished within the
class file mutator by representing the bytecode stream as an ordered list of instruction
objects rather than a sequence of bytes. When the code stream is translated into a
list, all branch targets are expressed as pointers to other objects in the list rather
than as offsets within the code stream. The multicode substitution is performed
on the list representation. Once the substitution is complete, the bytecode stream
is generated from the list representation by performing two passes. The first pass
determines the program counter value for each of the instructions, including any pad
bytes that need to be introduced within tableswitch and lookupswitch bytecodes.
The bytecode stream is generated during the second pass. At that time, the branch
targets expressed as pointers are replaced with the difference between the program
counter of the current instruction and the instruction that is the target of the branch.
Entries in the exception table are handled in a similar manner. Items in the
exception table are converted from program counter values to pointers into the list
of bytecodes immediately after the list representation is generated. The program
counter representation of the exception table is regenerated immediately after the list
of bytecodes is converted back into a byte stream. Consequently, appropriate changes
will be made to the program counter values specified in the exception table for any
changes made to the bytecode list.
Care is taken to ensure that the pointers to entries in the list of bytecodes remain
valid as the list is manipulated. When despecializations are performed the internal
operations do not deallocate the bytecode object representing the specialized bytecode and then allocate a new bytecode object to represent its general purpose form.
Instead, the opcode and operand values of the bytecode object are modified so that
the object represents the equivalent general purpose form. If the general purpose
form is a sequence of bytecodes then new bytecode objects are allocated to represent
the bytecodes in the sequence beyond the first. Performing the manipulation in this
manner removes the need to update any pointers in other data structures because the
object that was the specialized bytecode before the transformation is the first (and
possibly only) bytecode in the despecialized form after the despecialization.
A similar strategy is employed for multicode substitution. In this case, the objects
representing the second bytecode in the sequence and beyond are deallocated. It was
determined that none of these bytecodes are targets of any branches or exception
handlers before the substitution process began. Consequently, it is guaranteed that
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there are no pointers to these bytecode objects in other data structures. Therefore,
deallocating the objects will not cause any potential problems with the consistency
of those data structures. The first bytecode in the sequence is not deallocated. Its
opcode is changed to the target opcode specified in the substitution rule. Its operands
are determined from the sequence of bytecodes that it replaces. Because the bytecode
object was never deallocated, any pointers in any other data structures that pointed
to the first bytecode in the sequence now point to the multicode, allowing the correct
byte stream to be recreated at the end of the transformation process.
In total, the bsub application consisted of 10 classes. The implementation of
those classes and the application that made use of them required almost 10,000 lines
of code.

B.2

Data Collection Software

Two different versions of the Kaffe virtual machine were created in order to gather the
profile data used during the studies presented in this thesis. One version of the virtual
machine was used to collect the data used in the despecialization studies presented in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. This version recorded single bytecodes, including both the
opcode and any operands present. The second modified version of the Kaffe virtual
machine recorded the multicode blocks executed by the application. This version of
the virtual machine only recorded opcodes, discarding all operand values.

B.2.1

Operand Profiling Virtual Machine

This version of the Kaffe virtual machine was modified to record each bytecode executed. The bytecodes were considered as discrete items. No information was recorded
regarding the context in which the bytecode was executed. Modifications were made
to the interpreter’s main execution engine. They consisted of inserting new function
calls to record the desired information. The implementations of those functions were
provided in a separate C++ source file.
The information recorded by the modified virtual machine included both the opcode and its associated operands. Additional information from the constant pool was
also recorded for some bytecodes. Recording this information was important because
values can reside at different locations within the constant pool in different class
files. Consequently, the operands specifying an offset into the constant pool are not
sufficient in order to determine if similar values are being used in many files.
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The internal data structure used to store the information about each bytecode
executed was a C++ STL map. The keys in the map were Instruction objects.
Each value in the map was an integer which represented the count of the number
of times the instruction executed. An instruction object consisted of an opcode, a
vector of operands and a comment string. Each time a bytecode was executed, a new
instruction object was created to represent it. If the object was not already present
in the map, it was added to it with a count of one. Otherwise, the count associated
with the object in the map was incremented.
An exit handler was installed in order to ensure that the data collected was saved
to a file when the application completed. The file format was text based, using one line
to represent each unique opcode / operand pairing executed. Each line began with an
integer indicating how many times the instruction executed. This was followed by an
ASCII representation of the opcode name and any operands or comments recorded
for that opcode.
Perl scrips were developed to process the output files generated from profiling the
benchmarks with this virtual machine. Those scripts generated lists of the load and
store bytecodes executed by the application sorted by execution frequency. They were
also used in order to evaluate the constants utilized, number of parameters to each
method invoked, and the type information associated with each method parameter,
field and object. Without these scripts it would have been impossible to conduct the
studies presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

B.2.2

Multicode Block Profiling Virtual Machine

The multicode block profiling virtual machine was also constructed by modifying the
Kaffe virtual machine. It used an approach that was similar to the operand profiling
virtual machine. Individual bytecodes were represented using integers instead of
objects because it was not necessary to store information regarding their operands.
A sequence of bytes representing a multicode block was expressed as a C++ STL
vector of integers because this data structure was flexible and easy to use. The
execution count associated with each bytecode sequence was stored in a C++ STL
map.
In order to identify the starting point for each multicode block, it was necessary
to determine the target of each branch, the start of each exception handler and the
start and end of each exception handler range. This information can be determined
by examining the code attribute and the exception table. A map was used to save this
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information for each method so that it was not necessary to parse the method every
time it was invoked. A class was introduced to represent the fully qualified class name
as three pointers – one to the string representing the class name, one to the string
representing the method name and one to the string representing the signature. This
reduced the amount of space required to represent each fully qualified method name
to 12 bytes since the pointers pointed to copies of the names maintained within other
Kaffe data structures. Using this technique also meant that comparison between
method names could be performed using pointer comparisons instead of expensive
string operations.
Before each bytecode was executed, a check was performed in order to determine
if that bytecode represented the start of a new multicode block. This was determined
by searching for its program counter value in the branch targets map entry for the
current method. If it was determined that the bytecode started a new multicode block
then the count associate with the current bytecode sequence was incremented and the
vector representing the sequence was cleared. Once the checks associated with the
start of a new block were performed, the bytecode that was about to execute was
appended to the vector representing the current multicode block.
An exit handler was used in order to ensure that the information recorded during
profiling was saved before the application completed. In addition, the exit handler
was responsible for incrementing the count associated with the last multicode block
executed. The output generated was referred to as a compressed multicode block file.
Its format was text based, with each line beginning with a count of the number of
times the block was executed. This was followed by a space separated list of bytecode
names representing the bytecode sequence.
Once the data was collected it was evaluated using an application that implemented the multicode identification algorithm presented in Chapter 7. This tool
implemented both the total bytecodes replaced and transfer reduction scoring systems. In addition, it also implemented the timing based scoring system described
in Section 7.8. The scoring system, number of multicodes to identify and maximum
multicode length to consider are all provided to the application as command line parameters. The output of the application is a rule file in the format required by the
class file mutator.
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B.3

Virtual Machine Invocation Script

The Kaffe virtual machine is normally invoked using a shell script which executes
the virtual machine binary after performing some setup operations. One of these
operations is to check the value of the CLASSPATH environment variable and modify it
to include Kaffe’s implementation of the Java standard library. While the intentions
of the script are good, allowing the virtual machine to execute when the CLASSPATH
environment variable is not set correctly, performing this update cause problems in
a research environment where one is testing different versions of the library. A new
version of the script was created which did not modify the CLASSPATH environment
variable. Using the modified script ensured that no profiling or timings were inadvertently conducted using the standard library implementation instead of the modified
version.
Similar scripts were also created for the Sun and IBM virtual machines. These
scripts ensured that the classes loaded by the virtual machine were restricted to
those modified as part of the experiment being performed. Without these scripts,
unmodified classes could be used inadvertently when the CLASSPATH environment
variable was not set correctly or some command line arguments were not specified
correctly.

B.4

Virtual Machine Generation

A separate tool was developed to create a new, multicode enabled version of the
Kaffe virtual machine. It was not used during the despecialization studies presented
in Chapters 4 and 5. This tool was developed using Perl because of the amount of text
processing involved in generating the source code for the new virtual machine. Like
the class file mutator, this tool reads a rule file which describes the despecializations
and / or multicode substitutions to be performed.
A small number of modifications were made to the Kaffe virtual machine by
hand. These changes involved modifying the source files that required modifications
in order to support multicodes so that those portions of the file that would change
were abstracted into separate files. The separate files were inserted at the correct
locations using the #include macro. Making this change has no impact on the
performance of the virtual machine because the macro processor performs a simple
textual substitution as one of the first steps in the compilation process. However, the
change eased the task of developing the virtual machine generation tool, requiring it
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to emit four files that were subsequently included into the virtual machine during the
compilation process instead of requiring it to patch the existing files.
The virtual machine generation tool outputs four distinct files that enable the
Kaffe virtual machine to support multicodes. The first contains the declaration of an
array that specifies the size of each bytecode including its operands. Two additional
files describe the tasks that must be performed as part of verifying the correctness
of the class files at the basic block and method level. It is important to note that if
Kaffe is extended to fully implement the verification procedure required by the Java
Virtual Machine Specification then it will likely be necessary to generate several more
files to update a full verifier. The final file generated contains the codelets for all of
the bytecodes supported by the interpreter, including the new multicodes.

B.5

Benchmark Performance Testing Scripts

In order to generate the performance results presented in this thesis, it was necessary
to execute many benchmarks using several different versions of the class files that
represent them. It was also necessary to use the corresponding versions of the Java
library. The following sections describes the scripts used for the despecialization and
multicode studies.

B.5.1

Despecialization Scripts

The first despecialization study conducted used a different script for each virtual
machine tested. This script measured the performance of each benchmark using all
of the rule files located in a prescribed subdirectory. It was responsible for applying
the rule file to every class in the benchmark being tested, every class in the Java
library and invoking the virtual machine in such a manner so as to ensure that only
those classes were utilized. These scripts were subsequently generalized so that a
single script could be used to test an arbitrarily large number of virtual machines.
The timing script executed each benchmark several times. By default, 6 iterations
were used. However, this value could be changed by updating the value of a single
constant within the script. The output from the timing script included an indication
of each rule file tested and the actual output generated when each benchmark was
executed. A separate script was used to parse the performance results. It reported
the average performance of each rule file tested for each benchmark after the highest
and lowest run times were discarded in order to minimize the impact of outliers.
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B.5.2

Multicode Timing Script

The multicode timing script performs tasks similar to those conducted by the despecialization timing scripts. However, it must also generate a new version of the Kaffe
virtual machine which supports multicodes. The timing scripts used for the despecialization studies did not perform this task because they used each virtual machine
in its original, unmodified form.
The timing script was capable of measuring the performance of several benchmarks
and rule files in a single run. An appropriate virtual machine was built for each rule
file tested. The output generated from the script included an indication of each rule
file tested and the actual output generated when the benchmarks were executed. By
default, the script executed each benchmark six times although this behaviour could
be overridden using a command line parameter.
The output generated by the timing script was processed by a second script. It
was responsible for reporting the average performance for each condition tested after
discarding the highest and lowest values achieved in order to minimize the impact of
outliers. All of the performance results generated by this second script were reported
as a percentage of the execution time achieved by the first test condition tested. As a
result, the first test condition run was normally the original, unmodified benchmark.

B.6

Putting the Pieces Together

Figure B.1 shows the process followed in order to generate the despecialization results
presented in Chapter 5. The left column illustrates the steps that were taken using
the scripts described in the previous sections in order determine what order the despecializations should be performed in. The steps in the right column show the steps
taken to gather the performance results. The initial despecialization study presented
in Chapter 4 did not perform any profiling. Consequently, it only performed the steps
shown on the right side of the diagram.
The process followed to gather multicode performance results is shown in Figure
B.2. This process was followed for the studies presented in both Chapter 7 and
Chapter 8. The left side of the diagram shows the process followed in order to
determine which bytecode sequences should be replaced by multicodes. Once this
determination was made, the steps on the right side of the diagram were followed in
order to determine the impact the multicodes had on application performance.
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Figure B.1: The Steps Followed to Evaluate Despecialization Performance
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Figure B.2: The Steps Followed to Evaluate Multicode Performance
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B.7

Summary

This Chapter has described the software developed in order to conduct the studies
presented in this thesis. The application which manipulated binary Java class files
was discussed initially. This was followed by a discussion of the scripts used to profile
the benchmarks and collect the performance results. The chapter concluded with a
description of the interaction between the pieces of software described in the previous
sections.
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